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Abstract 
 

 

Polymer synthesis can be performed in the presence of template molecule to 
produce a corresponding cavity, giving a molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) with 
affinity for the template. A brief review of the predominant techniques in MIP 
computational analysis will be given and contrasted with a molecular 
mechanics/molecular dynamics (MM/MD) alternative, including some examples of 
how this can be applied. Automated synthesis of MIPs in silico will then be 
demonstrated as a further development of the MM/MD method, producing polymers 
by mimicking radical polymerization atomistically.  Comparative analysis in the design 
of a synthetic ephedrine receptor demonstrates that the new method can effectively 
identify affinity trends and binding site selectivities where analysis of template-
monomer and template-solution systems cannot.  

Studies of polymer nanoparticle dimensions were then pursued and found to 
correlate with polymer solubility when expressed as the Flory parameter χs,p. A 
modified Flory-Huggins based thermodynamic model was then developed for the 
analysis of the hydrodynamic diameters, and the absolute size of polymer nanoparticles 
was found to be predictable by varying the polymerization conditions that influence χs,p. 
The position of the spinodal, associated with a given χs,p equivalent, allows an absolute 
value, Δχspinodal, to be calculated. The hydrodynamic diameter, D, of nanoparticles at the 
primarily observed fraction was then found to be dependent on D (nm) = −74Δχspinodal 
+ 367 nm, where Δχspinodal must be positive for successful separation. The 
polymerization algorithm was then applied to the prepolymerization system in an 
attempt to improve understanding and prediction of Δχspinodal. From these studies it is 
concluded that MIP synthesis occurs by a binodal-character phase separation, having 
implications for the synthetic mechanism. The polymerization algorithm, 
thermodynamic model, synthetic mechanism and described relationship between 
polymer diameter and solubility should therefore be useful additions to future analysis.  
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1. Introduction 
 

It would be so much better if we called most of them models rather than theories. Then we would 

not have to defend their truth but only their usefulness. Most of us do need models in order to 

think. 

- George Scatchard1 

 

 

It is common in contemporary communication of science to refer to the 

information gained in scientific inquiry as truth, the suggestion being that a particular 

discovery uncovers another small piece of the reality hidden beneath ignorance. It is 

arguably more useful to consider scientific theories however simply as models, 

allowing the user of the model to predict outcomes and explain observations. Whether 

all science progresses via punctuated equilibrium style paradigm shifts as described by 

Thomas Kuhn or not, history suggests that a theory is initially produced based on 

existing evidence and developed through application, until the evidence no longer 

supports the theory and an alternative is proposed. While this could fairly be 

considered a process of working towards a greater understanding of underlying reality, 

and in some examples the minute developments suggest a close approximation to the 

actual natural structure, to consider a particular theory ‘true’ suggests that those 

preceding it are false. That a particular model of a natural phenomenon can potentially 

switch in some short time from being a useful, predictive and true representation to 

one that is false in the light of a new theory is unsupported in all but the most extreme 

events.  

Examples can be given in the analysis of elemental mercury and the planet 

Mercury. The model of planetary orbit derived from Newtonian laws of motion allows 

predictions of all the major bodies of the solar system except Mercury, which required 

input from relativity for accurate description. Similarly, elemental mercury from 

quantum mechanical calculations would be predicted to be solid under ambient 

conditions, and only predicted to be liquid when core electron relativistic effects are 

accounted for (this is discussed in more detail in Section 1.4.). While such examples 
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demonstrate the limitations of a particular model, Newtonian mechanics and non-

relativistic quantum mechanics cannot be considered incorrect, but only limited. For 

certain examples a theory may become so removed from the modern state of science 

that its inclusion causes more confusion than benefit (phlogiston theory, geocentrism, 

spontaneous generation, etc.) even if the antiquated model is effectively predictive in 

certain experiments. For many other examples however this is not the case, as 

demonstrated by the continued use of Newtonian mechanics where it has benefits over 

those models that may be viewed as superseding it.  

This perspective may be helpful in contextualizing the two major research areas 

described in this thesis. The first, developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, describes the 

application of a model to aid technological development and analysis. While this work 

is more of an application of science than a science in itself, it functions as a technique to 

potentially facilitate scientific advancement. While applying an existing model of nature 

(classical mechanics) the work describes the design of a technique which provides an 

original model of a polymer network, ‘original model’ in the sense that such a 

representation has not been produced before, and a method of synthesizing such a 

structure. This work is a response to the standard approach to molecular modelling, 

described from Section 1.2., and a development from those approaches described in 

Chapter 2. 

This molecular modelling was performed explicitly to build more appropriate 

models of polymers for technological applications. The second research area however 

presents an attempt to describe an aspect of nature, while having some possible useful 

application as a convenient by-product. This research is described is Chapter 4, with 

some attempts at further development of the model being given in Chapter 5, where it 

is aided by the techniques described in Chapters 2 and 3. This work was in many ways 

more ambitious than the previous in that it represents a proposed contribution to 

polymer science as a whole, drawing on theory from various sub areas to describe the 

properties of polymer nanoparticles from their synthetic conditions.  

Chapter 5 then attempts to ties together all the previously described work, thus 

achieving an end point to the project. The modeling techniques described in Chapter 2 

will be applied with the polymerization algorithm of Chapter 3, with the goal of 
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improving the natural model of polymer nanoparticles explained in Chapter 4. Chapter 

5 therefore demonstrates an attempt to combine the two major research areas by 

developing more accurate descriptions of synthesis conditions with molecular 

modeling, thus applying microscopic analysis to mesoscopic properties. This section 

also includes some discussion of the mechanisms of polymer synthesis implied by the 

previous chapters and their possible implications for future modeling. 

Section 1.1 however begins with an explanation of the theory underlying 

molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs), and leads to a discussion though the rest of 

Chapter 1 of the predominant (quantum mechanical) molecular models currently used 

in the design and analysis of imprinted polymers. 

 

 

Objectives by chapter 

 

1. Provide background information on MIPs and the quantum mechanical   

methods used in their design and analysis. 

2. Introduce molecular mechanics as an alternative, giving original examples of 

how they can be applied to MIPs.  

3. Develop a polymerization algorithm as an improvement to the existing 

techniques in MIP analysis. 

4. Describe the relationship between polymer solubility and polymer 

nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter. 

5. Investigate the feasibility of applying the polymerization algorithm to 

improve the description of polymer solubility.  
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1.1. Molecularly imprinted polymers 
 

Molecular imprinting is a process in which a polymer is synthesized in the 

presence of some template molecule, evidently leaving an imprint cavity within the 

polymer that will retain, or can readily revert to, a complementary chemical structure 

on removal of the template (Figure 1.1). If successfully formed the cavity and the 

template will inherently exhibit affinity as a result of the area and/or charges of 

interaction between the two surfaces. Synthesis may require the presence of a 

monomer-template complex, resulting from favorable monomer-template interactions, 

which can then be incorporated into the polymer as it develops. Specialized functional 

monomers are often chosen which will form strong non-covalent bonds with the 

template, resulting in a more stable complex and stronger interactions between the 

template and polymer. On removing the template the cavity remains, or can be induced, 

and so acts as a binding site for the molecule originally used as the template or some 

analogue of the template depending on the requirements.  

The invention of molecular imprinting is commonly attributed to M. V. Polyakov 

in 1931, for his publication documenting the observed differences in rebinding simple 

aromatics (benzene, toluene or xylene) between silica dried in the presence of each of 

these compounds.2, 3 For various reasons, primarily that Polyakov published his work 

in Russian, the first research into MIPs has also been attributed to Frank Dickey in 

1949.4 Dickey’s work similarly involved the preparation of silica gels in the presence of 

methyl orange and its homologues, the resultant specific adsorbents showing 

selectivity for their specific template and greater adsorption than equivalent control 

gels.5 This work is of particular interest, aside from the relatively strong effect 

observed, due to the concluding remarks that these adsorbents could be used for the 

separation of optical isomers, and that the research could lead to the development of 

synthetic enzymes which catalyze the reactions of specific reagents.  
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Figure 1.1: The standard schematic diagram giving an overview of molecularly 

imprinted polymers: a) a template molecule (gray) forms a complex in solution with 

functional monomers via strong intermolecular interactions (shown as colored shapes fitting 

the cavities of the template); b) polymerization is induced with the complex retaining its 

strong interactions with the functional groups; c) On template release a cavity remains with 

a geometry and functionality suitable for rebinding the template. 
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Dickey based these presumptions on the work of Linus Pauling. Pauling’s 

investigations into antibody production led him to conclude that the biomolecules are 

formed around an antigen (the antigen acting as template) thus giving the typical high 

affinity interactions, but also that, in contrast to previous hypotheses, that the amino 

acid sequence of the primary protein structure is the same in all antibodies, and that 

affinity derives from the functionalities of the peptide chain being arranged 

appropriately around the antigen.6 Pauling’s model was obviously attractive to Dickey 

as his own research suggested that high affinity adsorbents could be made for different 

target compounds by varying only the template.  

The implementation of selected monomers with strong affinities arising from 

electrostatic interactions did not occur until much later, though the theory developed 

through the mid-twentieth century. In 1955, Haldeman and Emmett validated the 

previous proposals regarding the formation of micropores in silica suited to the 

properties of the template, and first used the word 'imprint' (interchangeably with 

'footprint') in the context of polymeric adsorbents.4 More typical organic molecular 

imprinting was developed independently by two different research groups with 

publications in 1972: Wulff and Sarhan, who produced polymerizable compounds 

containing the chiral target of interest, allowing racemic solutions to be easily 

separated (i.e. covalent imprinting, Figure 1.2),7 and Takagishi and Klotz, who 

published their research with a methyl orange imprinted polymer, synthesized by 

cross-linking polyethyleneimine in either the presence or absence of the target 

compound,8 the real significance of this work being the incorporation of hydrophobic 

groups into the otherwise hydrophilic polymer, leading to significantly enhanced 

affinity. Both works therefore center on the direct interactions between functional 

groups of the polymer and target, allowing greater control over the strength of 

interactions in the binding site.  
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Aside from the work of a small number of dedicated researchers notably Mosbach 

and his associates, who produced several articles documenting their progress using 

MIPs as sensors and for chromatographic separation (a technique which developed into 

molecularly imprinted solid-phase extraction, MISPE9),10-14 relatively little attention 

was given to molecularly imprinted polymers until the latter half of the 1990s. The 

availability of advanced spectroscopic techniques, in particular NMR, allowed 

functional monomers selection and relative ratio to be used in the design of MIPs, with 

good results in terms of template specificity.15 Polyakov concluded his original work by 

suggesting that the adsorbents he was investigating may be useful in studying the 

structure of the molecules used as templates; his proposed application was rendered 

obsolete by the same technologies that validated his discovery.3  

The number of groups actively working on MIPs doubling between 1996 and 

1999,16 and this time period correspondingly coincides with the first MIP nanoparticles 

(NPs),17, 18 and the first references to MIP ‘plastic antibodies’.19 Catalytic synthetic 

enzymes had been previously demonstrated,20 and MIP-based assays (in place of 

antibodies or enzymes) were in the early stage of development.21, 22 Much 

Figure 1.2.: Synthesis of Wulff and Sarhan's D-glyceric acid imprinted polymer. The 

target is covalently bound to the monomer and eventual polymer before being removed, 

leaving a specific binding site. This method is referred to as covalent imprinting. 
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contemporary research has focused on the creation of MIP-based ELISA (enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay) style analytical methods.23, 24 This technique has been 

used to both select appropriate MIP nanoparticles (by having the target compound 

screened against a library of affinity particles) and analyze samples for a specific target 

using immobilized imprinted polymers. This technique has for some time been referred 

to as MIA (molecularly imprinted assay)25 or more recently MINA (molecularly 

imprinted nanoparticle assay)26 to emphasize that they exist as an alternative to and 

not simply a replica of an existing biomolecule-based technique. 

Antibodies have been used to great effect in the treatment of a range of diseases 

and poisonings, as well as in immunoassays for biochemical diagnostics, but they are 

unstable outside of the environment to which they are adapted, expensive in time and 

resources to produce, and difficult to create for a specific target.27, 28 The paratope 

(binding site) of an antibody is analogous to that of a MIP, leading to the potential for 

synthetic antibodies which exhibit greater diversity of application, with hugely reduced 

costs, via molecular imprinting technologies. Natural antibodies typically cost between 

$100 and $1000 per milligram, whilst equivalent MIPs could be available for $0.1 per 

mg, and demonstrate stable functioning in organic solvents, high and low pH, 

temperatures above 150 °C and in extensive reuse, as well as being easily prepared 

compared to the relatively crude method of biological antibody production.29 However, 

the real benefit of MIPs over antibodies will likely be in binding small organic molecules 

(typical of many drugs, poisons and explosives), for which antibodies can often not be 

produced. 

This ‘plastic antibody’ moniker has led MIP developers to mimic their biological 

equivalents to various extremes, including the production of literal antibody replicas 

by first imprinting a natural antibody and then using the imprinted polymer as a 

stencil.30 These plastic antibodies were selected to bind to human rhino virus 14 (HRV 

14), and showed greater sensitivity than their natural equivalents. Related research 

into virus imprinted polymers spans a variety of harmful species, including the tobacco 

mosaic virus, bovine leukemia virus, dengue virus, and HIV.31-34 Paradigmatic advances 

in these areas are likely to result from further research into cooperative binding, in 
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which the affinity of one target is dependent on the presence of another, mimicking the 

behavior of many biological receptors and enzymes.35  

Speculative bionanotechnological applications of MIP NPs however only became 

part of the standard description from 2010, when Hoshino et al. demonstrated the 

successful use of MIP nanoparticles in a live mammalian model.36 The polymers were 

imprinted with melittin (a 26 amino acid peptide and the main component of bee 

venom) and administered intravenously to mice. The MIP nanoparticles were found to 

be nontoxic and effectively neutralized lethal doses of melittin, with the venom-MIP 

complex later being cleared from the blood in the liver. While the availability of cheap, 

thermally stable antivenom has obvious value (effectively dealing with snakebites 

alone could save nearly 100,000 lives per year globally37) the demonstration of peptide 

sequestration has huge potential throughout the biological sciences. 

Related applications of MIPs center on their potential as drug delivery systems. 

Simpler examples include the use of macroscopic objects which can be directly applied 

to the point of delivery with a controlled release, such as contact lenses imprinted with 

ophthalmic drugs.38 More sophisticated design is required for the application of MIP 

NPs, where the polymer may be imprinted with some relevant agent to be released 

inside the body; examples include the suppression of tumors in mice using magnetic 5-

fluorouracil imprinted NPs, where the drug is released after being guided to the cells 

with magnets.39 

The particle may alternatively be imprinted using an epitope corresponding to a 

particular target, the MIP NP therefore requiring no external guidance.40 This technique 

has previously been applied in cancer cell imaging, and could be used in a variety of 

other situations.41 Successful binding to the target may have some biological effect in 

itself, but more common in the context of cancer suppression and similar research is 

the reliance on drug release on binding.42 The polymer is preloaded via synthesis in a 

solution of the relevant agent and the release profile monitored. On target binding the 

agent may be released as a result of environmental changes (e.g. pH decrease in the 

presence of cancer cells) or as a direct result of binding. These interactions rely on a 

phenomenon referred to as the gate effect, where polymer-target binding induces 

structural changes in the polymer as a whole, increasing permeability and releasing the 
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drug.43 This effect is also used in many MIP-based sensors, where a polymer coating an 

electrode displays variable permeability dependent on the quantity of bound target.  

All these examples of MIP research rely heavily on successful synthesis, which is 

dependent on effective design. General polymerization conditions have been previously 

determined through experimental trial and error, resulting in standard protocols which 

can be broadly applied for MIP nanoparticle synthesis.44 However, new synthetic 

techniques are always evolving,45 and for many applications attempts must be made to 

ensure high affinity and selective binding sites are formed, which require more specific 

tailoring of the materials and conditions of synthesis.  

 

 

 

 

1.2. Computational approaches in the design of MIPs 
  

The work of Wulff and other described previously demonstrated the significance 

of including functional groups into the polymer binding cavity, as opposed to earlier 

methods employing silica which rely on only hydrophobic siloxane and hydrophilic 

silanol interactions.46 Constructing a polymer combining a cross-linked polymer matrix 

with functional groups with specific affinity for the target could increase both affinity 

and selectivity, with the use of functional monomers allowing systematic variation as 

required for the analyte. With this new protocol a number of different functional 

monomers were then available as options to be included in the prepolymerization 

mixture, which necessarily required some screening for selection of that which would 

be most appropriate. Monomer screening can be performed by a variety of methods, 

but the relative efficiency of molecular modeling has made it particularly popular for 

this purpose.  

While the use of simple molecular modeling to visualize template-monomer 

interactions was a practice observed at the time,47 adoption of computational methods 

explicitly for the purpose of MIP design first appeared in the late 1990s.48-50 Studies of 
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the interaction between dibenzothiophene sulfone (a pollutant in crude oil) and six 

different monomers, with varying ratios of the latter, were presented at a conference in 

1998.48 This work was not formally published until 2001, but the basic methodology 

has remained largely unchanged to the present day in routine monomer screening, 

though the calculations have been somewhat simplified and the specific modeling 

technique (semi-empirical AM1) has fallen out of favor (see Table 1.1).49, 51 The 

computational approach to rational design employing molecular modeling however 

was only widely acknowledged  in 2001, with a publication describing the use of an 

automated screening technique using a relatively large library of functional 

monomers.52 This paper demonstrated that good predictions could be generated 

without recourse to expensive empirical methods such as combinatorial screening, 

which, although highly efficient compared to traditional methods,53 would still require 

an unreasonable amount of time and resources to replicate the data obtained from 

computational modeling.  

While the number of researchers focused primarily on the theoretical element of 

MIP design remains relatively low, computational approaches have become well 

established in the years since this publication. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the 

molecular modeling techniques applied in imprinted polymer research. As the vast 

majority of this research involves applying quantum mechanical methods, an overview 

of these methods and the resulting applications will be given to further demonstrate 

the current state of the area. From there considerations will be given regarding the 

suitability of these models in designing and analyzing MIPs. 
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Table 1.1: Compilation of the use of computational approaches in MIP design 2013-2016, 

covering work published after the last major review of this area.54 References are given 

according to the target selected, the computational technique applied in the modeling, 

and the manner in which the models were used. This table was previously published in 

Analytica Chimica Acta (Cowen et al., 2016).51 

Application Method Targets 

Functional monomer 

screening  

(* using 

screening/docking 

program) 

MM/MD 

*Curcumin,55 *fenthion, 56 *methidathion,57 

*propofol,58 *amlodipine,59 *endotoxins,60 

*cocaine,61 thymopentin,62-65 diuron,66 

*metoprolol,67 *paracetamol (modified),68 

iprodione,69 5-(3,5-Dichloro-2-

hydroxybenzylamino)-2-hydroxybenzoic acid,70 

naproxen,71 biotin,72 hexazinone,73 1-(2,4-

Difluorophenyl)-2-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-

yl)ethanone.74  

Semi-

empirical 

Metaproterenol,75 diuron,66 ciprofloxacin,76 

baicalein,77 Sulfamethizole,78 4-(2-

Aminoethyl)aniline,79 hexazinone,73 

theophylline,80 cotinine.81 

Ab initio  

Baicalein,82 phenothiazine,83 phenol,84 acephate,85 

phenazopyridine,86 fusaric acid,87 uracil,88 5-

fluorouracil,88 metformin,89 tanshinone IIA,90  

pantoprazole.91 

DFT 

(S)-Warfarin,92 hydrochlorothiazide,93 Atrazine,94 

sulfanilamide,95 carbofuran,96 fenitrothion,97 

2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin,98 

butylphthalide,99 mesalamine,100 enrofloxacin,101 
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1,4-dihydroxyanthraquinone,102 ractopamine,103 

acephate,85 Sulfamethizole,78 dopamine,104 Δ9-

tetrahydrocannabinol,105 11-nor-9-carboxy-Δ9- 

tetrahydrocannabinol,105 tramado106 5-(3,5-

Dichloro-2-hydroxybenzylamino)-2-

hydroxybenzoic acid,70 6-thioguanine,107 

metformin,89 melamine,108-110 spermidine,111 

epinephrine,112 quinoline,113 triamterene.114 

Advanced structural 

analysis / ratio 

optimization 

 

MM/MD 

Curcumin,55 amlodipine,59 phosmet,115 estrone,115 

metolcarb,115 enrofloxacin,115 tetracycline,116 

tyramine,117 octopamine,118 paracetamol 

(modified),68 butylated hydroxyanisole,119 

bupivacaine,120-122 norfloxacin,123 

dibenzothiophene,124 4-nitrophenol,125 bisphenol 

A,126 phenylalanine,127 5-(3,5-Dichloro-2-

hydroxybenzylamino)-2-hydroxybenzoic acid,70 

naproxen,71 copper(II),128 caffeine,129 

theophylline,129 1-(2,4-Difluorophenyl)-2-(1H-

1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)ethanone,74 bupivacaine,121, 122 

(S)-propranolol,130 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene.131  

Semi-

empirical 

Metaproterenol,75 phosmet,115 estrone,115 

metolcarb,115 enrofloxacin,115 tetracycline,116 

ciprofloxacin,76 sulfamethizole,78 uracil,88 5-

fluorouracil,88 aspartame,132 theophylline,80 

erythromycin,133 sulfadiazine.134 

Ab initio 
Tetracycline,116 phenol,84 acephate,85 metformin,89 

tanshinone IIA,90 cotinine,81 sulfadiazine.134 

DFT 
Metaproterenol,75 uric acid,135 (S)-warfarin,92 

tyramine,117 fenitrothion,97 minoxidil,136 
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Famciclovir,137 melamine,108-110 cichoric acid,138 

2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin,98 

deltamethrin,139 enrofloxacin,101 barbital,140 

ractopamine,103 5-fluorouracil,141 acephate,85 

sulfamethizole,78 carnosine,142 butylated 

hydroxyanisole,119 dopamine,104 Δ9-

tetrahydrocannabinol,105 11-nor-9-carboxy-Δ9-

tetrahydrocannabinol,105 6-thioguanine,143 

flumequine,144 benzothiophene sulfone,145, 146 

dibenzothiophene sulfone,145, 146,4,6-

methyldibenzothiophene sulfone,145, 146 

erythromycin,147 tramadol,106 α-amanitin,148 

propranolol,149 salbutamol,150, 151 cocaine,152 

palmitic acid,153 oleic acid,153 elaidic acid,153 

nicotine,154 5-(3,5-Dichloro-2-

hydroxybenzylamino)-2-hydroxybenzoic acid,70 

naproxen,71 copper(II),128 atrazine,155 

quercetin,156 metformin,89 pyrene,157 caffeine,158 

spermidine,111 gallic acid,159 ciprofloxacin,160 

quinoline,113 sulfadiazine,134 neopterin.161 

Analysis of 

interactions in 

dynamic system 

Molecular 

Dynamics 

Naproxen,71 (S)-propranolol,130 bupivacaine,120-122 

norfloxacin,123 dibenzothiophene,124 4-

nitrophenol,125 bisphenol A,126 cholesterol,162 

1,2,3-trichlorobenzene.131 

Comparative binding 

site interaction 

energy/polymer 

simulation 

Various 

Tyramine,117 octopamine,118 6-thioguanine,143 

cholesterol,162 caffeine,129 theophylline,129 1-(2,4-

Difluorophenyl)-2-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-

yl)ethanone.74 
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1.3. Quantum mechanical methods overview and self-consistent field 
 

Quantum mechanical (QM) methods give the most accurate description of 

molecular structure and interactions of the currently available modeling techniques. 

QM has grown significantly in popularity in recent years due to the combined 

progression of computational processing power and the development of more 

sophisticated and efficient theoretical atomic and molecular models. The widespread 

adoption of QM techniques in MIP design has occurred relatively recently, with almost 

all of the small number of groups and individuals using QM in the first decade of the 

new millennium applying semi-empirical models (i.e. not full QM, see Section 1.4).163 

Likely as a result of progression in available computer power, QM methods have grown 

to dominate molecular modeling of MIPs, with density functional theory (DFT) alone 

being used in approximately 56 % of recently published examples (Table 1.1).51  

QM is primarily employed in solving Equation 1.1: 

∆𝐸 = 𝐸𝐶 − (𝐸𝑇 − ∑𝐸𝑀)       Eq. 1.1 

Which is also often the basis of methods in other techniques, if not explicitly 

stated. The energy, E, is typically potential energy or Gibbs free energy (by derivation), 

with EC referring to that of the M-T complex, ET that of the template, and EM that of the 

monomer/s in isolation. ΔE then gives a difference in energy between the bound 

complex and the individual components, i.e. an association energy, and comparison of 

different values of ΔE provides a guide to monomer selection, appropriate component 

ratios, etc. 

Calculating the energy of a molecule or complex starting from QM first principles 

(ab initio) is relatively complicated but can be explained in abbreviation to provide an 

understanding of the terms frequently encountered in the literature.  

Ab initio techniques begin with one electron wave functions (χi). The one electron 

wave functions can be presented as Slater type orbitals (STOs, Figure 1.3a), which are 

good representations of a single electron in one dimension, but difficult to apply 

otherwise. Because of the difficulties in applying STOs they are often replicated by 

combining Gaussian functions, referred to as ‘STO-nG basis sets’, where the ‘n’ signifies 

the number of Gaussian orbitals added together to approximate the single STO (Figure 
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1.3b). A basis set is usually an atom centered function, resembling an atomic or 

molecular orbital, used to describe the electronic structure. These STO-nG basis sets are 

often referred to as the ‘minimal basis’, which is the basis set containing only the filled 

atomic orbitals (for example, for elements of period 2, groups 13 to 18, the minimal 

basis is just the 1s, 2s and 2p atomic orbitals).  

 

 

 

STO-nG basis sets were developed by John Pople, a Nobel laureate and major 

figure in computational chemistry. The minimal basis however is quite simple and does 

not accurately describe the orbital. For this reason, Pople then formed the split valence 

basis sets, which have the general notation N-XYG, where N is the number of Gaussian 

Figure 1.3: a) Slater 1s basis function (Slater type orbital, STO), a representation of 

the one electron wave function; b) STO-3G 1s basis function, an approximation of the STO 

using a combination of Gaussian functions. 
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functions describing the inner-shell orbitals, and X and Y the split valence orbitals (the 

hyphen is included to highlight the splitting of the valence shell).  This is a double-zeta 

(ζ) basis set, as the valence orbitals are split into X and Y basis functions, which each 

denote a linear combination of Gaussian functions (there are also triple-zeta, N-XYZG, 

quadruple-zeta, etc., but these are less common). For example, 3-21G is a commonly use 

split valence basis set in which three primitive Gaussian functions are used to represent 

the inner orbitals and two different Gaussian functions, one a linear combination of two 

Gaussian functions, are used for the valence orbitals. Polarization terms, which describe 

the non-symmetrical electron distribution in approaching another atom, are denoted 

3-21G* or 3-21G(d) for an addition of some d character to p orbitals, or 3-21G** (3-

21G(d,p)) for the application of some p to d. There may also be diffuse functions which 

more accurately represent the portion of the orbitals far from the nucleus, shown by ‘+’, 

for the exaggeration of p properties, or ‘++’ for both p and s orbitals, e.g. 3-21+G*. While 

various other kinds exist, Split-Valence (or Pople) basis sets are by far the most 

common in QM MIP design. 

These basis sets describe atomic orbitals which must be brought together via the 

Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) to find molecular orbitals. The molecular 

orbitals can then be used to calculate the molecular wave function, Ψ, when the overlap 

integrals are accounted for. 

The molecular orbital can be represented in terms of a one-electron Fock 

operator, Hφi = εiφi, where εi is the orbital energy (the combined kinetic and potential 

energy of an electron in orbital i), and therefore can be rewritten as:     

𝐻 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘𝜒𝑘𝑘 = 휀𝑖 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘𝜒𝑘𝑘         Eq. 1.2a 

The molecular orbital being just the combination of atomic orbitals.  

Integrating over all electronic coordinates and multiplying each side by χ gives: 

 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘𝑘 (∫ 𝜒𝑙𝐻𝜒𝑘𝑑𝜈) = 휀𝑖 ∑ (∫𝜒𝑙𝜒𝑘𝑑𝜈)𝑘       Eq. 1.2b 

which can be simplified with the overlap integral to:  

 ∑ 𝑐𝑖𝑘(𝐻𝑙𝑘 − 휀𝑖𝑆𝑙𝑘)𝑘 = 0       Eq. 1.2c 

A determinantal equation is then required for the solution, maintaining the 

condition det |Hlk – εSlk| = 0. Rearranging the equation gives values for the orbital energy 
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(ε). As the coefficients (c) are initially estimated, the original set of equations can be 

recalculated, giving more accurate values of ε from the determinantal equation, which 

can be used to give more accurate values of c, and so on. This cycle is repeated until the 

results are self-consistent (results from one cycle match those previous). This process 

is the Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method, and it also forms an important part of the 

Hartree-Fock (HF) method. The purpose of this process is to achieve figures as close as 

possible to the Hartree-Fock limiting energy, the lowest predictable energy of a 

particular system. 

Processing this and repeating for self-consistency requires high computational 

expense, but HF became very popular for producing results which conform highly with 

experimental data.164 Despite its accuracy the pure form of HF has several problems 

however, and over-reliance on the method leads to difficulties in their accumulation. 

HF techniques neglect electron correlation, each electron being represented by an 

averaged charge, the ‘mean field approximation’.  

The pure form of the theory has gradually fallen out of favor for other reasons 

however, primarily due to the time typically required in running analysis on just atoms 

and simple molecules. Researchers working outside of areas that required highly 

precise electronic property calculations tended to prefer molecular mechanics or semi-

empirical quantum methods for this reason, until it was essentially retired for all but 

the most niche areas of investigation with the refinement of Density Functional Theory. 

Hartree-Fock still lies at the foundations of quantum chemistry however and has been 

granted new dignity as a sizable contributor to hybrid functionals (see Section 1.5) 

which have been used extensively throughout chemical system simulations, including 

in the rational design of imprinted polymers. 
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1.4. Semi-empirical methods 
 

Ab initio calculations have some flaws, the first and most significant error arising 

from the neglect of electron correlation. The energy of each electron is determined from 

its interaction with proximate nuclear and electronic charges, but the other electrons 

are considered to have the position probability of a lone electron, while in reality these 

particles are more likely to be distributed so as to increase the distance between them. 

For example, in an s orbital with two electrons, if one electron is on one side of the 

nucleus the other is more likely to be found on the opposite side, there is not an equal 

probability of finding the electron throughout the orbital. This creates a difference in 

the HF limitation energy and the true energy of the system referred to as correlation 

energy.  

Additional deviation from the true energy may emerge as a result of relativistic 

effects being neglected by the Schrödinger equation, which result from the electrons 

close to the nucleus travelling at near the speed of light. An interesting example which 

demonstrates the importance of these considerations is elemental mercury, which 

would have a melting point approximately 105 K higher than its actual value, and 

therefore be solid under ambient conditions, if relativistic effects are excluded from the 

metallic system.165 

Semi-empirical methods tend not to inherently overcome the issues described but 

do dramatically reduce the required computational power; even quite small molecules 

analyzed ab initio may require the processing of millions of integrals (the number of 

which typically increases with four orders of magnitude with an increase in basis 

functions). Semi-empirical methods simplify the required calculations by including 

empirically determined parameters to approximate results, resulting in much less 

computationally expensive analysis. For example, semi-empirical calculations typically 

use experimentally determined ionization potentials instead of the integrals used in ab 

initio methods to approximate the energy holding electrons within atoms.  

J. J. P. Stewart, the creator of several semi-empirical methods, explained that while 

these techniques are significantly slower than molecular mechanics and less rigorous 

than ab initio, the lack of specialization makes them extremely versatile, providing 
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useful models in a broad range of applications.166 Semi-empirical methods remain in 

routine use, often in combination with other techniques, and have found use in a wide 

variety of different areas, including the rational design of MIPs. The majority of the 

methods that are still used however, stem from the work of just two research groups.  

Pople and co-workers developed the Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap 

(CNDO) method, a technique which applies Kronecker deltas (a function giving 1 if 

equal and 0 if not) to all valence electron functions so as to eliminate repulsive overlap 

calculations between inequivalent neighboring atoms. This allowed more complex 

systems to be analyzed without computational strain. The neglect of differential overlap 

style methods matured into MNDO (Modified Neglect of Differential Overlap), a method 

developed by Dewar and his team (which included Stewart), which showed obvious 

supremacy to MINDO/3 (Modified Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap, also 

created by Dewar), which was formed as an improvement upon CNDO, NDDO (Neglect 

of Diatomic Differential Overlap) and INDO (Intermediate Neglect of Differential 

Overlap, a refinement of CNDO), all of which were developed by the Pople group.167, 168 

However, various issues with MNDO, most importantly the absence of hydrogen bonds, 

prompted further development of the semi-empirical method, resulting in AM1 in the 

mid-1980s.169 AM1 (Austin Model 1) resulted from a ‘brute force approach’, after gentle 

alteration failed, manifest in the addition of Gaussian terms to the core repulsion 

function.170 

The rapidity with which these techniques emerged was due to the immediately 

obvious advantages of semi-empirical techniques. In 1985 it was shown that the newly 

developed MINDO/3, MNDO and AM1 methods gave results comparable to those 

obtained using ab initio calculations, but required less than a one hundredth the 

computer time for a single self-consistent field calculation, and one ten-thousandth the 

time required by 6-31G.171 PM3 (Parametric Method 3, Figure 1.4) was revealed in a 

series of articles by J. J. P. Stewart in 1989 as MNDO-PM3, the first two parametric 

methods being MNDO and AM1.172, 173 Further models have since been introduced, for 

example SAMI and PM5, but the wide-spread adoption of PM3, and to a lesser extent 

AM1, have left these relatively ignored, as researchers have further developed these 

original techniques.174 
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Despite the versatility of semi-empirical methods and advantages over many 

alternatives, these techniques no longer hold their high position in theoretical and 

computational chemistry. In MIP design and in the natural sciences generally, semi-

empirical QM still has its role, but is no longer the only practical choice for highly 

detailed analysis. 

  

Figure 1.4: Stewart's illustrations of water dimers, demonstrating the development 

of the Parametric Methods (a-c) and a comparison with 6-31G* (reproduced with 

permission).173 
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1.5. Density functional theory 
 

Density functional theory (DFT) has recently overtaken HF as the most widely 

used ab initio technique in theoretical chemistry. DFT considers only the electron 

density of a system and combines atomic orbitals into electronic bands, unlike Hartree-

Fock which forms molecular orbitals, and must therefore attempt to include terms 

which account for the parameters for all particle interactions. Band theory regards 

extended areas of molecular orbitals as a continuum, allowing the same electronic 

structure to be represented in a much simpler fashion. In regarding the electron density 

(on which the functionals act; the electron density itself being a function of space and 

time) as a fundamental property, DFT is free to use calculations with only three or four 

variable instead of the coordinates of each atom, as required by HF theory. Based on the 

principles of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and its successors that all the ground-state 

properties of a system (including total energy, structures, vibrational frequencies, 

atomization and ionization energies, reaction paths, etc.) occur as functions of the 

electron density, DFT massively reduces the total computational expense relative to a 

similar scenario performed with Hartree-Fock.  

DFT usually incorporates the Kohn-Sham potential as Kohn-Sham Density 

Functional Theory (KS DFT), which allows the free energy (as a function of electron 

density) of the theoretical system to be calculated exactly by more accurately 

describing the wave function. This too must be solved self-consistently as the effective 

potential depends on density distribution, but remains significantly more efficient than 

other ab initio methods. KS DFT allows precise system minimization but requires the 

inclusion of the Local Density Approximation (LDA) to express the exchange and 

correlation energies between electrons. However, while LDA can produce energy 

predictions within one percent of the true energy, this is not of a high enough standard 

for some applications. KS DFT may be further improved by introducing the Local Spin 

Density (LSD), which accounts for electrons more individually, or similar techniques, 

but it is now common to utilize a hybrid functional to overcome these problems. 

Hybrid functionals combine Density Functional Theory with Hartree-Fock 

methods and other quantum mechanical techniques to better represent exchange and 
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correlation (which include Pauli exclusion effects), and other minor flaws in standard 

KS DFT. The first successful mixing of DFT (with LSD) and Hartree-Fock methods was 

described in 1993 by A. D. Becke, which improved the accuracy of property prediction 

whilst retaining the high efficiency of the traditional method.175 In the same volume 

(the following year) Kim and Jordan presented the B3LYP functional, which combined 

Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional (which describe relative contributions to 

this effect) with Lee, Yang and Parr’s nonlocal correlation functional.176 This LYP 

correlation calculation was used because it effectively converted the complex density 

matrix from Hartree-Fock into a more efficient DFT formula, allowing correlation 

energies to be determined from electron density, with minimal computational 

expense.177 In a 2004 comparison of various techniques for the determination of the 

geometries and vibrational frequencies of transition-metal–olefin complexes, B3LYP 

was found to produce results closest to those that had been empirically determined, 

yielding better results than all other DFT based methods, which themselves performed 

better than both HF and MP2 (a post-HF ab initio method).178 The authors also note that 

B3LYP and the DFT methods are significantly less computationally expensive, and show 

that MP2 ‘displays a more varied effect when comparing calculated results with 

experimental results’; in essence, that MP2 is comparatively both consistently and 

illogically inaccurate. B3LYP has become very common in MIP design for this reason, 

though studies in more direct application to the field have suggested that this technique 

may be less capable of reproducing real interactions than alternative, less common 

hybrid functionals.109, 151 

Advances in both computational power and DFT have allowed much larger 

systems to be analyzed by non-empirical methods in recent years. Hung and Carter 

simulated over a million atoms using Orbital Free Density Functional Theory (OFDFT), 

a technique similar to Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (KSDFT) but with one-

electron wave functions removed.179 This requires the kinetic energy to be 

approximated with Kinetic Energy Density Functionals (KEDFs), but creates a linear 

scaling of necessary processing in relation to system size, instead of the cubic scaling 

found in KSDFT. Combined with the fact that ab initio methods have significant 

advantages over empirically based techniques, notably that the latter typically struggle 
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to describe excited states and transition states, there are few reasons to dismiss these 

methods on the basis of practicality.180  

The emphasis that has been placed on the improvements of ab initio methods in 

relation to empirical and classical methods is not an attempt to discredit the latter two, 

but more to demonstrate that some of the critiques, mainly those surrounding 

efficiency, are increasingly unfounded. However, there are still some valid arguments 

for alternatives, which will be discussed after some examples are given of QM methods 

applied in MIP design and analysis. 

 

 

 

1.6. Examples of QM in imprinted polymer analysis 
 

QM techniques have been applied in the design of MIPs for countless applications, 

from the observation of everything from herbicide pollution to internal bleeding.181, 182 

Likely the most detailed example of QM methods applied in MIP design can be found in 

that of Khan et al. in their design of a 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) 

imprinted polymer. 98 In this research, the template TCDD, a library of 35 functional 

monomers, three different cross-linker molecules, and three commonly encountered 

template analogues were energetically minimized using a B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method. 

Using Equation 1.1, the functional monomers were screened against the template to 

determine a small number of likely candidates, which were then analyzed with a 

polarizable continuum model (PCM), which mimics the effects of a given solvent on the 

system components by the application of a dielectric constant in the surroundings. By 

the standard protocol this therefore allowed the researchers to select an appropriate 

monomer-solvent combination for successful complex formation. Cross-linkers were 

then also analyzed for their affinity for the template, selecting that with the lowest ΔE 

value, therefore further increasing the relative affinity of the functional monomer 

selected. Analysis of the most appropriate monomers with the template analogues, 

under PCM approximations, indicated the MIPs likely selectivity for the chosen target 

over possible contaminants.  
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Khan et al. also applied some less common QM based techniques, notably 

determination of the HOMO-LUMO gap, which may be useful in predicting the relative 

stability of monomer-template complexes.98, 183 This frontier orbital analysis can be 

used to calculate the interaction energy whilst also providing information on electron 

structure, which may useful in considering further improvements to the system. 

Theoretical IR spectroscopy and molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps were 

also observed and considered useful by the group, but these techniques are less 

commonly applied. 

The functional monomers used in MIP synthesis are typically small molecules 

(methacrylic acid being the most common184), but relatively large and complex 

structures can also be used, such as calixarenes (phenol based macrocycles) and 

DNA.185, 186 An example of rational design with more unusual affinity structures can be 

observed in the research of Huynh et al. in their analysis of a nicotine imprinted 

polymers incorporating large organometallic structures.154 Building on their earlier 

work with zinc porphyrins, the group developed a macromolecular zinc-

phthalocyanine complex with bithienyl derived substituents and a similar hydroxyl 

containing structure. The nicotine–monomer complex was optimized with B3LYP/3-

21G* (B3LYP hybrid functional with 3-21G* basis set), and the procedure was repeated 

with nicotine analogues. By freezing all monomer atoms not directly involved in target 

binding, the group managed to simulate the interactions which would be expected 

between nicotine, cotinine or myosmine with the final polymer in an aqueous medium 

(Figure 1.5).   
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In this approach, which combined coordination of the target compound with 

traditional hydrogen bonding in the formation of the MIP, it was found that the latter 

interaction contributed only 20 % to the total binding energy. The complex was also 

found to be highly stable in synthesis, as predicted by the simulations, but with an 

unfortunate lack of specificity to nicotine. This is a development however from the 

earlier monomer structure in which the hydrogen bonding component of the system 

was covalently attached to a zinc porphyrin ring, creating a compound capable of 

detecting dinitrogen alkaloids.187 The use of metal coordination in MIP design is 

therefore of potential interest, allowing polymer analysis easier in some respects 

(specifically fluorescence), but may not be entirely appropriate at this time due to the 

current lack of flexibility in design which leads to a relative loss of specificity.  

Using more conventional functional monomers, Diñeiro et al. produced a 

homovanillic acid (a major dopamine metabolite, which is used as a marker in the 

screening for neuroblastoma, the most common form of infant cancer) imprinted 

polymer, similarly using B3LYP/6-31G*.188 The interaction energies were then 

improved by optimizing the geometries obtained from those already developed, using 

Figure 1.5.: The organometallic binding site in the nicotine imprinted polymer 

developed by Huynh et al. (reproduced with permission). 
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a larger base set (B3LYP/6-311+G**). During the design procedure, the monomer-

template interactions were also simulated in a range of polymerization solvents, 

represented by continua of their relative dielectric permittivity with appropriate 

polarizations, to analyze the differences in binding interactions. They concluded that an 

MAA (methacrylic acid) MIP produced in a toluene porogenic solvent produced the best 

results, and the experimental evidence obtained after synthesis supported these claims. 

The group later reviewed the subject with an expanded library of functional monomers 

and found superior binding with trifluoromethacrylic acid.189 

In terms of technological development, one area of particular interest both 

amongst developers and consumers will be the creation of a more effective method of 

glucose concentration monitoring for use by diabetics. These sensors usually rely on 

enzymatic binding, and for this reason are intolerant to environmental changes and 

have a short lifetime. For the realistic progression towards an artificial pancreas which 

can automatically deliver insulin based on glucose monitoring, MIP-based devices with 

the capacity to transduce binding into electrical signals are necessary.190 Transduction 

for these devices can be achieved by utilizing the gate effect mentioned previously,191 

and several examples of glucose imprinted polymers can be found in the literature.192-

194 Difficulties arise however in producing polymers which distinguish between 

different sugars, and molecular modeling based design is necessary for effect 

discrimination.195 Shariatinia et al. optimized a glucose complex with semi-empirical 

PM3, and then refined these results with HF/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-31G* on Gaussian 

98.196 These were then compared with MP2/6-311++G** in these determination of the 

lowest binding interaction between α-glucose or β-glucose with methacrylic acid 

(MAA), finding more favorable interactions with the β-form irrespective of which 

technique was used. This work demonstrated the importance of design, and that further 

research that is likely required before MIP-based blood sugar monitors can applied in 

practice.  

Related research combining thorough theoretical analysis and bio-medical 

applications can be observed in the preparation of a pindolol imprinted polymer.197 The 

template (a β-adrenoreceptor antagonist) and monomers were initially optimized 

using the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF), a set of parameters similar to MM3 
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designed explicitly for pharmaceutical applications, which emphasizes dynamics over 

mechanics (Sections 2.1 and 2.2).198 The geometries of the monomers were then 

optimized by Hartree-Fock methods, and the energies calculated with B3LYP/6-31+G*. 

Hartree-Fock was used instead of more advanced methods in an attempt to reduce 

computational expense, though a relatively large number (sixteen) of different 

functional monomers were observed, and this process would still be computationally 

expensive. The authors, somewhat unusually, also acknowledge the requirement to 

correct erroneous conclusions arising from Basis Set Super-position Error (BSSE), an 

effect resulting from overlap of the basis functions on groups involved in 

intermolecular interactions resulting in some, but incomplete, basis set mixing. This 

was resolved with the counterpoise method, in which mixed basis sets are used in all 

calculations to quantify the error. 

Semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations were used to design a cinchonidine 

imprinted polymer to create a quinine receptor mimetic.199 The purpose of this 

research was to find a method of screening bitterness-suppressing agents (such as 

arginine); quinine (a bitter substance) was used as a standard and monitored by 

spectrophotometry. By developing a MIP with lower specificity (cinchonidine lacks the 

6-methoxy group of quinine) the retention time was reduced, making the method more 

suitable practically. The researchers were then able to observe the binding of quinine 

to the synthetic receptor and its inhibition by arginine. Demonstrating the effectiveness 

of arginine as a bitterness-suppressing agent has implications in drug manufacture due 

to the bitter taste of many pharmaceutical compounds and the resulting patient 

compliance. Geometries were initially predicted using MM2 molecular mechanical 

methods, then optimized using MOPAC, a semi-empirical QM program which combines 

MNDO, AM1, MINDO/3 and MNDO-PM3. The authors found that the MIP was less 

capable of recognizing the more complex interactions involved in bitterness perception 

than human subjects, but concluded that the use of MIPs as synthetic receptors in this 

area was highly efficacious. Similar biomimetic were developed by Sagawa et al., in their 

production of a synthetic enzyme which could selectively hydrolyze p-nitrophenyl 

amino acid esters.200 By optimizing a MIP with PM3 methods for a transition state 

analogue (phenyl-1-undecylcarbonylamino-3-methylbutyl phosphonate, Figure 1.6) of 
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the target molecule (N-dodecanoyl leucine-p-nitrophenyl) an effective biomimetic was 

produced which could catalyze the reaction in the same pseudo-first-order manner as 

that observed in natural enzymes. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Structures of the target amino acid ester, its hydrolytic transition state, 

and the template used to produce a synthetic enzyme for this reaction. 

 

One major area of potential medicinal use for MIPs is in drug delivery systems. 

Though not a new idea, earlier proposals typically involved imprinting a polymer with 

some drug of interest and experimenting with the polymerization mixture until a MIP 

with appropriate dissociative properties in a relevant medium was discovered,201 with 

more refined versions of this same method continuing into the 2010s.202 Examples of 

such technology development including a rational design component include the 

thorough analysis of a MIP drug delivery system for naltrexone, an opioid receptor 

antagonist used in the treatment of alcohol and opioid dependence.203 The template and 

five different functional monomers were first geometrically optimized with semi-

empirical and HF methods before B3LYP/6-31+G* was used to refined the complexes 

and find the relative energies, and the counterpoise method was used to correct the 

BSSE. The methacrylic acid and acrylic acid complexes were found to show similarly 

strong interactions so both were synthesized for comparison, resulting in the 

conclusion that the AA-based MIPs were superior, largely due to their greater loading 

capacity. Both MIP species showed controlled release profiles, with the relative release 

of total naltrexone from each being very similar, though less steady dissociation was 

found after reloading the polymers. 
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1.7. Conclusions  
 

QM techniques, with DFT in particular, offer precise calculations of molecular 

structure and intermolecular binding interactions that are valuable in the design and 

analysis of MIPs. They are also applied frequently in the area and with varying level of 

detail, meaning a precedent that may be useful for repetition by different researchers 

with similar requirements. However, the high level of detail obtained using QM 

techniques come at a high computation cost, which creates significant limitations in 

terms of both model accuracy and depth of analysis. Monomer screening is restricted 

to a few molecules, with exceptions being notable due the time requirements, and all 

compounds must be relatively small. More significant for effective representation is the 

lack of accounting for environmental factors, primarily solvent but also the effects of 

time and temperature, which reduce the utility of QM for practical application. A more 

detailed models would require sacrificing some level of precision in individual 

molecular representation for the simultaneous simulation of a greater number of 

molecules. 
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2. Molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics 
 

Molecular mechanics (MM) based techniques are relatively simple alternatives to 

QM, based on a set of functions which vary very little between the specific technique 

applied. Molecular dynamics (MD) techniques are historically considered a subset of 

MM (being essentially MM over time), though may often be referenced as a technique 

in itself (or occasionally as the superset of MM) due to its broad utility over raw MM. 

MM and MD currently represent approximately 36 % of the molecular modeling 

techniques used in MIP design, and many of these examples come from the work of a 

small number of research groups.51 MM/MD however have many advantages over QM 

techniques and form the basis of much of the original research presented. 

The aim of this chapter will be first to explain molecular mechanics and molecular 

dynamics, and to give some recent examples of how these methods have be applied 

through the course of this project. The first example describes a simple MM technique 

of minimization for energy and bond length analysis, the second demonstrates an 

automated screening technique using a standard set of monomers, the third example 

shows how the database of monomers can be modified for different applications, and 

the final example demonstrates molecular mechanics in combination with other 

techniques for more complex structural analysis. 

 

 

 

2.1. Molecular mechanics 
 

MM is the generally preferred method for modeling multi-component systems, 

largely due to its simplicity. Relatively simple equations describe energy as a function 

of bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle and non-bonding interactions. The 

interaction energies between individual atoms are described by parameters which are 

combined to build a force field (the force acting on each atom). Force fields can be used 

to determine the total energy of a system, accounting for all interactions, but the 

specifics of each vary depending on the form of the contributing parameters. While 
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some force fields may be objectively superior or inferior to others in broad application, 

the differences between particular force fields largely arise from their intended 

application. MM therefore often relies on different programs for different purposes, 

analysis of a small molecule generally requiring a different force field to that for a 

simulation of a large system. In general however, the force fields are all composed of 

the same basic parameter considerations. 

MM force fields can be described by the same general equation: 

𝐸 = 𝐸1,2 + 𝐸1,3 + 𝐸1,4 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑤 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒+. ..      Eq. 2.1 

Where E1,2 refers to the stretching of directly bound atoms, E1,3 to atoms separated 

by one atom and so refers to angle bending, etc. Additional terms are often included to 

create specialization or correct errors that may occur in their absence, for example an 

‘out of plane’ energy or inversion barrier to promote appropriate geometry when not 

eliminated by the terms already present. The energy E refers to the total energy of the 

system, and each E1,2, E1,3, etc. refers to the total energy of that kind of interaction. 

The Tripos force field is described by relatively simple functions that can fit many 

applications and will be used as an example. The 1,2 stretching interaction is given by 

Equation 2.2: 

𝐸1,2 = ∑
1

2
𝑘𝑖

𝑑(𝑑𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖
0)2𝑁 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑖=1       Eq. 2.2 

Where di is the length of the ith bond, di0 is the equilibrium length for the ith bond, 

and kid a bond stretching force constant. This harmonic oscillator model is a 

simplification but can be broadly applied as the conditions required for strong 

deviation from reality require values of (di – di0) rarely encountered in typical 

simulations. When a more accurate model is required, E1,2 terms within which the 

energy converges towards a dissociation energy (D) can be applied with a Morse 

potential (Equation 2.3): 

𝐸𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒 = ∑ 𝐷 (1 − 𝑒𝛼(𝑑𝑖−𝑑𝑖
0))

2
𝑁 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠
𝑖=1   𝛼 = √𝑘𝑖

𝑑

2𝐷
   Eq. 2.3 

  

Examples of a harmonic oscillator and Morse potential are given in Figure 2.1. The 

Bond angles, E1,3, are usually also represented by a basic harmonic function, though 
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very strained structures (e.g. three and four membered rings) can typically be 

described using additional terms.  

 

Potential

Energy

Bond length

Examples of functions used to describe bond 

length

Harmonic oscillator Morse potential

Figure 2.1: Harmonic oscillator and Morse potential, both functions that may be used 

to describe the bond stretching (1,2) interactions between atoms. Harmonic oscillators are 

simpler, can be applied more broadly with minimal modification, and less computationally 

expensive, but the Morse potential more accurately represents the natural behavior of bonds. 
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Molecular mechanics is generally applied to polyatomic organic molecules, and 

dihedral angles must therefore also be accurately represented. The most common 

example used to explain these dihedral angles is butane (Figure 2.2), though something 

as simple as ethane must have appropriate parameters to describe the different 

energies of a staggered and eclipsed conformation. While the minima and maxima are 

equal in ethane, force fields for more complex molecules must account for local minima, 

such as that at 60° (gauche) in the butane structure.  

 

 

The 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4 interactions are all described using terms of potential energy 

increasing due to strain, and therefore contribute positively to the total energy of the 

system (if for example a molecule has all its bonds at their lowest energy lengths, E1,2 = 

0). Non-bonding interactions however may contribute to negative potential energy, 

equivalent to attractive interactions. Van der Waals interactions are given by a 

Lennard-Jones potential, Equation 2.4:  

Figure 2.2: The potential energy observed in rotation about the 2-3 bond of butane. 
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𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 = ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝑖𝑗 (
1

𝑎𝑖𝑗
12 −

2

𝑎𝑖𝑗
6 )𝑗>1

𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠
𝑖=1       Eq. 2.4 

Where Eij is the van der Waals constant (dependent on the square of the multiplied 

energy of i and j, Eij = √EiEj) and aij is equal to the interatomic distance, rij, divided by 

the sum of the van der Waals radii of the atoms; aij = rij / (Ri + Rj). Hydrogen bonds are 

given by a variant of this with an additional constant in the aij term. Optional terms 

beyond this include electrostatic interactions, given by Coulomb’s law, and specific 

additional functions to more accurately represent commonly encountered interactions, 

like carbon-carbon interactions at high and low interatomic distances. 

Force fields are just the sum of their parameters, and are generally judged, 

especially when used for practical applications, by their ability to achieve results most 

similar to experimental data. However, the most reliable data usually comes from gas 

phase observations, as solutions and crystals include influences from the environment, 

and ab initio calculations.  

The Tripos force field, previously described, is of particular importance in MIP 

design due to its use in the Leapfrog program, which is included within the Sybyl 7.3 

software package.204 MIPs are commonly designed by a screening process which 

involves placing a series of monomers adjacent to a template and solving ΔE = Ec – (ET 

+ ∑EM), before comparing the resulting ΔE values for the strongest complex. This 

approach forms the basis (and is a less efficient version in itself) of work presented in 

2001 describing an automated screening process using Leapfrog.52 The Leapfrog 

program first automatically finds the peaks and troughs of electron density 

surrounding the molecule to be screened as determined by the Tripos force field,  

represented on screen by colored points (as in Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.3: The Leapfrog automated screening in progress, with a template 

(vancomycin, center) being screened against a database of monomers. Points of maximal 

and minimal charge at optimal distance are given by blue and red points around the 

template, with neutral areas given in yellow.  
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A database, constructed from a number of previously effective functional 

monomers, is then screened against the molecule. Each monomer is placed in a position 

likely to give a strong interaction, based on the charge points, and the energy of the 

interaction is saved. The molecule is then moved slightly to note any change in 

interaction energy, and if stronger, overwrites the previous record. This process is 

repeated and recorded for every monomer of the database, until a final table of binding 

scores can be given for each monomer. The obvious advantage of this approach is, 

firstly, that the points of strongest interactions are found automatically, and secondly 

the large number of monomers that can be screened, again automatically. The original 

database included approximately 20 different monomers, in charged in neutral form, 

while later versions contain approximately 200.  

The advantage of MM, both in general and in the design of screening and docking 

programs, is the efficiency of calculations. A Leapfrog screening involving thousands of 

energy calculations, structural modifications and data recording can be achieved in 

minutes using a standard desktop computer, while a similar process applied using QM 

software would be impossible with current technology.  
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2.2. Molecular dynamics 
 

Molecular dynamics (MD) is the combination of MM and Newtonian laws of 

motion, allowing the simulation of atoms and molecules over time. By initial random 

assignment from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution this simulation can be performed 

at different temperatures, and the pressure can be controlled by modifying the available 

volume of the simulation, the molecules being confined to a ‘box’ of specified 

dimensions.  

Dynamics simulations draw on observable systems and can be altered according 

to the required level of precision. For example, the observation of a molecule’s 

properties in a particular solvent can be performed with a uniform dielectric constant 

providing the environment for the simulations. This is highly convenient for many 

situations, but the flaws in this can be readily observed in more complex molecules such 

as proteins, where the folding is not consistent with empirical data due to the more 

complicated solvent-solute interactions. Due to the relative simplicity of the MM 

calculations however, large numbers of molecules can be simulated simultaneously and 

in interaction with each other, permitting much more accurate analysis by including 

‘explicit’ solvent. Experiments are usually performed either under the canonical 

ensemble, NVT (constant number of particles, volume and temperature) or, less 

commonly, the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, NPT (constant number of particles, 

pressure and temperature). Equilibration of an initially random arrangement of 

molecules can be performed with extended MD simulation at the required temperature, 

usually for a minimum of approximately of 3 ns but variable with system volume, or by 

simulated annealing (SA), in which the temperature is repeatedly elevated rapidly 

(usually to about 1000 K), allowing greater freedom of movement, and then gradually 

reduced to below ambient. 
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2.3. Force fields  
 

While many different force fields and software packages have been produced for 

various purposes in computational chemistry, three particular examples should be 

briefly described due to their relevance to imprinted polymer design.  

Amongst the most widely used parameter sets in general use are the MM2 family 

of force fields. MM2 was described by Allinger in 1977, following his relatively 

unsuccessful MM1 in 1973.205 The differences between these values were changed little 

between MM1 and MM2 but the parameters were greatly improved by ‘softening’ the 

hydrogen atoms. This meant that the intermolecular forces between hydrogen and 

other atoms declined more gradually with distance than in the previous program, an 

alteration which dramatically improved the modeling of functional groups such as 

ethers and halides, and enhanced the reliability of organic molecules generally. MM2 

was gradually improved in the years following its release, a process which continued 

after the release of MM3 in 1989.206, 207 MM3 was developed in response to list of known 

or claimed issues with the MM2 program published in 1987. While MM2 was very good 

for most requirements it relied heavily on unjustified assumptions, prompting the 

release of MM4 in 1996, which demonstrated further improvements over both MM2 

and MM3, particularly in its treatment of vibrational frequencies.208 The MM2 family 

has repeatedly and  consistently outperformed other molecular mechanics/dynamics 

techniques however, notably CFF (Consistent Force Field), CVFF (Consistent Valence 

Force Field) and UFF (Universal Force Field) which have been widely adopted in 

modeling packages.209 

The Amber (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement) program, first 

published 1981, was design to simulate a range of differently sized molecules, unlike 

many of the other techniques available at the time, with a primary aim of modeling 

biological compounds and structures.210 Amber quickly acquired additional 

capabilities, drawing on and collaborating with many individuals involved in 

computational science.211 In a study of various computational methods’ abilities to 

calculate the energies of different DNA fragments, Amber 4.1 was found to perform 

better than its MM competitors, including CFF95 and CHARMM, as well as the semi-
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empirical methods AM1, PM3 and MNDO/M, and the simple ab initio SCF method.212 

The Amber software package also contains the Amber force fields in addition to other 

programs which are designed to co-operatively produce results greater than each alone 

would be capable of producing.213 Amber has developed a reputation for quality and 

suitability for research, being both affordable and versatile. It is commonly used in the 

MIP MD modeling and has repeatedly demonstrated its efficacy, remaining relevant 

since its beginnings due to adaption to new situations and adoption of new methods to 

achieve excellent results. 

The Tripos force field, sometimes used interchangeably with Sybyl (the 

supporting software package) was first publicized in 1989 as a good general tool for 

minimizing organic compounds.214 In a comparative evaluation with other modeling 

techniques, Sybyl force fields was found to produce energy predictions in closer 

agreement with experimental data than the semi-empirical quantum methods, though 

it was out-performed by MM2.215 In a more recent study, Tripos 5.2 force fields were 

found to produce results of approximately equal accuracy to those obtained with the 

General Amber Force Field (GAFF), and better than MMFF 94, CHARMM and 

Dreiding.216 This is particularly impressive considering GAFF combines its 

predecessors’ advanced protein force fields with further empirical data and 

information from ab initio MP2 hybrid functionals. While Tripos performs 

demonstrably better than many other force fields, its primary advantage is its exclusive 

integration into the Sybyl program, and is therefore tied to LeapFrog. This gives it a 

major advantage in MIP design, and can be shown to be effective in the design of 

materials for chemical extraction,217, 218 sensors,219-222 and biomedical analysis.223-225 
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2.4.  Simple molecular mechanics  

 

Examples of recent work involving MM analysis alone included the determination 

of the binding observed in a polymer designed for the analysis of an electrochemical 

sensor for the detection of aqueous copper. While the software and force fields are less 

suited to this work, the results appeared to conform to the experimental data. It was 

hypothesized initially that acrylic acid was required for the integrity of the sensor and 

involved in securing the polymer to the electrode. It was also observed however that a 

ratio of acrylic acid (Ac) and N-(3-Aminopropyl)methacrylamide (NAPMA) of 1:1 gave 

the most effective copper detection.  

The structure of Cu(H2O)6 was constructed manually and energetically minimized 

using the Tripos force field with Gasteiger-Hückel charges with an applied dielectric 

constant of 1 (termination gradient 0.01 kcal mol-1). The total energy of the molecule 

was then recorded and the Cu-O bond lengths recorded. The water molecules were then 

systematically replaced with amine (datively) bound NAPMA ligands and the analytic 

process repeated. The results are given in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: Mean bond lengths and potential energies of NAPMA copper complexes. 

Formula Mean H2O bond 

length, Å 

Mean NAPMA 

bond length, Å 

Total energy,  

kcal mol-1 

Cu(H2O)6 2.032 - 1265.333 

Cu(H2O)5(NAPMA) 2.030 2.072 1216.704 

Cu(H2O)4(NAPMA)2 2.022 2.081 1161.064 

Cu(H2O)3(NAPMA)3 2.016 2.088 1109.566 

Cu(H2O)2(NAPMA)4 2.013 2.086 1067.215 

Cu(H2O)(NAPMA)5 2.024 2.090 1044.768 

Cu(NAPMA)6 - 2.098 1015.099 

 

The complex energies suggest favorable interactions between (NAPMA) and the 

copper, with preferential binding over the solvated state. From the bond lengths it is 
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likely that a 2:4 arrangement is preferred with only NAPMA in aqueous solution, likely 

due to steric factors associated with greater numbers of ligand binding. 

To account for the hypothesis that acrylate (Ac) was involved in the ion binding, 

this process was repeated with different monomer-water ratios (Table 2.2).  

 

Table 2.2: Mean bond lengths and potential energies of NAPMA and acrylate copper 

complexes. 

Formula Mean H2O 

bond 

length, Å 

Mean 

NAPMA 

bond 

length, Å 

Mean Ac 

bond 

length, Å 

Total energy, 

kcal mol-1 

Cu(H2O)5(Ac) 2.000 - 1.918 790.407 

Cu(H2O)4(Ac)2 1.963 - 1.893 410.902 

Cu(H2O)3(Ac)3 1.933 - 1.898 143.809 

Cu(H2O)2(Ac)3(NAPMA) 1.930 1.999 1.897 115.562 

Cu(H2O)(Ac)3(NAPMA)2 1.907 2.004 1.902 115.432 

Cu(Ac)3(NAPMA)3 - 2.020 1.905 150.899 

Cu(H2O)3(Ac)2(NAPMA) 1.966 2.013 1.895 396.651 

Cu(H2O)2(Ac)2(NAPMA)2 1.965 2.022 1.895 370.844 

Cu(H2O)(Ac)2(NAPMA)3 1.971 2.038 1.895 394.170 

Cu(Ac)2(NAPMA)4 - 2.053 1.915 397.362 

 

Interactions between copper and acrylate were found to be very favorable. 

Substitution of water for NAPMA in the complex with three acrylate ligands gave 

greater stability with one equivalent, two NAPMA in place of water giving little 

difference or a small decrease in favorability. With two acrylate ligands in the complex 

binding of an additional two NAPMA with two water was found to be the most favorable 

arrangement. This suggests a 1:1 ratio of monomers would give the greatest binding of 
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Cu(II), conforming to the observed experimental data and confirming the interaction of 

acrylate in the copper binding.* 

 

 

 

2.5. Automated monomer screening with standard monomer database 
 

The Leapfrog based automated monomer screening has been adopted as a 

standard component of the MIP design process by the Piletsky group. A protocol for the 

computational design of MIPs applying these techniques was recently published 

explaining the procedure in an open access journal, permitting easy access to this 

procedure by all interested researchers.204  

An example of this process can be given with the design of a MIP-based magnetic 

assay for the detection of the pesticide methyl parathion.† In this example however the 

target was not used in the imprinting process, an analogue aminoparathion being used 

in place due to easier immobilization on the solid surface (a requirement in standard 

MIP NP synthesis). Both the aminoparathion, methyl parathion were initially drawn 

and energetically minimized with the Tripos force field and MMFF94 charges using the 

Sybyl 7.3 software package. Each structure was then screened against a database of 20 

commonly used functional monomers (represented by their charged and uncharged 

formed where applicable) using the Sybyl Leapfrog algorithm, ranking the monomers 

by a relative binding energy and predicting the most stable arrangement of each 

monomer-target complex. The results are shown in Table 2.3a and 2.3b, and were used 

to determine the most suitable functional monomer for the prepolymerization mixture.  

 

  

                                                           
* This research is currently being conducted by Sabrina Di Masi and will likely be published in early 2019. 
† A manuscript is currently in review. This work will likely be published in late 2018, authored principally by 
Dr Joanna Czulak (Leicester Biotechnology Group/MIP diagnostics) and Prof Cem Esen (Aydın Adnan 
Menderes University). 
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Table 2.3a: The results of the automated screening of aminoparathion with the 

Leapfrog algorithm. 

 

Monomer Binding energy,  

kJ mol-1 

Allyamine (+) -193.803  

Ethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate (2-) -123.721  

Acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid (-) -119.286  

Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate -117.068  

Ethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate -107.361  

Acrylamide -99.244  

 

 

 

Table 2.3b: The results of the automated screening of methyl parathion with the 

Leapfrog algorithm. 

 

Monomer Binding energy,  

kJ mol-1 

Allyamine (+) -288.947  

N-phenylethylene diamine methacrylamide (+) -184.891  

N,N-diethylamino ethyl methacrylate (+) -128.909  

Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate -122.717  

Acrylamide -114.140  

Acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid (-) -102.299  
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This standard database has been applied widely within the Leicester 

Biotechnology Group and in collaboration with other researchers. A recent example in 

a modified form involved the analysis of monomer binding, along with conformational 

analysis, in the preparation of an assay for the detection of Ochratoxin A (A). OTA and 

two structural analogues (shown in Figure 2.4) were constructed and minimized to a 

0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1 gradient with the Tripos force field and MMFF94 charges using Sybyl 

7.3 software. 5 cycles of 10 ps molecular dynamics simulation and minimization with 

the same parameters (in vacuo) were then performed, and the lowest potential energy 

structure recorded. These lowest energy structures were then solvated in water and a 

further 10 ps dynamic simulation was performed with explicit solvent at 300 K and 

analyzed for conformity with the in vacuo results.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Ochratoxin A (A) and two structural analogues (B and C) in their 

minimum energy configurations.  
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Structure A obtained a minimal potential energy of -10.350 kcal mol-1, and 

structure B +4.754 kcal mol-1. The configurations of these two were almost identical, a 

very stable hydrogen bonding arrangement being found between carboxylic acid and 

amide oxygen, and also between amide nitrogen, hydroxyl and ring ester. The 

difference in energy between A and B presumably arises from a ring stabilizing effect 

from the chlorine for A.  

The minimum potential energy observed for structure C was +2.145 kcal mol-1, 

this difference in energy between A and C arising from the lack of stabilizing carboxylic 

acid hydrogen bonding. The lowest energy configuration instead shows some attraction 

between the sp3 oxygen of the ester and the nitrogen of the amide, though this 

interaction is weak and the barrier to rotation breaking this bond is very low. Molecular 

dynamics in explicit solvent gave the same configuration as those determined in vacuo 

(Figure 2.4). Structures of A as would be required for MIP NP preparation were then 

screened against commonly used monomers for both the binding energy and the sites 

of interaction.* 

 

 

  

                                                           
* This research is currently being conducted by Daniel Lopez and will likely be published in early 2019. 
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2.6. Automated screening with electropolymerizable monomer 

database 
 

This protocol can also be modified for alternative application. For example, in the 

development of MIP-based sensors for the detection of recreational drugs, in which the 

polymer was synthesized by electropolymerization onto the electrode. For this the 

monomers must be electropolymerizable, and the standard database was therefore 

unsuitable. A database of 19 commonly used electropolymerizable monomers was 

constructed and screened against Adipoyl-7-ADCA, and separately in analyzing a series 

of drugs, each of which was prepared in both charged and uncharged forms for analysis 

(cefadroxil, cefadroxil anion, cefadroxil cation, cefadroxil zwitterion, doxycycline, 

doxycycline cation, heroin and heroin cation).* Each structure was energetically 

minimized using the Tripos force field with MMFF94 charges under a dielectric 

constant of 1. The minimized structure then underwent a 50 ps molecular dynamics 

simulation at 300 K, before being reminimized with the same parameters. The five 

highest binding scores achieved for each drug are given in Table 2.4. 

  

                                                           
* This work will likely be published in 2019. Empirical analysis and instrument development is currently being 
conducted by Dr Anca Florea (University of Antwerp). 
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Table 2.4: Binding energies obtained from the Leapfrog screening of multiple 

templates (drugs represented in charged and uncharged form) with a virtual database of 

electropolymerizable monomers. 

 

Template Monomer Binding, kJ mol-1 

Cefadroxil 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-258.655 

 Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -205.602 

 o-phenylenediamine -168.783 

 3-aminophenylboronic 
acid 

-162.423 

 4-aminothiophenol -161.084 

Cefadroxil anion 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-210.623 

 Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -193.719 

 o-phenylenediamine -123.805 

 4-aminothiophenol -114.725 

 4-aminobenzoic acid -69.413 

Cefadroxil cation Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -171.167 

 4-aminobenzoic acid -161.753 

 4-aminothiophenol -126.315 

 3-aminophenylboronic 
acid 

-124.892 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-122.508 

Cefaroxil zwitterion Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -128.365 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-121.629 

 4-aminothiophenol -116.817 

 4-aminobenzoic acid -108.617 

 3-aminophenylboronic 
acid 

-69.789 
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Doxycycline o-phenylenediamine -187.025 

 4-aminobenzoic acid -175.268 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-158.239 

 3-aminophenylboronic 
acid 

-157.862 

 4-aminothiophenol -134.892 

Doxycyline cation o-phenylenediamine -240.538 

 Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -171.460 

 4-aminobenzoic acid -171.042 

 4,6-
dihydroxybenzophenone 

-165.979 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-162.967 

Heroin Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -117.612 

 o-phenylenediamine -108.240 

 aniline -103.721 

 3-aminophenylboronic 
acid 

-92.341 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-89.959 

Heroin cation Pyrrole-2-carboxylic acid -167.234 

 aniline -113.847 

 4-aminothiophenol -113.345 

 o-phenylenediamine -110.207 

 1H-pyrrole-2-
carbohydrazide 

-108.784 
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This database was also applied in the design of a sensor with selective response for 

cocaine. Several common drugs (cocaine, morphine, levoamphetamine, 

dextroamphetamine, MDMA, cephalexin and nafcillin) were screened using Leapfrog 

with the electropolymerizable monomer database. From this screening it was 

determined that o-phenylenediamine and 4-aminobenzoic acid would produce the 

most selective MIP binding sites, a prediction which was later demonstrated 

empirically.226 

Analysis of the polymers synthesized for cocaine however showed less selectivity 

for the target than would be necessary for real-world application, responses being 

observed for other drugs that suggested significant binding. To understand the 

interactions that were occurring on the MIP sensor, the affinity between the monomer 

4-aminobenzoic acid and three interferent compounds was calculated. 

Four monomer 4-aminobenzoic acid structures, neutral, anion, cation and 

zwitterion, were added to a simple database. This database was then screened against 

several drugs (cocaine, codeine, quinine, (R)-MDMA and (S)-MDMA) in both neutral and 

amine-protonated form. Each arrangement was then minimized using the Tripos force 

field and MMFF94 charges under a vacuum dielectric constant. The monomer-template 

complex potential energy was recorded, and each component was then removed and 

the energy recorded again in isolation, giving a total interaction energy ΔE = Ecomplex – 

(Edrug + Emonomer). The results are given in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5: Binding scores of cocaine and several interferent drugs with 4-

aminobenzoic acid in neutral and charged forms. 

 4-aminobenzoic acid binding scores, kJ mol-1 

 Neutral Anion Cation Zwitterion 

Cocaine -62.998 -64.894 -191.991 -123.775 

Cocaine H+ -78.814 -220.869 -48.045 -203.020 

Codeine -91.341 -115.499 -147.214 -156.139 

Codeine H+ -59.149 -138.478 -123.248 -127.997 

Quinine -78.709 -133.549 -141.248 -126.461 

Quinine H+ -75.789 -195.384 -146.373 -252.517 

(R)-MDMA -41.325 -101.839 -79.977 -44.869 

(R)-MDMA H+ -117.512 -266.140 ---* -299.148 

(S)-MDMA -39.037 -39.765 -146.984 -78.730 

(S)-MDMA H+ -74.458 -384.091 -50.810 -256.207 

* No binding observed in screening 

 

The results in Table 2.5 did suggest a lack of specificity but were considered too 

varied to provide meaningful answers. To further investigate the interactions of the 

polymer with the different drugs, a small oligomer was built from 17 4-aminobenzoic 

acid units, bound via secondary amine links ortho- to the amine of the monomer (Figure 

2.5). The oligomer underwent five 100 ps molecular dynamics simulations followed by 

energy minimization with the MMFF94 force field and charges applied (ε = 80). After 

each minimization the dissociation constant of each of the 5 drugs (with and without 

protonated amine) for the oligomer was predicted using the Surflex docking program. 

The oligomer was then modified to have approximately half and then total 

deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups, the cycles of MD, minimization and 

docking being repeated for each of these new structures. The mean value of the binding 

was taken from the three or more values giving the lowest deviation (Appendix 1). 

Docking with half deprotonated oligomer gave zero binding for the majority of 

ligands on two occasions, only registering affinity for MDMA. These results were 
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omitted, and the process repeated. Fully deprotonated polymer only gave results for 

MDMA for almost every arrangement (approximately equal to those for the protonated 

and half protonated oligomer). The results for the protonated and half protonated 

oligomers are given in Table 2.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: 4-aminobenzoic acid based oligomer used to dock cocaine and several 

interferent drugs. The most suitable cavity was discovered automatically using the 

docking software and each of the drugs observed for their binding in this cavity. 
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Table 2.6: Results of the oligomer-drug docking studies using the 4-aminobenzoic 

acid based structure shown in Figure 2.5. 

 Ligand -log(KD) Standard deviation 

Protonated 

oligomer 

(R)-MDMA H+ 3.19 0.14 

(S)-MDMA H+ 2.94 0.12 

(S)-MDMA 2.92 0.48 

(R)-MDMA 2.65 0.13 

Quinine 2.59 0.09 

Quinine H+ 2.45 0.23 

Cocaine 2.04 0.50 

Codeine 1.92 0.21 

Codeine H+ 1.65 0.11 

Cocaine H+ 1.38 0.17 

Half 

protonated 

oligomer  

(S)-MDMA H+ 3.16 0.29 

(R)-MDMA H+ 3.06 0.17 

(S)-MDMA 3.05 0.30 

Quinine 2.80 0.53 

(R)-MDMA 2.22 0.07 

Quinine H+ 2.00 0.38 

Codeine H+ 1.86 0.67 

Codeine 1.38 0.38 

Cocaine H+ 0.85 0.33 

Cocaine 0 0 
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2.7. Further applications of molecular mechanics modeling 
 

More novel applications of computational modeling related to imprinted 

polymers include the determination of oligomeric structure from mass spectrometry 

analysis. Linear molecularly imprinted polymers (LMIPs), small uncross-linked 

oligomers, were synthesized in the presence of a peptide associated with quorum 

sensing.227 The advantage of LMIPs in terms of medicinal applications is their small size 

and simple structure, the sequence of monomer units potentially being determined by 

a combination of techniques (the lack of regular structure in standard MIP NPs makes 

them unlikely to pass regulatory standards for drug-like applications).  

The LMIPs were found to interfere with bacterial quorum sensing and inhibit 

bacterial growth, with important implications for overcoming antibiotic resistance. To 

determine the sequence of the LMIP however a number of techniques were required. 

LC-MS analysis suggested the total mass of the oligomer was 1006 Da with evidence of 

fragments corresponding to copolymer trimers occurring as parts of the polymer, 

specifically acrylamide trimers, butylacrylamide trimers, and acrylic acid trimers and 

dimers being those fragments most strongly represented in the spectrum. In an attempt 

to provide some understanding of the complete structure, two different molecular 

modeling techniques were used based on the principle of imprinting, in that the 

fragments obtained are likely to exhibit strong interactions with the peptide in the 

appropriate positions relative to each other in the LIP. 

Molecular screening and docking programs provide the most efficient method of 

determining the strongest interactions between the peptide and the fragments. Surflex-

Dock was used in these examination in combination with the Sybyl LeapFrog screening 

algorithm. The structures of the copolymer trimers were constructed based on their 

being the most energetically favorable in synthesis, and each of these was then analyzed 

via the two methods against the peptide. The docking and screening programs used 

work with the same principles of placing the fragments at (automatically) 

predetermined positions around the target. The strength of interaction between the 

fragment and the peptide is then measured to give a binding energy determined by an 

appropriate force field. Repeatedly moving the fragments to new points of interest and 
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further analysis of established locations around the peptide by small movements and 

changes to the fragment’s conformation give the highest affinity positions for each of 

the molecules. 

The peptide structure was built in both a charged and uncharged form for analysis 

and the four fragments described by LC-MS analysis were constructed in the 

arrangement most favored in polymerization. Molecules of acrylamide, butyl 

acrylamide and acrylic acid trimers were therefore designed with two subunits bound 

via the terminal alkene carbons of the monomers to the third, with the acrylic acid 

dimer bound through joining the terminal alkene of the monomers. All structures were 

energetically minimized using the Tripos force field with MMFF94 charges with an 

applied dielectric constant of 80 (water). Initial screening was performed with 

Leapfrog, taking the peptide as the analyte and observing the interactions with each of 

the fragments, generating the position of maximal interaction for each fragment around 

the peptide. Surflex-Dock was used to in the same manner by setting the peptide as the 

area for docking, the ‘cavity’ encasing the peptide and the area of exploration set to 

extend outside of this assigned area. Relative positions of the fragments were obtained 

directly from the results of the applied methods with no rearrangements, substitutions 

or additions. 

The acrylic acid trimer shows relatively high and equal affinity for either of two 

arrangements around the asparagine residue, forming either a four point interaction 

(Hydrogen bond donation to the C and N residue carbonyls, and accepting from the N 

amine and side chain amide) or five point interaction (hydrogen bond donation to the 

carbonyls of G and the N side chain, and acceptance from the N amide and amines of the 

G and N backbone) in which the two interactions with the G residue are relatively 

weaker. The strongest interaction found with the LeapFrog screening was that of a 

three point interaction between the acrylamide trimer the carbonyl and amine of the 

Leucine residue and the carboxylate of the aspartic acid residue. The butyl acrylamide 

trimer also showed three points of interaction, all hydrogen donation from the 

fragment amides to the backbone carbonyls of the V, G and K residues. The relative 

positions of these residues can be seen in Figure 2.6. 
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The total mass of these three fragments is 810.981 g mol-1, and thus makes up the 

majority of the polymer. The polymer structure is therefore predicted to be X-AA-AA-

AA-X-Ac-Ac-Ac-X-BA-BA-BA-X, were AA is acrylic acid, Ac acrylamide, BA butyl 

acrylamide, and X either a join between the adjacent subunits or another small section 

of the polymer, with the total mass of X being approximately 195 Da. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: The interactions observed between the linear molecularly imprinted 

polymer fragments and the quorum sensing signaling peptide (Motib, 2017). Initial 

predictions of the relative positions of the fragments were originally made with Leapfrog, 

screening the peptide with the different fragments, then refined with the Surflex docking 

software (reproduced with permission). 
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2.8. Conclusions 
 

Standard molecular mechanics modeling has been found very useful for MIP 

based research, providing a base for rational design of high affinity materials and 

insight into polymer structure and analyte binding. Further to these example of direct 

applications to specific systems include useful information that can be applied more 

generally, as in the general considerations required in imprinting small peptides.228  

However the recurring theme through these examples is the insufficiency of 

monomer-template analysis alone. In the example of the electropolymerization studies 

it was necessary to construct a small oligomer to understand the interactions between 

the polymer and several different compounds; in this analysis it was observed that the 

monomer selected was unlikely to provide effective selectivity for the target cocaine, 

showing low affinity relative to the other compounds observed. Similarly in the studies 

of the peptide imprinted linear polymer, it was necessary to construct small oligomers 

in order to understand the structure of the ultimate LMIP, with monomer analysis being 

considered insufficient alone. Some further analysis of the problems with existing 

approaches to molecular modeling and some possible solutions are presented in the 

next chapter. 
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3. In silico synthesis of synthetic receptors 
 

The MM and MD analysis discussed in the previous chapter are evidently useful 

in the design of functional polymeric materials and in more broad application. The 

limitations in polymer analysis however can be clearly observed to relate to the level of 

detail applied in standard computational analysis. This will be discussed first and 

followed with some examples of previous attempts from the literature to develop more 

realistic computational models of imprinted polymers. From here a description will be 

given of the development of a polymerization algorithm to overcome some of these 

issues of accuracy in MIP representation.  

 

 

3.1. Problems with existing computational approaches  
 

It can be readily demonstrated that even simple modeling techniques offer 

significant advantages over alternative methods in MIP analysis; expenses aside, 

empirical analysis can be difficult to analyze and lack the precision required to observe 

the interactions of compounds of interest.229 However, problems in the existing 

modeling protocol are easily demonstrated.  

Yang et al. devised a two-part QM based design procedure in the development of 

magnetic MIP NPs for the removal of phenol from water.84 After initial structure 

optimization of the template, monomers and complexes of different ratios by RHF/6-

311G, natural bond orbital (NBO) charge transfer and Equation 1.1 were used to select 

an appropriate monomer and T-M ratio. NBO charge transfer models are used here to 

predict the strength of intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the complex, and importantly 

the difference in electron density associated with each atom on complexation. Analysis 

of this data and observation of the structures resulting from minimization clearly shows 

that in higher ratios of T-M (1:3, 1:4, etc.) the template shows relatively weaker 

interactions with the monomers due to M-M interactions being energetically favored in 

these systems. The ΔE values calculated for the MAA complexes were -47.379 kJ mol-1 

and -102.060 kJ mol-1 for the 1:1 and 1:4 systems respectively (a doubling in association 
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energy) despite the NBO charge transfer analysis showing a reduction in association to 

the template, the energetic stabilization originating in the monomer-monomer 

interactions. 

This highlight the limitations of the standard form of Equation 1.1, where the 

potential energy of the individual components are taken as representative of the system 

without T, while interactions between other components obviously contribute in 

proportion to their number. Firstly, as the number of molecules present increases, in 

appropriate ratios, the more accurate the model becomes, and the interaction of the 

template with the other components becomes negligible relative to all the other 

interactions. The energy must therefore be observed for the system with and without 

T, not for the individual components. Secondly is screening of monomers; favorable 

interactions between template and monomer alone mean very little without 

consideration of the other intermolecular interactions that may occur.  

Since the work of a few pioneer groups at the start of the new millennium the 

procedure generally applied has not advanced as required, centering on the relative 

strength of interactions between the template and different functional monomers. This 

approach, with the application of the formula ΔE = EC – (ET + ∑EM), Equation 1.1, should 

not be applied for more than one monomer when the monomers are in close enough 

proximity to interact, i.e. almost all modeling in the design of MIPs. Further to this is the 

exclusion of other system components. As cross-linker molecules are usually omitted 

and the effects of solvents and physical parameters are accounted for very 

simplistically, problems of representations often arise. While correlations may be 

observed between more simple and more intensive approaches, 230 this is not always 

the case. Sobiech et al. studied the effect of modeling monomer template interactions 

alone compared with studies including the cross-linker, the results (Figure 3.1) 

demonstrating clearly that analysis of the M-T complex alone is insufficient for 

appropriate representation.74  

Clearly the more closely the model approaches the real composition, the more 

accurate that model will become. It is for this reason that QM techniques can represent 

a huge increase in the precision of intramolecular structure and intermolecular binding 

while also representing a total loss in efficiency and an overall retardation of the 
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development of imprinted polymer research. The QM models used give accurate details 

of systems that are never produced: the interactions of various monomers with a 

compound of interest, in a vacuum without time.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Comparison of monomer-template models and monomer-template-

cross-linker interactions vs empirical binding (data from Sobiech et al. 2014, original 

graph). The data for the model including cross-linker molecules can be observed to 

correlate with the empirical values obtained, while the values for the monomer and 

template alone are less reliable.  
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Molecular dynamics (MD) exists as an alternative, permitting analysis of the 

whole pre-polymerization mixture and its evolution through time to a point of 

equilibrium, providing the most accurate model of the system currently available. 

Assumptions required in analysis of the monomer-template complex alone relating to 

its formation in solution and lack of response to other system components are not 

necessary in MD, and for this reason have been central in generating important 

theoretical MIP formation models and aiding in sophisticated design. Golker et al. have 

been consistent in producing quality work in this area, observing prepolymerization 

arrangements of thousands of molecules over many nanoseconds, with chemometric 

analysis and quantified hydrogen bond quality rankings, for demonstrable system 

reproduction and predictive capacity.120-122  

This research with MD provides detailed analysis of the prepolymerization 

system, and therefore provides information on the likelihood of successful imprinting 

based on the M-T complex. It does not however provide a model of the polymer that is 

ultimately formed. Though the prepolymerization arrangement formed of components 

resulting from MD is accurate relative to the common alternatives, it cannot be assumed 

that binding affinities observed with system variation will be proportional to those 

observed empirically with polymers. For a more accurate model of imprinted polymers, 

it will be necessary to model imprinted polymers, and not monomer-template 

complexes or prepolymerization mixtures of reagents. 
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3.2. Molecular models of polymers 
 

While similar work on non-imprinted sorbents predates this approach,231 the first 

attempts to attempt to explicitly apply molecular modeling to the interaction between 

a MIP binding site and a specific target can likely be attributed to Rathbone and Ge in 

2000.232 Using AM1 semi-empirical calculations, a fluorescent monomer was modified 

to approximate the polymer equivalent structure (Figure 3.2) in an imprinted polymer 

specific to a set of antitubercular agents (N1-benzylidene pyridine-2-

carboxamidrazones). 

Figure 3.2: An early example of a simple approach to approximating polymer-

template/target interactions by modifying the monomer to better represent the 

equivalent polymer unit.  

 

 Such studies are now relatively common with modified monomers, typically 

saturated alkenes, but the trend towards QM based techniques has stunted this area of 

research; the major advantage of MM and MD over QM is the ability to easily model 

large systems of molecules. In the past this has allowed researchers to build large 

oligomeric structures to aid in design and analysis, as in the work of Monti et al. who 

used these techniques to construct 50 unit oligomers composed of high affinity 

monomers to observe the interactions with their target molecule.233  

The MIP designed by Monti et al. was designed for theophylline, a drug used to 

treat asthma and other respiratory diseases, using the General Amber Force Field 

(GAFF). In this work the group attempted to demonstrate the possible interactions the 

template theophylline had with the polymer, in addition to simply monomers, by 
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creating oligomer chains from 50 functional monomers. These oligomers each had a 

different composition or conformation, some of which were bound in the manner they 

were predicted to be found around the template in the monomer studies. The systems 

were then minimized with one molecule of theophylline, giving approximately 100 

different conformations, the lowest energy forms of which are shown in Figure 3.3. 

These 50 unit polymers were found to be selective for theophylline over its analogues, 

with the homopolymer performing slightly better (2 kcal mol-1 difference in total 

interaction energy and with greater selectivity) than the copolymer. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Polymers constructed from 50 individual monomers and observed for 

interaction with theophylline. The figure on the left shows a polymer composed of MAA 

alone, and the right a copolymer of MAA and MMA (Monti et al., 2006, reproduced with 

permission).233 
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More recent examples of modeling polymers to this level for MIP analysis are 

somewhat rare and vary considerably in their approach. Luo et al created a cubic mesh 

of poly(methacrylic acid) to model the interaction involved in a cholesterol imprinted 

polymer using MD and RDF, observing the effects of altering various factors in the 

model.162, 234 Via a completely different approach, Huynh et al. simulated the 

polymerization process in the design of a 6-thioguanine specific synthetic receptor, 

using monomers which combined a large thiophene based segments for radical 

polymerization attached to a cytosyl functionality for binding to the target.143 Molecular 

dynamics simulations were performed using eight template molecules with the 

equivalent number of monomers and cross-linkers, and accompanied by the addition 

of bonds between thiophene moieties when they came within 0.3 nm of each other. The 

analysis suggested that the complex and resultant polymer network were stable despite 

the large monomer units, and this was supported by fluorescence titration. The sensor 

produced was found to have a detection limit of 8 μM for the target 6-thioguanine, and 

a sensitivity to this compound several times greater than that for all the observed target 

metabolites. 

Among the most interesting articles relating to modeling of imprinted polymers 

published in recent years was that of Schauperl and Lewis in 2015, in which a polymer 

was grown around a template via an evolutionary process.129 The researchers 

employed the program ZEBEDDE (zeolites by evolutionary de novo design) to randomly 

select monomers (functional and cross-linking, in a selected proportion) which are then 

bonded to the growing oligomer in a head-to-tail arrangement, with the growth being 

allowed only if the interactions between the template and the polymer are favorable.235 

Nicotine and theophylline were used as template molecules with MAA and EGDMA 

monomers in this simulation, and the polymer was allowed to grow until the density of 

the box reached 0.65 g cm-3, a value likely similar to the surface of an MAA/EGDMA 

polymer. The resulting structures (shown in Figure 3.4) were then minimized, with or 

without prior dynamics simulation, and the adsorption of the targets were analyzed, 

giving good correlation with empirical data. This research demonstrates the closest 
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approximation to a polymerization process relevant to atomistic modeling of MIPs 

produced to that time. 

 

Figure 3.4: The polymerization simulation applied by Schauperl and Lewis, which 

incorporates a zeolite modeling tool to grown a polymer via an evolutionary mechanism 

(reproduced with permission). 

 

However, these examples of in silico polymer synthesis still exclude the 

appropriate level of detail required for a representative model. MD is required first to 

build an effective reproduction of the system observed; in readily including all chemical 

components and simulating the interaction of those components at a given temperature 

and pressure over time. MD is therefore required to accurately represent the pre-

polymerization solution at a molecular level, and any attempt at decreasing the 

precision (representing molecules as single particles for example) or increasing the 

precision (e.g. QM methods) lead to a loss of accuracy in representing the 

intermolecular interactions by over-simplification. 
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3.3. Quantum mechanical polymerization 
 

Technological development in computational hardware and software combined 

with the continued refinement of theoretical modeling methods has led to the 

combination of the classical and quantum approaches in quantum 

mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM). Modeling programs, especially those 

which emphasize the quantum aspects of the model, increasingly contain algorithms 

which allow molecular simulations using each of these techniques. However, these 

studies include the use of each sequentially, while QM/MM uses quantum mechanics 

and molecular mechanics simultaneously, allowing a more accurate representation of 

the system. While there are accounts of quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics 

or ‘molecular dynamics/quantum mechanics’ in the literature, these do not combine 

the two (acceptance and sophistication of QM/MM modeling being a relatively recent 

development) and therefore do not produce results significantly different to those 

which are given by previously described methods.236, 237 The importance of Quantum 

Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics is found in its capacity to simulate processes which 

quantum mechanics or molecular mechanics (or the use of both independently) cannot 

achieve alone. 

Reported use of QM/MM in the design of MIPs is rare. Notable in this area was the  

Barkaline group, who in 2013 applied these techniques in their preparation of a tri-O-

acetyladenosine (TOAA, an organically soluble ATP analogue) MIP.238 In this work, the 

TOAA template and intermolecularly binding groups of the functional monomers were 

fitted with the 6-31G** hybrid functional basis set while the remaining atoms were 

represented by an Amber force field, so as to better describe the hydrogen bonding 

which occurs in the complex than would be achieved using only molecular mechanics. 

The possible importance of this research, beyond its novel technique, was the allusion 

to modeling the polymerization process. As the researchers explain, the increase in 

efficiency found in using QM/MM becomes important in the second stage of the 

modeling process, in which cross-linkers are added to the system and the 

polymerization simulation is performed. Barkaline however does not elaborate on the 
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details regarding the polymerization process and has not produced any further 

material relating to this topic. 

The QM/MM method involving the application of QM theory to directly reacting 

atoms and classical methods to the remainder of the system has been documented as 

far back as 1976, when Warshel and Levitt studies the enzymatic reactions of 

lysozyme.239 The method was largely ignored however until the 1990s, but has since 

developed into a established tool in modeling biomolecular systems, in which DFT is 

usually used as the quantum method (or increasingly SCC-DFTB, Self-Consistent-

Charge Density-Functional Tight-Binding, a DFT inspired semi-empirical method) in 

combination with either Amber, CHARMM or GROMOS force fields.240 A similar 

technique to QM/MM has also emerged in the form of reactive force fields, which work 

on the same principles but emphasize bond order and demonstrate greater efficiency, 

though they tend to require relatively extensive tailoring to specific applications.241, 242 

While this might appear to provide an answer however, this is unlikely to be 

suitable for in silico MIP synthesis. The reactions observed by QM techniques are 

constructed in such a way that possible transition states can be observed, comparisons 

of the energies then give information about the likelihood of a reaction occurring and 

the properties of the product. While this is useful to many areas of research (and 

beyond the capacities of MM), it is inappropriate for the required application. The 

interest with regard to MIP design is the interaction of some analyte (template, target 

or otherwise) with an imprinted polymer, and the synthesis of imprinted polymer 

binding sites. The former requirement may benefit from QM/MM, but only assuming a 

polymer has already been created. The latter point, regarding the synthesis of polymers, 

would be useful, but would require every reactive molecule to be analyzed by QM. This 

would also need to be done manually, which in addition to the fitting with QM functions 

would eliminate any potential benefits by massively reducing the size of the system that 

can be practically analyzed.   
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Related to the scale of the system observed is the size of the ultimate polymer. 

Conformational analysis can be an expensive process if appropriate methods are not 

employed, as the total number of bonding interactions increases with each additional 

reaction. This includes not just the potential energy associated with new bond but also 

the bond angles (1-3 interactions) and more importantly the torsional strains (1-4 

interactions). Considering a polymer composed of saturated carbon-carbon bonds, if 

only the minima and maxima are acknowledged in the different conformations, which 

would be an unsuitable simplification, this still results in 6 geometries about the bond. 

The number of conformations to be processed will then increase rapidly with the size 

of the system, as a molecule will have 6n different 1-4 torsional conformations, where n 

is the number of rotatable bonds. MM/MD methods can be used in these situations, but 

with a given number of atoms, the probability of encountering limitations will increase 

with the number of bonds, i.e. effective simulation of a pre-polymerization system is no 

guarantee that the equivalent polymer can also be observed. QM cannot be applied on 

this scale, and molecular mechanics becomes the only suitable answer. 
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3.4. Manual and automated polymerization 
 

Effective simulation of the prepolymerization system is the primary requirement 

for simulating the imprinted polymer network. In the design of polymeric adsorbents 

the specific arrangement of molecules in equilibrium is likely to be of less overall 

consequence, as a polymer of given single monomer will inherently adopt a narrow 

range of structures, on the microscopic scale, regardless of the conditions in which it is 

formed. With the inclusion of greater variability between individual reactive molecules 

(including two of more monomers for example) some equilibration experiments would 

be beneficial in predicting the structure of the product, particularly as this will likely 

vary with solvent etc. MIPs require the formation of a monomer-template complex, in 

which an equilibrium exist for each component between the complexed and fully 

solvated state, in addition to any interactions between like particles and additional 

system components (cross-linkers for example). For this reason functional monomers 

are selected to maximize the relative affinity between the monomer and the template. 

The equilibration of the observed system under conditions that most closely mimic the 

natural system is therefore paramount. 

MD software are typically not capable of simulating chemical reactions, but 

approximations of the polymerization process has be performed by cross-linking 

reactive groups which lie in close proximity (< 6 Å) and without steric resistance.243, 244 

This is most likely what was actually performed by Barkaline et al. in their QM/MM 

studies. Attempts to reproduce this approach with equilibrated systems and manual 

cross-linking demonstrated the difficulties in developing this procedure as a practical 

modeling technique. Ignoring the time requirements to process even a small number of 

molecules, the manual step-wise approach requires that each individual stage of the 

reaction (bond breaking, bond formation, changes of hybridization, etc.) is represented 

in isolation, resulting in high energy structures unsuitable for representation by the 

force field.  

Initial attempts at manual network formation were promising however. A simple 

composition was prepared which included charged allylamine monomers, benzene-

1,4-dicarboxylate template molecules and cross-linkers to evaluate the plausibility of 
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simulated polymerization. This process was aided by (and later experiments would be 

near impossible without) an SPL algorithm previously written which allows the 

random mixing of selected molecules in quantities determined by the user.* No 

equilibration was performed prior to manual cross-linking, which involved selection of 

possibly reactive atoms in an attempt to approximate a radical polymerization path. 

The small oligomer produced from this process showed an obvious binding site, which 

was maintained, with template bound, after 100 ps MD simulation at 300 K under low 

pressure, an environment likely to draw any weakly associated template away from the 

MIP (Figure 3.4). Removal of the template revealed that these benzene-1,4-

dicarboxylate target molecules were supporting the polymer, molecular dynamics 

simulations and energy minimization after removal causing a loss of structure. This 

appears to be primarily a consequence of size, further cross-linking with a greater 

number of monomers likely resulting in a more rigid structure. Nevertheless, the core 

binding sites were apparently retained, as after reintroduction of six target molecules 

to the polymer and a simulation of 300 K for 500 ps, the benzene-1,4-dicarboxlates 

were found back within the polymer bound in a similar arrangement. 

 

                                                           
*Credits for writing this script belong to Mirko Busato (Verona) and Dr Kal Karim.   
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Figure 3.4: MIP produced manually using benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate as template 

(red) and allylamine functional monomers 

 

This composition however included highly charged monomers, in addition to 

oppositely charged template molecules, meaning a strong bias in favor of complexation 

and template rebinding. More realistic composition were selected with methacrylic acid 

and the hydroxyethyl methacrylate systems designed for ephedrine imprinted 

polymers, modeled according to their ratios applied in published work, equivalent to 

only one template molecule.52 The systems underwent a dynamics experiment 

simulating 300 K for 100 ps before minimization, after which monomer alkene atoms 

closer than 6 Å were joined, with all polymerization reactions starting from the edge of 
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the droplet. On completion the system was reminimized, followed by 10 ps MD at 300 

K, minimization, and a final observation for potential polymerization before initiating a 

final simulation of 300 K for 100 ps and a final minimization. During the section of the 

procedure after polymerization the movement of the template was observed to 

determine the validity of a proposed binding site and the system was ‘washed’ of 

monomers unbound to the primary polymer. The resulting structure of the methacrylic 

acid based polymer is shown in Figure 3.5 as an example. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Manually produced methacrylic acid based polymer with ephedrine (red). 

Solvent chloroform is explicitly present but not displayed.   

 

While the targets was found to dwell predominantly around the binding sites of the 

polymers on dynamics simulation the affinity appeared relatively low, the ephedrine 

readily drifting away with the influence of the chloroform solvent, though binding in 

the imprint was found to be more favorable than in other regions. These studies 

suggested that progression onto writing an algorithm for application in the applied 

software with the described techniques was justified. 
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3.5. Development of a polymerization algorithm 
 

The Sybyl software package has advantages beyond the previously described 

screening techniques (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). While the program has a standard user 

interface allowing for typical experiments, additional operations can also be issued 

from the command line when given in Sybyl programing language (SPL). Commands 

entered in the Sybyl terminal can act as shortcuts to common actions (entering ‘energy’ 

for example to calculate the energy of the current system) and in following standard 

commands (‘echo hello world’), including looping, if/else statements, etc. SPL scripts 

can also be written separately, retrieved and executed from the within the terminal. 

More important is the relative ease of manipulating the molecular structure by 

modifying atoms in type and position, their bonds and properties.  

The polymerization algorithm was developed and published in 2016,245 and the 

explanation of how it functions is explained schematically in Figure 3.6. The full script 

given in Appendix 2.1, contains approximately 600 lines of code, including many 

prompts for the user to control the many variables. On reading into the Sybyl terminal 

the user will be asked first to provide a filename, which is then used with suffixes to 

save and relevant points, and the option to run simulated annealing and equilibration 

dynamics. If selected the high and low temperatures of the simulated annealing, length 

of each period, gradient (temperature step size) of annealing and number of annealing 

cycles are all then given as required, along with the length of a final 300 K equilibration.  

After the equilibration has been completed the polymerization simulation begins 

automatically from variables given prior to MD. This process begins from an 

automatically selected reactive molecule or by an initiator, as selected by the user. If 

applied via an initiator the simulation will proceed to follow the course of the radical 

reaction pathway, molecules remaining intact and untouched unless presented with an 

existing radical originating from the initiator. If an initiator is not selected, reactive 

molecules are selected sequentially and become radicals as if undergoing photolysis. 

This method is generally preferred, likely permitting the observed system to better 

represent a small section of a much larger prepolymerization mixture, where the course 

of reaction originates from outside.  
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Figure 3.6: Explanation of the functioning of the polymerization algorithm. This 

scheme and the following images were originally published in Macromolecular Rapid 

Communications (Cowen, 2016).245 
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Figure 3.7: a) the reactive atom of the assigned molecule scans the surroundings in 

concentric spheres until an appropriately reactive atom is found with which to form a 

bond. Bond formation is favored with closer atoms, if multiple atoms are found within the 

same interval the more reactive is favored; b) reactions with sterically strained structures 

occur in the absence of suitable alkenes. Strained structures will not spontaneously break 

or react with each other. 
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Each reactive atom of the assigned molecule then scans the surroundings in 

concentric spheres until an appropriately reactive atom is found with which to form a 

bond. This new bond may form between separate molecules or between atoms of the 

same oligomers, with some restrictions. Highly strained structures are inhibited, as are 

illogical actions such as bonding to an already bound atom.  

On successful bonding the atoms must be prevented from further reactions, the 

commands of the algorithm dominating any inhibitions of the Sybyl program 

(hypervalent atoms were common in development of the algorithm for example). In the 

current version, the user must give a maximum bonding distance, i.e. a largest sphere 

volume within which reaction can occur. Initial studies used a maximum distance of 6 

Å, a value obtained from the literature,243, 244 but the high energy of the resulting 

structures suggested a lower maximum distance was required for the systems 

observed. For the published work and analysis given in Chapter 3 the maximum 

bonding distance of 4.8 Å was used in all experiments. This value was determined by 

repeating the polymerization for various systems with different maximum bonding 

distances and calculating the final potential energy of the polymer system relative to 

the number of new bonds formed, therefore giving an indication of the most stable 

maximum bonding distance.  

A more refined approach was applied to later experiments based on the 

intermolecular potential of the interacting components. As the algorithm was designed 

to simulate the radical polymerization of alkenes, two ethene molecules were used as a 

simple general representation of likely interactions of reactive groups. The two 

molecules were held parallel at a distance and the internal energy recorded as U∞. The 

molecules were then brought together with the energy associated with the 

intermolecular distance being recorded at regular intervals. The molecules were then 

rotated by 45 ° and then 90 ° in the plane or perpendicular to the plane of the 

interaction, giving a representation of the interaction from different approaches. The 

intermolecular energy approximately followed a Lennard-Jones potential, represented 

by Equation 3.1: 

𝑈1,2 =
4𝜀𝜎12

𝑟1,2
12 −

4𝜀𝜎6

𝑟1,2
6         Eq. 3.1 
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As the intermolecular distance, r1,2, is reduced, the interaction potential, U1,2, 

decreases, representing an attractive interaction. The energy well reaches a maximum 

interaction energy of ε, after which U1,2 increases rapidly and the interaction decreases 

and becomes repulsive. As r1,2 decreases beyond ε the increase in U1,2 passes from 

negative to positive; the distance at which U1,2 is zero, i.e. at which U = U∞, is given by σ. 

Using a simple script (Appendix 2.3) the intermolecular potential for two ethene 

molecules was used to determine the different variables for Equation 3.1, with ε = 3.384 

kJ mol-1 and σ = 3.633 Å. From this a value of 0.25ε was set as a minimum interaction 

required for reaction between atoms; this value was equal to 0.846 kJ mol-1, and 

occurred at a distance of 5.701 Å. This value was then applied as the maximum bonding 

distance, but future development of the polymerization algorithm will focus on making 

bonding probabilistic, dependent on r1,2. 

On scanning the volume surrounding a reactive atom, a bond will be formed with 

any reactive atom found within the observed sphere. On bond formation the atom 

hybridization is appropriately modified, any other bonds are changed accordingly, and 

the geometries are relaxed via a high termination gradient energy minimization of 

2.062 kJ mol-1 Å-1 (0.5 kcal mol-1 Å-1). The bonded atoms are then recorded as non-

radical, but the reaction continues by any adjacent radical atom created by the previous 

reaction. If on scanning two atoms are approximately equally distant from the reactive 

atom (Figure 3.7a), bonding will occur with that assigned as more reactive in the 

original simulation preparation, the more reactive (least hindered) atom being named 

‘alpha’ and the other ‘beta’.  

While reactions producing strained geometries are inhibited, in the absence of 

more suitable pathways these may occur. The system is regularly scanned however to 

identify these strained geometries. Typically these are three or four member ring, and 

are designed as still potentially reactive, though are considered less preferable than 

existing alkenes within range. Bonding can therefore occur between radical atoms and 

high energy groups in the absence of more suitable alternatives (Figure 3.7b) and the 

reaction propagated via the radical produced from the previously strained atoms. 

Strained groups are found by routine scanning, and labeled so as to be regarded as 

‘semi-reactive’. Bonds in strained groups will not break spontaneously, and reactions 
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will not occur between strained groups; only in the presence of a reactive group will 

the strained structure break.  

 

 

3.6. Volume requirements 
 

Molecular dynamics requires an appropriate volume, ‘box’, within which the 

simulation can occur. To establish appropriate volumes for polymerization reactions 

and other observations, a simple approximation was required which could be quickly 

applied. The result was Equation 3.2: 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑇−1, 𝑛𝑚3 = ∑
𝑛𝑖𝑀𝑟𝑖1021

𝑛𝑇𝑁𝐴𝑝𝑖
𝑖       Eq. 3.2 

Where index i refers to the component (template, functional monomer, 

crosslinker or solvent), thus ni is the number of moles of the component, 𝑀𝑟𝑖
 its relative 

mass and pi its pure density, while nT is the number of moles of template and NA is the 

Avogadro constant. The volume is calculated per template molecule (T) to facilitate 

scaling. Application of this formula will inevitably produce error due the volume 

occupied by each molecule being different in its pure form and in a mixture, but as a 

simple approximation this seems to be effective. References to this approach to volume 

calculation, or equations giving equivalent or improved approximations of the volume 

while retaining comparably low resource demands in calculation, could not be found in 

the literature (though they are likely available).  

The previously mentioned Busato script can be used to produce a required 

mixture of molecules. The template, functional monomers, cross-linker, solvent, etc. are 

added to different molecular areas (individual systems) and the script is run, containing 

prompts for the number of each area to be included in the final single system. The 

molecules are added randomly, forming a sphere. An additional script was then 

required to rearrange the molecules to fit within the cubic box with dimensions 

determined from Equation 3.2. The resulting ‘auto-move’ script (Appendix 2.2) 

compresses all molecules into dimensions set by the user, which followed by 

minimization fill the box to give the appropriate conditions to begin the simulation.  
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3.7. Experiments with ephedrine imprinted polymers 
 

The original Piletsky et al. experiments applying automated computational 

screening used (–)-ephedrine as a template and target in the design of an imprinted 

polymer.52 All modeling was performed using the Sybyl 7.3 software package on an HP 

EliteDesk G1 Tower PC running CentOS Linux 7. Polymerization mixtures were 

prepared based on the original compositions, equal to five template molecules each, 

with the mixtures varying primarily by the functional monomer used. System A 

included methacrylic acid (MAA) as functional monomer, B used hydroxyethyl 

methacrylate (HEM), and C used 2-vinylpyridine (2-VP). The systems had 50 functional 

monomers, 104, 149 and 124 cross-linker EGDMA and 216, 309 and 256 solvent 

chloroform molecules for A, B and C respectively, following the composition in the 

empirical investigation. Applying Equation 3.2, Mixture A was found to have a volume 

of 68.506 nm3, B 99.077 nm3, and C 82.997 nm3, with each box being a cube. 

 5 cycles of stepwise annealing from 800 K to 300 K with 100 K intervals and 

10,000 fs at each temperature were used before 2 ns equilibration periods at 300 K. All 

molecular dynamics were performed using an NTV canonical ensemble with the Tripos 

force field, MMFF94 charges and a non-bonding interaction cut-off distance of 8 Å. The 

inclusion of explicit solvent molecules allowed the dielectric constant to be set at one, 

and the initial velocities were selected from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution given 

for the relevant temperature. Polymerization was set to regard all reactive molecules 

as potential initiators, with scan spheres increasing in 10 pm increments to maximum 

bonding distance of 4.8 Å. Affinity analysis was performed on both the pre-

polymerization and polymer systems by a combination of the direct measurement of 

the association energy of the system and by use of Surflex docking software. Inclusion 

of both sets of empirical data provides some element of consilience, the mesoscopic 

polymer properties (imprint density, extent of cavities within the polymer, etc.) which 

may positively or negatively affect each composition being cancelled to some extent by 

the different measurements. 

The association energy, ΔE, was calculated according to Equation 3.3, a 

modification of Equation 1.1: 
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𝛥𝐸 = 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 − (𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚−𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒)     Eq. 3.3 

 

Each template molecule was removed for analysis of Etemplate and Esystem–template and 

replaced sequentially for each system. The lowest value of ΔE from each was then 

multiplied with the Surflex-dock determined dissociation constant KD by Equation 3.4: 

 

 𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
log(𝐾𝐷)𝛥𝐸

100
       Eq. 3.4 

The affinity score was then used to evaluate both the pre-polymerization mixture 

and the final polymer and compared with empirical data and LeapFrog based monomer 

rankings. The docking program was also used alone to predict the selectivity of the 

polymer and the pre-polymerization system. Here the selectivity value is given by 

Equation 3.5: 

 

𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
log (𝐾𝐷)(−)

log (𝐾𝐷)(+)
      Eq. 3.5 

 

The numerator being the affinity of the (–)-ephedrine target and the denominator 

being that of the (+)-ephedrine enantiomer. 
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 A (MAA) B (HEM) C (2-VP) 

Empirical MIP imprinting factor 2.87 2.67 1.00 

Empirical MIP capacity factor 9.46 0.80 0.10 

LeapFrog binding score, kcal mol-1 -14.62 -15.72 -1.82 

Pre-polymerization affinity score -4.093 -3.162 -3.382 

Polymer affinity score -4.530 -3.165 -2.316 

 

Table 3.1: Empirical affinity results and theoretical predictions with three MIP 

compositions. Empirical values and LeapFrog relative binding score were retrieved from 

Piletsky et al., and pre-polymerization and polymer affinity scores were obtained using 

Equation 3.4. The abbreviations in parentheses are the functional monomers used in the 

syntheses: methacrylic acid (MAA), hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEM), 2-vinylpyridine (2-

VP).   

 

The theoretical results in Table 3.1 (the LeapFrog binding score and affinity 

scores) are all presented in terms of relative energetic stability with the more negative 

value representing stronger binding. The LeapFrog screening results from Piletsky et 

al. demonstrate the utility of the approach in eliminating the weakly interacting 

functional monomer (2-VP). This screening however incorrectly predicts that 

composition B would result in the strongest binding MIP. The pre-polymerization 

affinity score shows the interactions observed in the pre-polymerization equilibrated 

system, and the most effective mixture is correctly identified as that with the MAA 

monomers (A), but the other two compositions are incorrectly ordered in terms of 

relative affinity displayed. The score for C is of potential interest here in being relatively 

high and showing that the strength of the complex comes from interactions which are 

not present or reduced in the final binding cavity. The values obtained for each polymer 

model, produced with the polymerization algorithm, can be observed to follow the 

results obtained in the empirical investigation, with polymer C showing the weakest 

affinity and polymer A showing the greatest affinity for the (–)-ephedrine target. 
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Binding site selectivity was observed with the Surflex docking software on both 

the pre-polymerization system and the resulting polymer with both the template (–)-

ephedrine and its enantiomer (+)-ephedrine. The results are given in Table 3.2. 

 

 A (MAA) B (HEM) C (2-VP) 

Empirical selectivity  

k`(–)/k`(+) 

1.34 1.42 1.00 

Pre-polymerization  

selectivity factor 

1.13 1.25 1.19 

Polymer selectivity factor 1.54 1.57 1.04 

 

Table 3.2: Comparison of empirical selectivity, theoretical selectivity based on the 

pre-polymerization system and theoretical selectivity based on the model polymer.  

 

In the original article the empirical analysis gives HEM-based polymers (B) as 

giving the greatest selectivity, slightly above that of the MAA MIP (A). 2-VP (C) gives no 

measurable selectivity. In docking with the equilibrated pre-polymerization mixture, B 

is correctly identified as giving the greatest selectivity, but this is relatively 

underestimated and MIP C is predicted to demonstrate greater selectivity than A. The 

polymer models however preform comparatively well, allowing correct predictions of 

the order of selectivity between the three MIPs and giving a near equal binding for the 

two enantiomers in MIP C.  

The algorithm therefore effectively mimics radical polymerization to the extent 

that it produces imprinted polymers molecular model with greater accuracy than 

alternative methods. Enantioselective analysis in silico is relatively rare and so the 

latter results should be of particular interest to those working in the design of MIPs.246 

This process is also not limited to only small compositions; a 104 kDa polymeric 

macromolecule (approximately that of a small MIP NP247) formed from 889 new bonds 

between EGDMA and MAA monomers is given in Figure 3.8, with an additional 

ephedrine molecule for comparison. 
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Figure 3.8: a 104 kDa macromolecule synthesized in silico using the polymerization 

algorithm, with an ephedrine molecule for comparison.245 
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3.8. Conclusions 

 

The polymerization algorithm developed and described previously was shown to 

effectively produce molecularly imprinted polymers in silico. These polymers could 

then be analyzed via docking programs and other techniques to produce reliable 

representations of MIP characteristics. Comparison with template-monomer 

interactions, the most common method, and equilibrated pre-polymerization systems 

demonstrated that analysis of polymers gave more accurate predictions of the relative 

binding given in empirical investigation.  

The polymerization algorithm developed gives an atomistic polymer structure 

that may then be analyzed. This is useful in binding studies and similar investigations 

but becomes computationally expensive with a larger number of atoms. For 

macroscopic analysis of imprinted polymers therefore it is necessary to find alternative 

methods of modeling.  
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4. Size and solubility of polymer nanoparticles 
 

This chapter breaks from the previous discussion of molecular modeling to focus 

on empirical investigation and thermodynamics. Outlined below is an investigation into 

the relationship between polymer nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameter and the 

conditions of synthesis, specifically polymer solubility.* As described below, control of 

polymer nanoparticle dimensions is of great importance for any researchers interested 

in the administration of MIP NP for direct biomedical applications, as described below.  

The ultimate objective of the work presented below is to describe how the 

absolute hydrodynamic diameter of a polymeric particle may be determined from 

simple theoretical assumptions.  

 

 

4.1. Limits of atomistic modeling 
 

 Molecular modeling is commonly employed in MIP design, but these approaches 

are highly limited by the scales appropriate to the models. For example, it is common 

amongst adherents to MM/MD methods to criticize QM methods for their inability to 

effectively reproduce solvent and thermodynamic properties, and for adherents to QM 

to respond with critiques of the overly simplistic functions used in MM to describe 

electronic effects. However, mesoscopic effects of polymerization are difficult to 

account for with molecular modeling, while having dramatic effects on the properties 

of the imprinted polymer. For example, Yang and Zhao performed detailed research 

into the development and optimization of an electrochemical sensor for 

chloramphenicol (an illegal antibiotic with application in livestock farming) in which 

they investigated the effect of using different ratios of template:monomer (T:M) and 

template:cross-linker (T:#).248 In typical computational analysis the effect on binding 

affinity would be the subject of interest in these investigations, but here a more 

                                                           
* This work would not be possible without the results of the preliminary experiments described in section 
4.4, the experimental data for which was collected by Alistair Watson and Matthew Young, facilitated by 
Joanna Czulak and Antonio Guerreiro. 
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significant effect was found to result from the total number of imprinting sites formed 

(when the template made up a relatively small fraction of the polymerization mixture, 

i.e. high T:M and T:# ratios) and the thickness of the polymer on the electrode formed, 

affecting the conductivity and number of accessible sites, which resulted from higher 

relative template concentration. The differences in binding site affinity shown between 

these polymers was negligible in comparison to the variation in mesoscopic properties 

of the polymers.  

Muzyka et al. advanced the design protocol for a vancomycin imprinted polymer 

for use in an immunoassay style analysis by applying statistical techniques to optimize 

the polymerization mixture.249 With MODDE 9.0 software the group performed a design 

of experiment (DOE) procedure to determine the most successful conditions (monomer 

concentration, time required for irradiation and temperatures required and different 

points) to maximize the yield of nanoparticles. The group determined that in the solid-

phase synthesis of these MIP nanoparticles the optimal conditions include a monomer 

content of approximately 1.8 – 3.25 % in the polymerization mixture with an irradiation 

period lasting approximately 2.5 minutes and that removal of low-affinity polymers and 

unreacted material should be performed at 10 °C. This work built on the researchers’ 

previous chemometric studies into the appropriate concentration of radical 

polymerization initiator to be included in the reaction mixture, similarly using DOE 

with MODDE 6.0.250 Many of these parameters are difficult to account for in molecular 

modeling. 

The mesoscopic polymer properties are often overlooked in MIP modeling, and 

are often not observed in much detail in general polymer nanoparticle preparation. 

While the properties of nanoparticles will inevitably be dependent on numerous 

variables, one of the easiest to control is solubility.   
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4.2. Introduction to solubility  
 

Solubility is often referred to in overly simplistic terms, a particular molecule 

often being described as ‘soluble’ or ‘insoluble’ in a particular medium. It is 

simultaneously commonly acknowledged that solubility exists as a spectrum 

dependent on the strength of interactions between particles. An approximation is often 

made in solution theory that the extent of chemical similarity between the two particles 

is proportional to the likelihood that the two will mix to form a single phase. This is 

obvious from the example of dissolving a liquid in that same liquid; water mixed into 

water gives water, and oils into oil.  

The total potential energy of intermolecular interaction between components of 

a given material is described by its cohesive energy, given relative to the (negligible) 

intermolecular potential energy of the components in the gaseous state.251, 252 The 

cohesive energy per volume of material is referred to as the cohesive energy density, 

and is proportional to the enthalpy of vaporization for many common applications.253 

Considering the above example of water added to water, a specific quantity of energy is 

required for intermolecular bond breaking to create a cavity that may accommodate an 

additional water molecule or number of water molecules. As the bonds forms between 

this additional ‘solute’ water and the ‘solvent’ water, an energy is released that is equal 

to the energy required for the original bond breaking, and the total energy change 

between the individual molecules is zero (though as an extensive property the total 

energy will vary with the number of molecules). 

With the more practical example of a solute and solvent of different substances, 

the cohesive energy of each will be different and dependent on the chemistry of those 

materials, and the energy associated with solvation will equally depend on the bonding 

energy between the different particles. In these circumstances it is often practical to 

consider each component the solubility parameter of the material, δ, which is equal to 

the square root of that material’s cohesive energy. The solubility of a given solute in a 

particular solvent is then inversely proportional to the difference in solubility 
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parameter, Δδ: ‘like dissolves like’, due to the similarities of the intermolecular 

interactions.251, 252, 254, 255 

During the process of a chemical reaction the solubility of the solutes changes 

from that of the reactants to that of the product; in polymerization this change may be 

large, but it is the result of many small changes in solubility associated with forming the 

polymer. In the case of polymer nanoparticles, this basis has many consequences which 

have not been examined in detail previously, most importantly in the control of 

nanoparticle diameter.  

 

 

4.3. Nanoparticles in vivo  
 

The potential for applying nanoparticles in drug delivery and diagnostics, and the 

various ingenious methods, techniques and materials available, have been previously 

reviewed heavily in the literature.256-262 Increased attention to the specifics of 

nanoparticle efficacy, toxicity and preparation for in vivo applications are more recent 

however, an obviously encouraging shift being observable from plausibility to 

practicality.263-265 Amongst the more significant areas relate to cellular uptake, systemic 

circulation and excretion, each of which is dependent on the particle physical structure 

and chemical composition. The dimensions of nanoparticles intended for biological 

application are particularly important, particle diameter being inversely proportional 

to cellular uptake, but also to toxicity and nonspecific cellular absorption.266, 267 

The optimal particle radius for cellular uptake has been observed as 

approximately 30-50 nm for various particles in different cells, smaller particles being 

required to cluster before absorption becomes energetically favorable, while particles 

larger than approximately 50 nm are hindered by the greater time required for 

membrane wrapping.268-271 The rate of uptake however depends on a number of 

variables, notably the adhesive strength of the particle to the cell surface and the 

rigidity of the membrane, in addition to any possible receptor interaction and the 

mechanisms associated with ammonium induced endocytosis.272, 273 Non-specific 
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cellular uptake may be increased 100-fold with peptide functionalization.274, 275 

However, the response of the cell to the nanoparticles will depend on both the cell and 

particle type, sometimes dramatically with small variations.276-278 

Additionally, for certain applications maximizing the number of particles in the 

cell may not be desirable. Observations of hollow polymer particles of various diameter 

gives a maximal absorption number at 50 nm diameter, but a greater total mass of 

polymer absorbed for particles of 125 nm.279 Further research has also observed an 

increase in reactive oxygen species (ROSs) generation, toxicity and cell death with 

particles below 100 nm, but reduced or zero significant adverse effects with particles 

over 100 nm.279, 280 This is likely due to the greater surface area associated with having 

a larger number of smaller particles. Notable in terms of drug delivery however is that 

the reverse assumption of reduced practical efficacy in delivery with larger particles 

are generally unfounded, particle diameter typically correlating with higher drug 

release rates.280 

However, while some success has been demonstrated applying polymer particles 

of approximately 250 nm,281, 282 an upper limit of 200 nm has been suggested for 

particles applied in vivo to allow effective removal from the circulatory system and 

avoid accumulation in the spleen.260, 264, 283, 284 Recent successes with polymer 

nanoparticles in suppressing tumor growth in animal models further support an ideal 

size of approximately 100nm.285, 286 Doubtless the preferred particle diameter will vary 

with the application, but an effective basis for the control of dimensions is necessary to 

appropriately respond to such requirements. 

The general trends between diameter and solubility in synthesis in the 

preparation of polymer nanoparticles has been noted previously, but in the absence of 

thermodynamic considerations this cannot account for several differences observed in 

practice.287-290 Solubility parameters can be combined with Flory-Huggins theory (FHT) 

in the analysis of polymer nanoparticles, treating each as a phase with a critical point 

reached during polymerization, the prepolymerization mixture being analogous to a 

critical state.291 Inclusion of FHT allows some predictions related to thermodynamic 

potentials, which in turn provides theoretical basis for the greater understanding of 

observed behavior of polymeric systems.  
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4.4. Investigation of solubility parameters 
 

Nanoparticles were prepared based on a protocol used in the synthesis of 

polymers tested in vivo.36, 44, 292 Preliminary experiments were performed with both 

chemical and photopolymerization, various solvents, and nucleation adjacent to a solid 

surface, to produce a broad range of polymer nanoparticles which could be analyzed by 

DLS (dynamic light scattering). The results shown in Figure 4.1 demonstrate the clear 

correlation between the size of nanoparticles and the relative solubility (expressed in 

terms of the Flory parameter) of the polymer. Dependence of the diameter of 

nanoparticles on solvent viscosity was not observed, suggesting a primarily 

thermodynamic, and not kinetic basis for the differences in particle dimensions.293, 294 

Details of the experimental methodology are given in Appendix 3.3. 

 

Figure 4.1: Preliminary experiments using a variety of particle synthesis techniques and 

reaction environments gave a correlation between particle diameter and solubility 

(expressed as the reciprocal of the Flory parameter 1/χs,p).  
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The preliminary experiments suggested that the relative solubility may be 

approximated with the use of solubility parameter theory, in which a molecule may be 

described in terms of three intermolecular interaction components: dispersive forces, 

δd, polarity, δp, and hydrogen bonding, δh. Combined together these values give the 

solubility parameter of the substance, δ, representing the coordinates of the material’s 

solubility in terms of δd, δp and δh. The three interaction components can be obtained 

directly from the literature for common materials or calculated based on group 

contribution, in which values for the molecule are approximated based on the number 

of methyl, methanediyl (methylene bridge), methylene, etc. groups. Here this approach 

is used to build a minimum statistical polymer unit (MSPU), the cross-linked equivalent 

of the repeat unit based on the initial monomer ratio, the number of each chemical 

group calculated from the number of that group in the initial monomer composition 

(accounting for the structure post-polymerization).291 The polymers formed in this 

study were based on those of a standard protocol, giving a monomer ratio of Bis: AAc: 

tBAm: NiPAm of 1.000: 2.473: 20.000: 26.566. Group contribution tables vary with the 

method of treatment, and likely the two most accurate methods are those of Hoftyer-

Van Krevelen and Hoy.295 After some initial analysis, the Hoy method was found to be 

more appropriate for the materials studied.   

Hoy’s system begins with group contributions for Ft, the molar attraction function 

(the cohesive energy per volume), Fp, the polar component of the molar attraction 

function, V, the molar volume of the MSPU, and ΔT(P), a correction for non-ideality.295 

Each is calculated from the sum of the values given for each group i present in the MSPU: 

 

 𝐹𝑡 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐹𝑡,𝑖𝑖          Eq. 4.1a 

𝐹𝑝 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐹𝑝,𝑖𝑖          Eq. 4.1b 

𝑉 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑉𝑖𝑖          Eq. 4.1c 

∆𝑇
(𝑃)

= ∑ 𝑛𝑖∆𝑇,𝑖
(𝑃)

𝑖          Eq. 4.1d 
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There are also two auxiliary equations for polymers, α(P) = 777ΔT(P)/V and n ‾ = 

0.5/ΔT(P), and the base value B = 277. The expressions for the solubility parameter 

components are then given in Equations 4.2a-d:296 

𝛿𝑡 =
𝐹𝑡+𝐵/�̅�

𝑉
         Eq. 4.2a 

𝛿𝑝 = 𝛿𝑡 (
1

𝛼(𝑃)

𝐹𝑝

𝐹𝑡+𝐵/�̅�
)

1

2
       Eq. 4.2b 

𝛿ℎ = 𝛿𝑡 (
𝛼(𝑃)−1

𝛼(𝑃) )

1

2
         Eq. 4.2c 

𝛿𝑑 = (𝛿𝑡
2 − 𝛿𝑝

2 − 𝛿ℎ
2)

1

2       Eq. 4.2d 

These solubility parameter components can then be used to determine the 

relative solubility of the substance in another substance by the principle that ‘like 

dissolves like’ with Equation 4.3: 

∆𝛿 = ((𝛿𝑑,𝑝 − 𝛿𝑑,𝑠)
2
+ (𝛿𝑝,𝑝 − 𝛿𝑝,𝑠)

2
+ (𝛿ℎ,𝑝 − 𝛿ℎ,𝑠)

2
)

1

2
   Eq. 4.3 

Or often 

𝑅𝑠,𝑝 = (4(𝛿𝑑,𝑝 − 𝛿𝑑,𝑠)
2
+ (𝛿𝑝,𝑝 − 𝛿𝑝,𝑠)

2
+ (𝛿ℎ,𝑝 − 𝛿ℎ,𝑠)

2
)

1

2
   Eq. 4.4 

 

Where Rs,p is a modified form of Δδ representing the ‘distance’ between the 

solubilities of two substances when plotted in three dimensions, with the constant 4 

more accurately representing the dispersion forces.297  

A greater value of Δδ or Rs,p therefore indicates reduced affinity of the solute for 

the solvent, which in the example of precipitation polymerization is equivalent to 

smaller particles. A further modification includes the introduction of the Flory 

interaction parameter, which can be approximated using Equation 4.5: 
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𝜒𝑠,𝑝 =
1

𝑘𝐵𝑇
(휀𝑠,𝑝 −

1

2
(휀𝑝,𝑝 + 휀𝑠,𝑠)) =

𝑉𝑠𝑅𝑠,𝑝
2

𝑅𝑇
      Eq. 4.5 

The Flory parameter is therefore a measure of the relative affinity of the polymer 

unit to the solvent, with smaller values indicating greater εp,s interactions, and so 

increased preference for miscibility. χs,p can also be used in approximations of the 

system’s entropy and Gibbs free energy, making it useful for further theoretical 

development. The possible relationship between diameter and solubility parameter is 

presented in Figure 4.1. The measurements associated with these preliminary 

experiments are varied, showing strong deviation within individual reaction 

conditions, but the mean trend justified further investigation.  

The data in Table 4.1 shows calculated values of Rs,p (‘distance in solubility’),  χs,p 

and measured diameters of polymer nanoparticles synthesized in solution of water and 

tetrahydrofuran mixed in different ratios. Values of Vs, δd, δp, and δh for these mixtures 

were calculated from known values of pure solvents using the equation: δi,j = Σ ϕi δi,j. 

From results obtained it can be concluded that only the Flory parameter yields 

successful prediction of fluctuation of diameter of polymer nanoparticles prepared in 

solution of different polarity. 
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 Table 4.1: Relationship between solubility parameter components, Rs,p, χs,p, and observed 

diameter of polymer nanoparticles. Only χs,p is seen to effectively predict the initial 

reduction in polymer diameter with increasing THF content.     

 

Water vol%  Vs, cm3 mol-1 Rs,p χs,p Diameter, nm 

100 
18.00 32.242 7.5526 209 ± 4 

95 21.19 30.470 7.941 196 ± 19 

90 24.37 28.700 8.102 178 ± 9 

85 
27.56 26.936 8.071 163 ± 18 

80 30.74 25.175 7.864 190 ± 16 

75 33.93 23.421 7.512 223 ± 13 

70 
37.11 21.675 7.037 280 ± 34 

65 40.30 19.936 6.465 297 ± 12 

60 43.48 18.213 5.821 335 
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4.5. Gibbs energy of mixing calculation 
 

In FHT the thermodynamics of mixing is constructed so as to account for the many 

configurations that a polymer chain may take. The polymeric particles formed here 

however can be better represented by spheres, interchangeable by rotation, and with 

each other. This requires an alternative model, but the general methodology and 

terminology of Flory will be followed.  

The system is assumed to be a 3D lattice of cells, each cell being the volume of the 

MSPU, with solvents being represented as clusters of individual molecules amounting 

to the volume of one cell.298 The total volume is given by n0, total number of polymer 

particles by N, total number of MSPU units per particle (used in analogy to both the 

polymer volume and degree of polymerization) being x, and the total number of solvent 

clusters being given by n; thus n0 = n + xN.  

If only one polymer particle (indistinguishable by rotation) is present, the number 

of positions it may occupy in the lattice is approximately equal to that of the particles 

central MSPU unit minus the radius of the particle multiplied by the area of the lattice, 

taken to be cubic for simplicity. The number of configurations that may be taken by one 

particle is then: 

𝑣 = 𝑛0 − (
3𝑥

4𝜋
)

1

3
6(√𝑛0

3 )
2

        Eq. 4.6 

The configurations available for a second particle are then equal to this volume 

minus the area of the previously added particle. The volume around the first particle 

that cannot be reached by the central MSPU of the second (i.e. the radius of a sphere 

multiplied by its area) is equal to three times the volume of the particle, giving a total 

of 4x. The second particle thus has a total free volume of v – 4x(N – 1), where N is 

currently 2. After adding all particles in this manner, the total number of configurations 

for the system is given by: 

𝑊𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 =
𝑣𝑁−(4𝑥)𝑁−1(𝑁−1)!

𝑁!
       Eq. 4.7 
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The solvent clusters can then be accounted for in the typical manner, the total 

remaining lattice sites being defined as solvent occupied, and the whole definition of W 

treated with Sterling’s approximation (n! = (n/e)n). By the definition that ΔSm = (Sparticles 

+ Ssolvent) – Smixture, where both Sparticles and Ssolvent are taken to be zero, and the Boltzmann 

equation, S = kB ln W, the entropy of mixing can be given by Equation 4.8: 

 

∆𝑆𝑚 = −𝑘𝐵

[
 
 
 

ln

(

 ((𝑛0 − (
3𝑥

4𝜋
)

1
3
6(√𝑛0

3 )
2
)

𝑒

𝑁
)

𝑁

− (4𝑥)𝑁−1 (
𝑁 − 1

𝑁
)

𝑁

)

 + 𝑛 ln (
𝑛

𝑛0
)

]
 
 
 

  

Eq. 4.8 

Computation with this equation is relatively difficult however and alternative 

entropy models are available. The Gibbs energy per segment may be more easily 

approximated using volume fractions, but must be adjusted for use of spherical 

particles from long chains.299, 300  

An alternative model of the entropy of mixing can be applied instead, starting with 

simple entropy rules. The mixing of a number of particles can be described by ΔSm = 

nxkBln(V2/V1), where nxkB describes the energy of some number of particles, with the 

logarithmic term giving the entropy as proportional to the difference between a starting 

volume (V1) and a final volume (V2). On mixing two different kinds of particles x and y 

the final volume is equal to Vx + Vy, and the total entropy is given as the sum of the two 

(Equation 4.9a): 

∆𝑆𝑚 = ∆𝑆𝑥 + ∆𝑆𝑦 = 𝑛𝑥𝑘𝐵 ln (
𝑉𝑥+𝑉𝑦

𝑉𝑥
) + 𝑛𝑦𝑘𝐵 ln (

𝑉𝑥+𝑉𝑦

𝑉𝑦
)   Eq. 4.9a 

In FHT the lattice cells are of equal volume (here, that of the MSPU) with solvents 

described as clusters of that same size. The volume terms can therefore be replaced 

with xN and n for the total number of polymer and solvent cells respectively. For 

application here therefore the entropy is given by Equation 4.9b: 

∆𝑆𝑚 = ∆𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 + ∆𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟 = 𝑛𝑘𝐵 ln (
𝑛0

𝑛
) + 𝑁𝑘𝐵 ln (

𝑣

𝑥𝑁
)   Eq. 4.9b 
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This includes the predefined volume that can be occupied by the polymer particles, v. 

The inverse of the logarithm is generally given as it represents the more manageable 

mole fraction in standard calculations, and the final form for the entropy can be 

presented as in Equation 4.10: 

∆𝑆𝑚 = −𝑘𝐵 [𝑛 ln (
𝑛

𝑛0
) + 𝑁 ln (

𝑥𝑁

𝑣
)]      Eq. 4.10 

This entropy equation appears overly simplistic compared with that of Equation 

4.8, but the structure is generally the same, and the latter form is a minor variation on 

a common formula.  

The enthalpy of mixing can be represented by a similarly simple equation, being 

given from the product of the volume fractions and a constant of interaction, expressed 

here as the Flory parameter.299, 300 In the particle model only the surface area of the 

polymer can interact with the solvent, and so only this is included: 

∆𝐻𝑚 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝜙𝑠𝐴𝜒𝑠,𝑝        Eq. 4.11 

Here ϕs is the volume fraction of the solvent, (n0 – Nx)/n0, and the total area of all 

polymer material A is given by Equation 4.12: 

𝐴 = 𝑁𝜋
1

3(6𝑥)
2

3         Eq. 4.12 

The expression for ΔHm here is therefore equal to a constant of polymer unit–

solvent interaction (χs,p, here describing the interaction of the cell-cell interactions) 

scaled according to the rate of occurrence, accounting for the lack of interaction 

between solvent and polymer units within the polymeric sphere (χs,p between identical 

substances is defined as zero, as defined by Equations 4.4 and 4.5). Combining these 

equations therefore gives a simple model for the Gibbs free energy of mixing: 

∆𝐺𝑚 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇 [𝜙𝑠𝐴𝜒𝑠,𝑝 + 𝑛 ln (
𝑛

𝑛0
) + 𝑁 ln (

𝑥𝑁

𝑣
 )]    Eq. 4.13 

For these calculations it will be assumed that the conversion of monomer to 

polymer is 100 % and that the volume fraction occupied by the polymer is equal to that 

occupied by the reagents.  
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4.6. Spinodal and binodal phase separation 
 

The relationship described between χs,p and particle diameter is also dependent 

on a minimal value for χs,p for successful synthesis. Empirical investigation combined 

with the thermodynamic model outlined previously gives some insight into the basis of 

this minimal χs,p, by approximating ΔGm values and thus predicting phase separation 

behavior. Phase separation from polymer solutions may occur by either nucleation and 

growth, if the system is metastable, or spinodal decomposition if the system is 

unstable.301 In a system of two miscible components, the spinodal is typically defined 

by the condition below, in terms of the volume fraction ϕp, where ϕp = xN/n0:302, 303 

(
𝜕2∆𝐺𝑚

𝜕𝜙𝑝
2 )

𝑃,𝑇

= (
𝜕2∆𝐺𝑚

𝜕(
𝑥𝑁

𝑛0
)
2)

𝑃,𝑇

= 0   Eq. 4.14 

This inflection represents the point of spontaneous phase separation or spinodal 

decomposition, as the homogenous mixture reaches its limit of stability. The spinodal 

or spinodal curve can be observed relatively easily as it is the point beyond which a 

homogeneous phase will separate into two distinct phases, and in the case of polymer 

nanoparticle synthesis, precipitation occurs. Small droplets of polymer spontaneously 

separate from the solvent throughout the system, acting as nucleation sites, and the 

polymers are grown from the solution.304 At higher concentrations spinodal 

decomposition produces membrane-like structures, the individual fibers of which 

rapidly expand to reduce the surface area of the new phase.300  

The full spinodal is typically determined by measuring the inflection points at 

various temperatures, the combination of which gives the spinodal curve. Observation 

of different values of calculated χs,p are however practically equivalent to observation 

of different temperatures, and are also commonly used.295, 305 This may be understood 

by considering the internal energy of the system, where internal energy is equal to the 

sum of the potential energy and kinetic energy. When increasing the temperature 

through the UCST (upper critical solution temperature, the critical point between 

separated phases at lower temperatures and homogeneity at higher temperatures) 
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from a two phase to one phase system, the potential energy (the interatomic and 

intermolecular interactions resulting from electron density) will change very little, but 

the increase in kinetic (translational) energy reaches a value where it can overcome the 

more chemically favorable arrangement determined by the potential energy of the 

components. With greater kinetic energy therefore, the molecules have sufficient 

translational energy to overcome the restrictions of the potential energy and move 

freely between different molecules, resulting in a single phase. The Flory parameter χs,p 

is related to the magnitude of the potential energy, where greater values are equivalent 

to a reduction in affinity between the two components, polymer and solvent. Increasing 

χs,p is therefore analogous to increasing the potential energy, practically equivalent to 

reducing the kinetic energy, and at a sufficient value equating to an internal energy (or 

by derivation Gibbs energy) favoring separation. 

Phase separation may occur for any value of ϕp between the tangent points, above 

the low-ϕp ΔGm extremum and the high-ϕp ΔGm extremum (see below).295 The difference 

in magnitude between the ΔGm local and global maxima is proportional to the degree of 

polymerization, and the relative position of each is moved to lower values of ϕp with 

greater degree of polymerization. As χs,p is reduced (or in UCST behavior, the 

temperature is increased) the tangent points become closer until they meet at the 

critical temperature (Tc) or critical Flory parameter (χc), representing the critical point. 

Beyond the critical temperature/Flory parameter no separation occurs. 

Under conditions other those of the critical point, the spinodal represents the 

boundary between that of phase separation and a region of homogeneous metastability. 

The metastable region is found beyond the point of equilibrium, the function referred 

to as the binodal, described by Equation 4.15:300 

(
𝜕∆𝐺𝑚(
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𝑛0
)
′ 

𝜕(
𝑥𝑁

𝑛0
)

)

𝑃,𝑇

= (
𝜕∆𝐺𝑚(

𝑥𝑁

𝑛0
)
′′

𝜕(
𝑥𝑁

𝑛0
)

)

𝑃,𝑇

   Eq. 4.15 

Where prime and double prime refer to the two phases of the mixture, therefore 

representing the tangent line connecting point near the two extrema of the Free energy 

plot. The binodal thus representing the point of equilibrium between two phases as a 

typical phase diagram, while the spinodal shows the limit of stability. At χc, the binodal 
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and spinodal are equivalent, and the point at which the second phase is favored is the 

same as that at which the existing system becomes unstable. Assuming the 

thermodynamic relationships to χs,p are equivalent to those with temperature 

associated with the UCST, the relationship can be summarized as in Figure 4.2.  

Phase separation from a homogeneous system in the metastable region beyond 

the binodal requires spontaneous phase separation of small droplets, followed by their 

growth by diffusion. The growth of the droplets proceeds readily by diffusion as the 

equilibrium point (Equation 4.15), i.e. the binodal has already been passed, but the 

point of stability (Equation 4.14), the spinodal, has not.303 In the metastable state 

therefore, an energy barrier to phase separation must be overcome in order to induce 

precipitation from a homogeneous mixture, and in the event of such phase separation 

being induced, the resulting particles are formed extremely slowly and with high 

polydispersity.300 In addition to this, random phase separation from a homogeneous 

mixture is associated with a quantity of work proportional to the volume of the new 

phase, with a minimum size requirement for energetically favorable development of 

the emerging phase.306 

In a nucleated systems however, phase separation occurs via the equilibration of 

the growing polymers with the existing nucleant separate phase. As the early polymer 

develops the character of the MSPU, the affinity of the oligomers for the solvent 

decreases as it approaches χs,p. In the presence of a suitable nucleant the equilibrium 

between the solvated state and complexed state shifts as the reaction proceeds, the 

equilibrium point between these being the binodal. Beyond the binodal in the 

metastable region, the nucleant is favored as a local fluctuation in ΔGm and 

polymerization proceeds from these sites. The specific system used in the experiments 

described was designed in such a way that the monomer would interact strongly with 

the nucleant, encouraging early binodal phase separation. 
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Figure 4.2: In idealized diagram for the theoretical basis of the phase boundaries. 

The binodal curve is built from the Gibbs free energy extrema at different temperatures or 

Flory parameter values. The spinodal occurs within the binodal, and is found from the 

inflection points. The critical point is the meeting point of the binodal and spinodal.  
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The relationship between the physical changes that occur at these boundaries and 

the free energy curve is explained by the response of the polymer at the described 

energy. Inside the spinodal the free energy is defined to occur where ∂2ΔGm/∂φp2 < 0 

(negative curvature), and the metastable binodal region where ∂2ΔGm/∂φp2 > 0. These 

can be visualized in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Inside the spinodal the system will 

spontaneously decompose due to small fluctuations, the coherence of the fluctuations 

lead to small decrease in Gibbs energy in separation due to the negativity of 

∂2ΔGm/∂φp2.307 The equivalent fluctuations between the spinodal and binodal however 

correspond to an increase in Gibbs energy in separation (∂2ΔGm/∂φp2 being positive), 

and therefore polymers in this region will not separate spontaneously.  

Figure 4.2 represents an idealized system with x (degree of polymerization, 

polymer volume) close to one (monomers, or single MSPUs), effectively representing 

the mixing of approximately equally sized solvent and solute particles. With the large 

values of x found in the nanoparticles observed the position of the critical point will be 

shifted, the polymer fraction at which it occurs decreasing with increasing x. A more 

accurate representation is given in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: The relationship between free energy and the phase boundaries 

(spinodal in red, binodal in blue) in systems where individual polymers have a higher 

volume (x, degree of polymerization) than the solvent clusters. The dashed vertical line 

and φ1 are for illustrative purposes and explained in the text. This diagram too is 

exaggerated, in reality the phase boundaries stretch from near zero to near total polymer 

content.  

 

The polymer concentrations (φp or xN/n0) observed were approximately in the 

range of the value φ1 in Figure 4.3, and can be used to restate the meaning of each term. 

At χ1 the polymer is within the metastable region between the binodal and the spinodal, 

and will not spontaneously separate but may in the presence of a nucleant. χ2, χ3 and χ4 

are within the spinodal, and therefore will spontaneously separate, while χc will remain 

in solution.  

The binodal is found on the tangent between extrema (minima), so typically close 

to the minimum ∂ΔGm/∂φp = 0 as shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The spinodal is 

found at the inflection point of the ΔGm(φp) function, where the change in ∂ΔGm/∂φp 
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with φp, ∂2ΔGm/∂φp2 = 0. Before the inflection spontaneous separation will occur, and 

for a given value of χs,p, ∂ΔGm/∂φp will decrease with φp beyond the inflection of this 

function. This point is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The positions of the various positions highlighted in Figure 4.3 at the 

point φ1. The second derivative is negative from within the spinodal condition until the 

spinodal boundary at the minimum; from the spinodal the second derivative is positive, 

representing the metastable region between the spinodal and binodal. 

 

At a given value of xN (total polymer content, equivalent to φp) therefore, the rate 

of change of ΔGm, ∂ΔGm/∂φp, would be expected to be more negative for greater values 

of χs,p close to but within the spinodal. Application of the equations for Gibbs energy 

described in Section 4.5 to polymer nanoparticles synthesized over a short range 

demonstrate that the relationship found in standard polymer theory can be applied on 

this scale.   
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Figure 4.5: Gibbs energy of mixing over several polymer fractions with different Flory 

parameters; ∂ΔGm/ ∂xN is observed to increase with greater χs,p as the lower approaches 

the inflection. This graph and the following were originally published in Polymer 

Chemistry (Cowen, 2018).308 
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Figure 4.5 demonstrates the relationship between ΔGm and χs,p over a short range 

of xN, the lower value of χs,p giving a less negative ∂ΔGm/∂xN as the inflection point 

spinodal is approached. The coordinate χs,p = 5.821: xN = 3.026 × 1018 is a suspected 

spinodal phase boundary based on success in polymerization at all greater values of χs,p 

at the given xN, and greater xN at the given χs,p, with consistent failure in polymerization 

with lower values; low concentrations of polydisperse polymer was found at the 

boundary. Due to the binodal being below the spinodal, polymers were formed in the 

presence of a nucleant at values of χs,p below those where unnucleated synthesis was 

unsuccessful. 

The mechanisms required for system transition from single phase to two phases 

across the spinodal are different to those occurring during phase separation in the 

metastable region beyond the binodal, the mechanisms of the latter resembling those 

of crystallization.299 This is an important addition as it suggests that polymers formed 

in the presence of a nucleant are fundamentally different from those without, and that 

regular arrangements representing the most energetically favorable interactions of 

monomers or oligomers around the seed compound may be found in the former. In the 

absence of detailed analysis of many different polymeric systems however this remains 

speculative. In the next section the practical value of finding the spinodal and binodal 

will be addressed.  
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4.7. The predictive capacity of Δχ 
 

The spinodal and binodal on a χs,p(xN) plot represent the minimal χs,p required to 

induce phase separation at a given value of xN (total polymer content), depending on 

the absence  or presence of high free energy fluctuations in the total system energy 

profile. The spinodal χs,p (from here χspinodal) is that required for spinodal character 

phase separation (unnucleated polymerization), and the binodal χs,p (χbinodal) that 

required for binodal character phase separation (nucleated polymerization).  

 

 

Figure 4.6: The relationship between particle diameter and Δχspinodal, where Δχspinodal = χs,p 

– χspinodal. At this xN, D(nm) = -74Δχspinodal + 367 nm. 
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As previously discussed, χspinodal was determined to be approximately 5.8 at xN = 

3.026 × 1018. Unsuccessful polymerization at xN = 4.323 × 1018 (standard) with χs,p = 

5.131 suggests that at this value of xN the value of χspinodal is approximately 5.5. Taking 

this, a term Δχspinodal = χs,p – χspinodal can be calculated, and a plot vs. nanoparticle diameter 

gives an approximately linear relationship D(nm) = -74Δχspinodal + 367 nm (Figure 4.6). 

Repetition with alternative solvent validates this equation as a general trend at 

the given value of xN: water-methanol systems equivalent to Δχspinodal 1.965 (235 nm 

(predicted 222 nm)) and 1.721 (260 nm (predicted 240 nm)) demonstrating relatively 

good correlation despite problems often encountered with methanol in polymer 

synthesis. Successful spinodal-character polymerization also requires Δχspinodal to be 

greater than zero, but the relationship given will be erased by the presence of nucleants, 

due the equivalent Δχbinodal then being dominant. This was demonstrated by successful 

polymerization in the presence of a streptomycin nucleant at a Δχspinodal value of -1.083, 

far below the value where unnucleated attempts were successful. An overview of the 

model is given in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: A possible explanation for the observations, showing insolubility of developing 

particles as a function of time, x/N and final particle diameter. The particle grows until it 

reaches χs,p, the plateau of the sigmoid curve of insolubility. Separation occurs at the 

spinodal or from the binodal. The shape of the sigmoid curve, and thus the nanoparticle 

diameter, depends on Δχ (the position of χs,p relative to the spinodal or binodal).  
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The equation given above for Δχspinodal however will not hold for values of xN other 

than that given (xN = 4.323 × 1018). Simple analysis with the data collected previously 

with variation in xN for analysis of the Gibbs energy however gives a possible 

relationship. With the assumption that the trend in χspinodal continues linearly as it does 

from xN = 3.026 × 1018 to xN = 4.323 × 1018, through to xN = 5.620 × 1018, the plot of 

particle diameter as a function of (xN)2/Δχspinodal is given in Figure 4.8; the trend shown 

can be approximated to D(nm) = 173ln[(xN)210-36/Δχspinodal] – 193 nm.  

 

 

Figure 4.8: The relationship between particle diameter, fraction (expressed in values of 

xN) and Δχspinodal. The trend line shown is given by the equation in the Figure, but can be 

approximated to D(nm) = 173ln[(xN)210-36/Δχspinodal] – 193 nm.  
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Further experiments are required however to fully determine the relationship 

beyond the relatively narrow range within which xN was varied. An additional point of 

further work centers on Δχbinodal. While inducing binodal-character phase separation of 

polymer nanoparticles is relatively simple by comparison (indeed often difficult to 

avoid entirely due the presence of contaminant) due to the lower value of χbinodal 

permitting a wider range of reaction conditions, generating relevant experimental data 

that helps with producing any consistent model of binodal-character phase separation 

will inherently be much more difficult than that associated with the spinodal. As 

Equation 4.15 shows, the position of the binodal is dependent on the relative affinity of 

the MSPU for the nucleant and the solvent. The relationship between polymer and 

solvent given by χs,p then becomes irrelevant unless it is accompanied by an additional 

term expressing the interaction between polymer and nucleant, a relationship which 

can less easily be expressed with typical solubility parameters. Additionally, as the 

nucleant acts as a local fluctuation in the Gibbs energy in the profile of the system which 

the developing polymer may adsorb into, the solubility of the nucleant will also need to 

be included in any effective model of binodal-character phase separation. 
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Figure 4.9: Simple diagram explaining the observed relationship between polymer 

MSPU solubility and nanoparticle diameter. 
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4.8. Conclusions 
 

The relationship between polymer nanoparticle diameter and solubility has been 

established for phase separation at the spinodal in unnucleated particles, being 

dependent on the value of Δχspinodal. Increasing values of Δχspinodal correlate with 

decreasing particle dimensions for Δχspinodal greater than zero. Within some range this 

trend can also be extended to different polymer fractions, correlating with 

(xN)2/Δχspinodal. As control of nanoparticle dimensions is essential for applications in 

vivo this model should hopefully prove useful to researchers in the field.  

Particle synthesis with Δχspinodal < 0 is associated with nucleated separation within the 

metastable region between the binodal and spinodal. The synthetic mechanisms of 

binodal character and spinodal character separation are therefore largely 

incomparable and further analysis of the equivalent Δχbinodal is required. This will be of 

particular relevance to research into imprinted polymers as due to the nucleating 

activity of the template. Predicting the size will be more difficult in these examples, 

being dependent on the solubility of both the template and polymer in the solvent in 

addition to the affinity of the developing oligomer for the template will need to be 

accounted for. However, the possibility of regularity of the nucleated particle core, i.e. 

the MIP binding site, should be of interest to those in the field. However, the 

dependence on solubility parameters inhibits the full potential of this area, leaving the 

base of the model on insufficient foundations. For expansion and application alternative 

more accurate methods of determining χs,p are required. 
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5. Molecular mechanics of polymer solubility 
 

This chapter focuses on applying the molecular modeling discussed in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3 to the study of polymer solubility and nanoparticle thermodynamics 

described in the previous chapter. The research is in its early stages and starts with an 

attempt to derive mesoscopic properties from interatomic interactions. The objective 

is to describe a method of describing the solubility of polymers with greater accuracy 

than that used in the previous chapter. This would allow more accurate prediction of 

polymer nanoparticle hydrodynamic diameters and possibly other properties. 

Applications of molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics, with the additional 

polymerization algorithm described in Chapter 3, is presented as a possible approach. 

 

 

5.1. Modeling solubility 
 

The major practical benefit of the model for the control of polymer nanoparticle 

size described in the previous chapter is the removal of the necessity of empirical 

investigation prior to synthesis (assuming prior knowledge of Δχspinodal). The solubility 

parameters however, from which the value of χs,p and Δχspinodal are determined, are 

obtained from old data-tables, and give approximations of the group contributions for 

each small section of the MSPU (Section 4.4). 

QSPR (quantitative structure-property relationship, related to more common 

QSAR, quantitative structure-activity relationship) programs can be used in a similar 

manner to that described in Chapter 4 to determine relevant properties such as the 

partition coefficient (log P), but with much greater efficiency, and can include additional 

structural analysis to generate more accurate predictions of molecular solubility.309 

However, while the existing QSPR/QSPR programs are undoubtedly useful, particularly 

with the development of internet-based tools like VCCLAB’s ‘ALOGPS’ and ‘E-

DRAGON’,310 there are still limitations in terms of accuracy due to the simplicity of the 

model and, more importantly for the analysis of polymers and the MSPU, often 

restrictions on the size of the structure that can be examined.  
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 However, more accurate results may be possible with the application of 

molecular mechanics and the algorithm described in Chapter 3. MM, as described 

previously, can be applied for analysis at the level of interatomic interactions, giving 

good descriptions of the energies associated with these interactions with much greater 

accuracy that more simplistic techniques, while also capable of analyzing a large 

number of atoms and molecules efficiently, unlike QM techniques which would be 

unsuitable for solubility studies. With the application of the previously described 

polymerization algorithm, a structure representative of a polymer, the MSPU, can also 

be synthesized in silico efficiently and with good representation relative to manual 

production.  

 

 

5.2. Models of imprinted polymer synthesis 
 

The relevance of molecular modeling in the study of solubility to imprinted 

polymers arises from a synthetic mechanism of imprinted polymers that emerges from 

the empirical and theoretical data presented in Chapter 4. The model refers to a 

polymer-template affinity that develops through polymerization with the point of 

equilibrium being reached at the binodal. The binodal then represents a phase 

boundary, the minimum required Δχ to achieve phase separation, and the point where 

the affinity of the oligomer for the template has developed to the point of equality with 

the affinity of the oligomer for the solvent (see Section 4.6).  

This can be contrasted with the explanation given in the introduction (Section 1.1, 

shown in Figure 1.1). Here a complex is assumed to form spontaneously in solution 

before polymerization due to the strong affinity of the functional monomers for the 

template. However, if the monomers display sufficient affinity for the template to form 

a complex the binodal will rapidly be reached or has been passed before polymerization 

begins. This is not possible as the complexes would rapidly separate, aggregate and 

precipitate, resulting in no MIPs. The monomers must then be relatively low affinity, as 

would be expected from standard analysis of intermolecular interactions. If an 
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individual M-T interaction is less favored than each being solvated the probability of a 

complex with more than one monomer existing is very low (Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1: States described by the current research; a) relatively low affinity monomers; 

b) the oligomer in equilibrium between template and solvent; c) the final imprinted 

polymer.  
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The affinity of each monomer for the template will change very little on 

polymerization, and the contribution from adjacent polymer structure may be small 

(depending on the cross-linker and the template), but the affinity of the oligomers for 

the solvent is reduced relative to that of the monomer. The affinity of the template for 

what will become the binding site however will increase rapidly, being proportional to 

the sum of the functional groups plus any contribution from the polymer network, 

which may be large depending on the cross-linker.  

As the polymer develops therefore the solubility decreases and the relative 

affinity for the template increases, reaching equilibrium between template and solvent 

at the binodal. As the polymer is already being synthesized and the binodal has not been 

reached, i.e. the polymer is more stable in solution, the binding site of the MIP must 

necessarily be synthesized predominantly in the absence of the template. This binding 

site formation must however occur during synthesis as the complete polymer will be 

non-imprinted if it reaches the spinodal phase boundary in the absence of template. 

Binding site formation likely occurs close to the binodal therefore, when on 

encountering the template structural rearrangement is induced by the interactions due 

the increasing affinity of the polymer for the template relative to the affinity for the 

solvent. The polymer will also then act to tether itself to the template, any region of low 

affinity relative to solvation being held in proximity covalently. This hypothesis is given 

schematically in Figure 5.2. Interestingly this model is close to that proposed by Dickey 

in 1949, and Pauling’s model of antibody production. 
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Figure 5.2: Hypothetical mechanism of imprinted polymer synthesis (cross-linkers are 

omitted for schematic simplicity): a) Monomers are semi-randomly arranged in solution, 

and interactions between monomer and template are short lived; b) On polymerization 

the monomer units are arranged through the polymer largely without consideration for 

the template; c) As the polymer develops the affinity for the solvent is reduced and 

template binding occurs more frequently, with the random polymer being arranged into 

the most favorable arrangement for template binding.  
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On reaching the binodal any further polymerization of the binding site will occur 

predominantly while bound to the template nucleant, the point of equilibrium being 

reached, but the polymer will then be in a metastable state and close to or within the 

process of separating from the solvent. Polymerization may continue from here, and it 

is possible that further reactions occur within the binding site, with the volume of the 

polymer that is phase-separated possibly undergoing a process similar to 

autoacceleration in the absence of terminating agents.311, 312 More likely however the 

binding site and immediate surroundings will not undergo further reactions beyond the 

binodal as these would require chemical changes which might compromise the existing 

affinity. Further polymerization produces greater cross-linking which scaffolds the 

binding site cavity structure, in addition to further reducing the polymer solubility; 

both of these processes act to strengthen the affinity for the template, both absolutely 

and relatively by forcing the polymer deeper into the binodal condition. 

Some empirical evidence is also available to verify this mechanism. MIP NPs are 

routinely prepared by a solid phase synthesis approach, in which a template is 

immobilized on a solid surface before polymerization is induced. A wash of cold solvent 

is then used to remove reagents and polymer with little/no affinity, before a seconds 

wash with hot solvent removes the high affinity MIPs. In the hot wash it can be observed 

that for every MIP NP synthesized many ‘protoMIP’ nanoparticles (pNPs) are also 

present. These particles are small, and often cannot be observed in routine analysis (e.g. 

DLS). While the pNPs show low affinity relative to the standard MIP NPs, the affinity is 

still high enough for them to be retained on the immobilized template through the cold 

wash.  

There are two points of relevance here. Firstly, that the particles cannot be 

observed by DLS suggests that the particles do not behave as a separate phase in 

solvent, meaning that they have not reached the spinodal (spontaneous polymer phase 

separation). That the particles are retained on the template however suggests that they 

have passed the binodal, the pNPs necessarily favoring the template nucleant to the 

solvent to survive the cold wash. This provides further support to the conclusions 

drawn in Chapter 4. 
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The properties of pNPs also support the synthetic mechanism presented 

previously and in given in Figure 5.2. The template affinity, high relative to non-

imprinted particles (which are removed in the cold wash) but low relative to standard 

MIP NPs, suggests that the proto-MIPs are the result of ‘incomplete’ synthesis, 

suspended between the binodal and spinodal. From this it can be concluded that MIP 

nanoparticles develop affinity in synthesis. If pNPs are a polymer beyond the binodal 

they are essentially an unsupported MIP binding site, without sufficient cross-linking 

and scaffolding to induce the full affinity. The significance of the pNP being an 

unsupported MIP binding site is that the binding site needs supporting. If the binding 

site is unstable relative to the whole MIP, with bonding groups presumably dissociating 

according to their individual equilibria regardless of cross-linking preventing full 

escape, the complex that precedes this cannot be stable in solution. The pre-

polymerization mixture then will consist of predominantly randomly arranged 

monomers, which result in oligomer of random composition, which produce imprinted 

binding sites and ultimately imprinted polymers. For this procession to be followed 

there must be an intermediate state in which the random oligomer is organized into a 

favorable arrangement around the template, as in Figure 5.2. 

By producing effective molecular models of polymer solvation it may be possible 

to test this hypothesis more thoroughly and develop more realistic theories of 

imprinted polymer synthesis. However, techniques designed for the analysis of 

polymers, or the MSPU, must first be produced.  
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5.3. Determining the Gibbs energy of solvation 
  

The Gibbs energy of solvation ΔGsolv, can be predicted using MM/MD and 

thermodynamic integration (Equation 5.1)313: 

 

∆𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 = ∫
𝜕𝐺(𝜆)

𝜕𝜆
𝜕𝜆

1

0
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𝜕𝑈(𝜆)

𝜕𝜆
⟩
𝜆
𝜕𝜆

1

0
      Eq. 5.1 

 

Where λ is the coupling parameter, with a value from 1 (solute) to 0 (cavity), and 

U is the potential energy of the interaction. By repeatedly moving from λ = 1 to 0 with 

intermittent MD simulations, an ensemble average can be recorded, the integral of 

which gives ΔGsolv.314, 315 The value and relevance of ΔGsolv in this context is that it can be 

determined theoretically with molecular dynamics, and that it can be used to determine 

values of the Flory parameter of solvent polymer interaction, χs,p, and potentially also 

the Gibbs energy of mixing, ΔGm.316 If these can be established theoretically, the values 

of χspinodal and Δχspinodal could also be determined, permitting nanoparticle property 

prediction for any given starting mixture of monomers.  

A short script was developed to automate the actions required for the calculation 

of ΔGsolv by the above method (Appendix 2.4). Values for λ are first set to move from 1 

to 0 in 0.05 intervals with picosecond MD simulations between each period. Before each 

MD simulation the values of all atomic charges in ‘substructure 1’ (the analyte) are 

multiplied by the λ value, and various commonly used atom types are redefined to 

possess an electronegativity and formal charge equal to their standard value multiplied 

by λ. This is possible if alternative atoms are used for the solvent molecules, in this case 

TIP3P water atoms in place of the standard oxygen and hydrogens. After each MD 

interval the energy of the system, analyte, and solvent with removed analyte are 

recorded and saved as a separate file for later analysis, and the cycle of λ from 1 to 0 is 

repeated 10 times. The result from the analysis of a single compound of interest by 

application of the script in Appendix 2.4 is therefore 600 individual files, each 

containing the recorded potential energy of the analyte, solvent or solution for each of 

the 20 λ values. The difference in energy between the solution and the combined energy 
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of the solvent and analyte is then recorded, allowing calculation of the mean value for 

each λ, and therefore the change of potential energy with mean λ. This process was 

performed manually, but with automation could be an efficient method of determining 

the free energy of solvation. 

Tripos force fields were applied with MMFF94 charges throughout the solubility 

studies. This combination was initially applied simply for consistency with previous 

experiments, and to facilitate application of the polymerization as described in Chapter 

3. Observation of deviation in ΔGsolv encourages analysis of alternative combinations, 

MMFF94 charges would be expected to produce more reliable results with MMFF94 

force fields for example, or application of more broadly applicable charges (e.g. 

Gasteiger-Hückel) would at least give more broadly applicable to the methods applied. 

However, the algorithm written for analysis relies on modifying the electronegativity 

and charge of the atom, actions which are forbidden for all except Tripos atoms in the 

Sybyl software. Maintaining Tripos force fields and varying the charges was then 

attempted, but with all except MMFF94 the calculated energy of the aqueous analyte 

was extremely high, with ambient water density (as calculated automatically by the 

software, which were equal to those found using Equation 3.2) simulating high 

pressures and temperatures. This appears to be a result of using TIP3P water. The 

deviation from experimental (and theoretical) values of ΔGsolv with the applied method 

was analyzed for any apparent correlation, which would then allow observation of a 

polymer system. 
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5.4. Preliminary analysis of ΔGsolv calculation 
 

Experimental values for the Gibbs free energy of solvation of various molecules 

was compared with values calculated using the molecular mechanics based approach 

described in the previous section. While alternative approaches using similar 

techniques but yielding more accurate results can be found readily in the literature, 

these methods are not compatible with the polymer analysis which was the ultimate 

purpose of this calibration.  

In practice the script simulates the analyte having gradually reduced interactions 

with a solvent until all that effectively remains is a cavity occupying a volume equal to 

the analyte. The difference between the energy of the full system and that of the isolated 

analyte plus system without analyte (just solvent) then gives an interaction energy. 

Averaging over all discrete λ intervals obtained in repetition and plotted as a function 

of λ then allows estimation of ΔGsolv. Initial experiments were performed using N,N-

dimethyl-p-methoxybenzamide (DMMB), which has an experimental free energy of 

solvation of -11.01 kcal mol-1 (-46.066 kJ mol-1) with published theoretical calculations 

with various techniques all predicting higher values (to approximately -7 kcal mol-1).317 

The method developed and described above gave a value of -15.741 kcal mol-1 for the 

Gibbs free energy of solvation, a deviation which may occur from a number of difficult 

to avoid methodological variables (the force field-charge combination, use of TIP3P 

water, length of MD simulations, etc.) over simplicity in the written algorithm (some 

analyte intermolecular potential energy is retained at λ = 0 for example) and/or 

inherent limitation of molecular mechanics.  

To overcome the deviation between the model and empirical values of ΔGsolv a 

number of small molecules were analyzed over 10 cycles of λ 1-0 in 0.05 intervals with 

5 ps equilibrations. The theoretical values obtained were plotted vs. experimental 

values for observation of any relationship which may justify continuation onto analysis 

of polymers. The results are given in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: Values for the Gibbs energy of solvation as calculated with the script 

given in Appendix 2.4, and empirical values taken from the literature.317 

 

Table 5.1: Calculated and empirical values of ΔGsolv for various compounds.317 The 

calculated values adjusted for residual analyte energy can be observed to be more 

accurate in the first three rows.  

Compound Calculated ΔGsolv, kJ 

mol-1  

Calculated ΔGsolv 

plus residual energy,  

kJ mol-1 

Empirical ΔGsolv,  

kJ mol-1 

Diethyl 

propanedioate 

-55.371 -26.623 -25.104 

Glycerol triacetate -74.605 -31.468 -36.986 

Benzyl bromide -20.588 -11.643 -9.958 

m-

bis(trifluoromethyl) 

benzene 

-25.080 -16.034 +4.477 

N,N-dimethyl-p-

methoxybenzamide 

-65.862 -19.854 -46.066 

y = 0.7581x + 13.892

R² = 0.8179
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All calculated values of ΔGsolv are below their empirically determined values, 

though an approximately linear relationship can be observed between the two. More 

appropriate values were also given when the mean residual analyte potential energy 

was added to the calculated free energy of solvation, as shown in Table 5.1. This method 

appeared to work some of the compounds analyzed (top three rows) but not for others. 

For the analysis of the polymer therefore, both would be used to predict the Gibbs 

energy of solvation. 

 

 

 

5.5. Calculation of ΔGsolv for polymers 
 

 

An analogue of the polymers used in Chapter 4 equivalent to two MSPU was 

initially synthesized in silico.  From the ratios applied in the empirical studies, 2 Bis, 5 

AAc, 40 TBAm and 53 NiPAm were initially added randomly to form a sphere. This 

sphere was then solvated with 1000 TIP3P water molecules and the script given in 

Appendix 2.2 was applied to fit the molecules into a cube of dimensions given by 

Equation 3.2. A brief examination was performed to ensure there were no irregularities 

before the algorithm given in Appendix 2.4 was retrieved to initiate MD equilibration 

polymerization. Simulated annealing was performed on the prepolymerization mixture 

of solvated monomers in five cycles of 800 K to 300 K with 100 K steps for 1 ps at each 

temperature. A 3 ns equilibration then followed at 300 K before the polymerization was 

initiated, with a maximum bonding distance set at 5.7 Å, as was determined appropriate 

in Chapter 3. This process was then repeated with five 100 ps and two 250 ps cycles of 

MD re-equilibrations followed by polymerization. After this the polymerization was 

repeated with maximum bonding distances of 30 Å and 100 Å, with a final manual bond 

forming of (ring) oligomers to form one single polymer macromolecule. The MSPU 

polymer then underwent a brief in vacuo MD simulation and minimization, before being 

solvated in 10,000 TIP3P water molecules. The box dimensions were then given by the 

total volume of the of the reagent monomer and water molecules (320.662 nm3) and an 
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equilibration simulation of 10 ps at 300 K was performed before the ΔGsolv script 

(Appendix 2.4) was recalled. The value of λ was reduced from 1 to 0 in 0.05 increments 

over ten cycles with 1000 fs equilibration periods at each λ. 

A problem that was not encountered with the previous studies was an automatic 

increase in the size of the simulation volume during the course of the molecular 

dynamics equilibration. MD had been performed with the NTV canonical ensemble for 

all previous studies, but possibly due to the large size of the system analyzed, the 

software was found to automatically adjust to NTP or NEP, before the software became 

unresponsive. Varying the parameters was not found to resolve this issue, and no way 

to inhibit this modification was found. From the data obtain a value of ΔGsolv equal to 

799.336 kJ mol-1 was given, accounting for residual energy, 2502.868 kJ mol-1, or by the 

formula given in Figure 5.3, 619.869 kJ mol-1. 
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5.6. Conclusions 
 

Attempts were made to determine ΔGsolv for the polymer MSPU in order to 

improve calculations of Δχ, thus giving more accurate predictions of nanoparticle size 

from the synthetic conditions. A semi-automated process was designed and engineered 

for the calculations, employing the algorithm in Appendix 2.4. Initial studies with small 

molecules suggested that the results would be inaccurate but may correlate with 

experimental values. Applying molecular dynamics and the polymerization algorithm 

described in Chapter 3, a small representation of the polymers produced for Chapter 4 

was synthesized in silico. Attempts to determine ΔGsolv using this polymer 

representation have so far been unsuccessful however, and inconsistency in the results 

for the small molecule analysis suggests an alternative method of calculating ΔGsolv 

should be sought.  

Additionally, methods superior to ΔGsolv calculation are likely available, and could 

be pursued in the attempts to improve polymer nanoparticle property prediction. The 

solubility parameter model has demonstrated sufficiency, and the potential benefit of 

more accurate values from MD analysis may not necessarily justify the loss of efficiency 

in practice. One possible future area could be the development of a technique to 

automatically calculate solubility parameters, using the standard values, from a given 

ratio of monomers or polymer MSPU. Given sufficient prior experimental data, 

thermodynamics could also be calculated and ultimate nanoparticle properties 

predicted from a given starting monomer composition. For now however this work will 

be suspended, and any immediate calculations that may be necessary will be performed 

using data tables with ink and paper.   
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6. Conclusion 
 

 

Karl Popper believed that the work of scientists, and thus that the process of 

scientific discovery, ‘consists in putting forward and testing theories’.318 In the language 

of Thomas Kuhn’s work these correspond roughly to revolutionary, paradigm shifting 

science and ‘normal science’ respectively.319 While both of these authors have declined 

in popularity, including accusations that both their philosophies are fundamentally 

impractical and irrational,320 some strict descriptions of science may be helpful in 

contextualizing the work presented in this thesis. Popper describes four necessary tests 

of a scientific theory: internal consistency of conclusions, logical consistency of the 

theory, comparison with other theories to determine whether the theory constitutes an 

advancement, and empirical testing.318  

The research described in Chapter 4 appears to conform to the first, second and 

fourth test. The third requirement that the work presents an advance in the context of 

existing knowledge. The application of models typically applied for polymer blends and 

macroscopic polymer synthesis to the preparation of polymer nanoparticles constitutes 

a natural development of existing theory, including the addition of the emphasis on the 

value of the Δχ term. It is inherently ‘normal science’ as it is based on FHT and pre-

existing phase boundary definitions. The emphasis on the binodal character of MIP 

synthesis and the mechanism described in Section 5.2 may yet contribute to something 

more significant in the area of molecular imprinting, but further analysis will be 

required before this presumption is properly applicable. 

One possible method of gather further empirical data for the testing of these 

hypotheses would be experimentation with polymerization in helium nanodroplets. 

These droplets are composed of a controllable number of between a thousand and a 

million individual atoms, and readily incorporate both volatile and non-volatile 

materials.321 As helium is chemically inert and can form quantum vortices (a hole in the 

superfluid around which the helium atoms circulate), the droplet can be manipulated 

with sufficient precision to form one-dimensional particles with even the most reactive 

substances.322 Typically however, particles which enter the droplet cluster together, 
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and reactions forming covalent bonds between neutral species at appropriate rates 

have been observed.323 These helium droplets therefore have potential as 

polymerization reactor nano-vessels, enabling the formation of polymer particles with 

just a few monomers, and permitting detailed analysis of MIP binding site formation. 

As the majority of research into imprinted polymers remains focused on 

technological development however, work like that described in Chapter 2 and 3 will 

likely be of more immediate interest to researchers in the field. More useful concepts 

here than those of Popper and Kuhn could be those imagined by Francis Bacon: lucifera, 

bringers of light, and fructifera, bringers of fruit, analogues to Freeman Dyson’s 

‘concept-driven science’ and ‘tool-driven science’.324 To describe the research 

presented in Chapter 4 as lucifera may be somewhat grandiose, but the applications of 

molecular mechanics for MIP design and analysis described in Chapter 2, and to some 

limited extent the in silico polymerization tool described in Chapter 3, certainly appear 

to be effective in bringing fruit.  

The polymerization algorithm as a technology was applied for the beginning of a 

more detailed study into developing the model relating polymer solubility to 

nanoparticle size and observations of the mechanisms involved in this phenomenon. 

The methods applied were based on existing theory and require much more study, but 

regardless lay foundations for further development of the model described in Chapter 

4 and the hypothetical synthetic mechanism proposed in Section 5.2. The latter of these, 

that the imprinted polymer is formed largely in the absence of the template, could have 

significant implications for future MIP design and production. The evidence collected is 

interesting in that it supports the original proposal by Dickey that MIP synthesis is 

analogous to Pauling’s model of antibody formation, individual solvated polymers 

being formed in the absence of template but induced into binding sites when the 

template is presented.  

How this relates the prediction also given by binodal-character phase separation 

of a regular structure to MIP binding sites resulting from the separation mechanism has 

yet to be determined. The Pauling-style mechanism of synthesis and the regular binding 

site are not incompatible however as a polymer with sufficient flexibility is likely to 

adopt an arrangement of highest interaction with the template nucleant. Additionally, 
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both conclusions can be correct and still not invalidate the typical monomer selection 

procedure described in Chapter 1 and demonstrated in Chapter 2, as the success rate 

and affinity will still depend on the strength of monomer-template interactions. 

However, if subsequent evidence and theoretical analysis can verify the mechanism, 

further measures could applied to further control the properties of imprinted polymers 

by application of these models. 

Individual examples of research and extended research programs specifically 

studying models of MIPs are relatively rare currently, the focus generally being focused 

on the development of new imprinted polymer based technologies and the adaption of 

existing technologies for commercial production. This is demonstrably not due to an 

abundance of existing MIP theory however, and the future advance of imprinted 

polymer based biotechnology and nanotechnology will inevitably be proportional to 

the foundational science.  
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Appendix 1. Docking of drugs with 4-aminobenzoic acid oligomer 

  (S)-MD+ (S)-MD (R)-MD+ (R)-MD Quin+ Quin Cod+ Cod Coca+ Coca 

 Protonated 3.97 4 3.7 3.02 2.63 3.12 2.27 2.37 1.94 2.61 

  3.77 3.46 3.33 2.8 2.52 3.07 1.99 2.16 1.78 1.82 

  3.03 2.74 3.18 2.59 2.19 2.69 1.74 1.8 1.5 1.69 

  2.99 2.56 3.06 2.57 2.03 2.54 1.68 1.8 1.46 0 

  2.81 1.39 2.82 2.15 0.32 2.53 1.53 1.25 1.19 0 

            

SD All 0.519115 0.99 0.32775 0.322692 0.936413 0.286094 0.291153 0.42665 0.292541 1.171508 

 Exc. High 0.424264 0.858152 0.215465 0.27232 0.9847 0.252504 0.191572 0.375533 0.241437 1.014639 

 Exc. 2 High 0.117189 0.733008 0.183303 0.248462 1.036549 0.089629 0.108167 0.317543 0.168622 0.975722 

 Exc. Low 0.503455 0.665432 0.277894 0.210792 0.279926 0.284546 0.269196 0.281824 0.229492 1.098029 

 Exc. 2 Low 0.495177 0.632139 0.267644 0.215019 0.228983 0.23516 0.265141 0.288271 0.222711 0.497896 

 Exc. High & Low 0.439242 0.476235 0.135277 0.12741 0.249867 0.273191 0.164418 0.207846 0.174356 1.015332 

            

 mean 2.943333 2.92 3.19 2.653333 2.446667 2.586667 1.65 1.92 1.383333 2.04 

            

  (S)-MD+ (S)-MD (R)-MD+ (R)-MD Quin+ Quin Cod+ Cod Coca+ Coca 

half deprotonated 4.12 3.4 4.18 3.5 3.92 3.25 3.11 3.28 2.83 2.6 

  3.83 2.88 3.18 2.29 2.54 2.94 2.64 1.81 1.19 0.96 

  3.49 2.87 3.14 2.23 2.01 2.22 1.53 1.25 0.83 0 

  3.03 1.39 2.87 2.15 1.78 0.32 1.42 1.09 0.54 0 

  2.96 0 2.8 0 1.68 0 0.03 0 0 0 

            

 All 0.501228 1.396879 0.553968 1.265279 0.919772 1.499527 1.199721 1.198345 1.071807 1.134337 

 Exc. High 0.409257 1.38064 0.190504 1.113145 0.384046 1.433736 1.069533 0.757424 0.502726 0.48 

 Exc. 2 High 0.287924 1.435235 0.179536 1.26503 0.169214 1.200056 0.836082 0.680221 0.421228 0 

 Exc. Low 0.468713 0.866122 0.575058 0.640904 0.959318 1.314493 0.831966 0.997309 1.02347 1.22654 

 Exc. 2 Low 0.315331 0.30315 0.589237 0.716543 0.986019 0.528425 0.811316 1.048443 1.066083 1.314737 

 Exc. High & Low 0.401497 0.85738 0.168622 0.070238 0.389744 1.353563 0.674858 0.378065 0.325628 0.554256 

            

 mean 3.16 3.05 3.063333 2.223333 2.0025 2.803333 1.863333 1.383333 0.853333 0 

            

  (S)-MD+ (S)-MD (R)-MD+ (R)-MD Quin+ Quin Cod+ Cod Coca+ Coca 

total deprotonation 3.46 3.18 3.24 3.08 2.2 1.79 2.55 2.25 2.19 2.14 

  2.56  2.87        

  1.32          

  3.91 3.38 3.96 3.32 2.4 2.51 2.74 3.02 1.72 2.2 

  1.02          

  3.4 3.27 3.78 3 2.95 1.34 2.79 1.44 1.46 2.87 

  3.15  3.31 2.81  2.52  1.15   

  3.27          
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Appendix 2. Algorithms 
 

Below are a series of algorithms used frequently in the computational work. All are written 

in Sybyl programming language (SPL) and were designed for use with Sybyl 7.3. 

 

2.1. Polymerization algorithm 

 
for just_to_tidy in 1 

 

 

setvar SAname %prompt(filename x "filename for MD files" "x") 

setvar sim_ann %prompt(YES_NO YES "perform dynamics and/or simulated annealing?") 

if %streql( $sim_ann YES) 

 setvar SAfs %prompt(int 10000 "fs at each temperature" "10000") 

 setvar starting_temp %prompt(int 1000 "maximum temperature, K" "1000") 

 setvar end_temp %prompt(int 300 "minimum temperature, K" "300") 

 setvar step %prompt(int 100 "step size/gradient" "100") 

 setvar cycles %prompt(int 10 "number of annealing cycles" "100") 

 setvar SAend %prompt(int 10000 "fs of final 300 K" "10,000") 

 setvar record %prompt(int 1000 "fs between recording" "1000") 

endif 

 

 

setvar max_bonding_distance %prompt(int 460 "maximum bonding distance (pm)" "the maximum interatomic distance at 

which a bond can form between reactive species") 

setvar max_distance %math( $max_bonding_distance / 100 ) 

setvar range_increments %prompt(int 20 "incremental interatomic binding distance (pm)" "The reactive atom atom scans 

the surroundings for other reactive atoms. The range of this scan begins at 300 pm (or less) and will increase to the 

maximum bonding distance by the selected  incremental binding distance.") 

setvar range_increment %math( $range_increments / 100 ) 

setvar grad %prompt(anything 0.5 "minimisation gradient" "minimisation gradient") 

 

setvar reg_min %prompt(YES_NO NO "include regular minimisation" "not including these regular energy minimisation 

may my give faster synthesis and possibly more accurate structure") 

 

setvar final_min %prompt(YES_NO NO "end polymerisation with low gradient minimisation" "energy minimisation of 

max 100,000 interations" ) 

 

setvar cycle_save %prompt(YES_NO NO "save the system after each cycle" "saved as [name]_cycle_[cycle number]" ) 

 

setvar all %prompt(YES_NO YES "all reactive molecules are iniators" "yes for all reactive molecules as potential 

iniators, no to select an initiator molecule" ) 

 

if %streql( $sim_ann YES) 

for SAx in %range(1 $cycles ) 

 

for SAy in %range(0 1000) 

if %gt( %math( $starting_temp - %math( $step * $SAy )) $end_temp ) 

dynamics m1 setup $SAname YES DONE interval_length $SAfs data_write $record temperature %math( $starting_temp 

- %math( $step * $SAy )) coupling_factors 100 0 DONE FINISHED interactive 

endif 

endfor 

 

endfor 

 

 

dynamics m1 setup $SAname YES DONE interval_length $SAend data_write $record temperature 300 coupling_factors 

100 0 DONE FINISHED interactive 
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if %streql( $sim_ann YES) 

 mol2 out m1 %cat( $SAname _ prepoly ) 

endif 

endif 

 

if %streql( $all YES )  

 setvar ks * 

else 

setvar select_k %prompt(int 1 "select initiator molecule" "type the initiator molecule's number") 

setvar kt %substs( %cat( # $select_k ) ) 

modify substructure name $kt initiator 

setvar ks initiator 

endif 

setvar starting_bonds %count(%bonds(*)) 

setvar starting_time %time() 

setvar starting_mols %count(%substs(*)) 

setvar number_bonds 1 

 

for cycling in %range( 1 1000 ) 

  if %not(%eq( %count(%bonds(*)) $number_bonds ) 

setvar number_bonds %count(%bonds(*)) 

echo xxxxxxxxx cycle: $cycling time: %time() xxxxxxxxx 

 if %streql( $cycle_save YES ) 

  if %not(%eq( $cycling 1)) 

   mol2 out m1 %cat( $SAname _ cycle_ $cycling ) 

  endif 

 endif 

 

 for k in %substs( $ks ) 

 if %or( %atoms((alpha)-((*)-(({#1}))  

)))) %atoms((beta)-((*)-(({$k}))))) 

 TAILOR SET MAXIMIN2 RMS_GRADIENT $grad ^ 

 

 if %streql( $reg_min YES ) 

  tailor set maximin2 MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS 2000 ^ 

  maximin2 m1 DONE interactive 

 endif 

  tailor set maximin2 MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS 50 ^ 

  

  for name in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or(%atoms(m1(ALPHA-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

    modify atom name %choose(%atoms(m1(ALPHA-((*)- (({$k})) )) )) %cat( origin_ $name ) 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for name in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or(%atoms(m1(BETA-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

    modify atom name %choose(%atoms(m1(BETA-((*)- (({$k})) )))) %cat( originB_ $name ) 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for set in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $set )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

    setvar %cat( origin_ $set ) %atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $set )-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for set in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $set )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

    setvar %cat( originB_ $set ) %atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $set )-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for atom in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or( %atoms(%cat( origin_ $atom ) %atoms(%cat( originB_ $atom )  )  

    for origin_atom in %cat( origin_ $atom ) %cat( originB_ $atom ) 
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    if %or(  %atoms( $origin_atom ) ) 

       setvar var_close_1  

       setvar var_close_2  

       setvar close_a  

     for close in %atoms((<c.2>)+(REACTIVE)) 

      if %lteq(%distance( %atoms( $origin_atom ) $close ) $max_distance ) 

       if %not(%streql( %atoms( $origin_atom ) $close )) 

        setvar var_close_1 $close 

        setvar var_close_2 $var_close_1 $close_a 

        setvar close_a $var_close_2 

       endif 

      endif 

     endfor 

     for distance in %range(3 $max_distance $range_increment ) 

      for close_atom in $close_a  

       if %lteq(%distance( %atoms( $origin_atom ) $close_atom ) $distance ) 

 

        if %streql( %atom_info( $close_atom name ) ALPHA ) 

         if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) 3) 

          if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 3) 

           setvar between %cat( %atoms( $origin_atom ) : %atoms( $close_atom ) ) 

           if %not(%eq(%count(%atoms( $between )) 4)) 

            modify atom name $origin_atom new_bond 

            modify atom name $close_atom new_bondx 

            for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bond) neighbors) 

             modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bond) ) id ) 1 

            endfor 

            for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bondx) neighbors) 

             modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bondx) ) id ) 1 

            endfor 

            add bond new_bond new_bondx 1 

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

            modify atom type %atoms(new_bond) c.3 

            modify atom type %atoms(new_bondx) c.3 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bond) done_x 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bondx) done_y 

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

 

            for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x sp3 

             endif 

            endfor 

            for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x sp3 

             endif 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 

               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( origin_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 
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               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( originB_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

           endif 

          endif 

         endif 

        endif 

        for number in %range(1 1000) 

         if %or(%atoms(%cat( origin_ $number )))  

          if %streql( %atom_info( $close_atom name ) %CAT( ORIGIN_ $number ) ) 

           if %not(%streql( %atom_info( $origin_atom name ) %CAT( ORIGIN_ $number ) )) 

            if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %max(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) )) 

             if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %min(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) )) 

              if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %stats(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors) median) )) 

               if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) 3) 

                if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 3) 

                 setvar between %cat( %atoms( $origin_atom ) : %atoms( $close_atom ) ) 

                 if %not(%eq(%count(%atoms( $between )) 4)) 

                  modify atom name $origin_atom new_bond 

                  modify atom name $close_atom new_bondx 

                  for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bond) neighbors) 

                   modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bond) ) id ) 1 

                  endfor 

                  for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bondx) neighbors) 

                   modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bondx) ) id ) 1 

                  endfor 

                  add bond new_bond new_bondx 1 

                  maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

                  modify atom type new_bond c.3 

                  modify atom type new_bondx c.3 

                  modify atom name %atoms(new_bond) done_x 

                  modify atom name %atoms(new_bondx) done_y 

                  maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

                  for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                   if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

                    modify atom name $x done 

                   endif 

                  endfor 

                  for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                   if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

                    modify atom name $x done 

                   endif 

                  endfor 

                  for n in %range(1 1000) 

                   for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                    if %or( $x ) 

                     if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                      modify atom name $x %cat( origin_ $n ) 

                     endif 

                    else 

                     return 

                    endif 

                   endfor 

                  endfor 

                  for n in %range(1 1000) 

                   for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                    if %or( $x ) 
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                     if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                      modify atom name $x %cat( originB_ $n ) 

                     endif 

                    else 

                     return 

                    endif 

                   endfor 

                  endfor 

                 endif 

                endif 

               endif 

              endif 

             endif 

            endif 

           endif 

          endif 

         endif 

        endfor 

        if %streql( %atom_info( $close_atom name ) BETA ) 

         if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) 3) 

          if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 3) 

           setvar between %cat( %atoms( $origin_atom ) : %atoms( $close_atom ) ) 

           if %not(%eq(%count(%atoms( $between )) 4)) 

            modify atom name $origin_atom new_bond 

            modify atom name $close_atom new_bondx 

            for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bond) neighbors) 

             modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bond) ) id ) 1 

            endfor 

            for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bondx) neighbors) 

             modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bondx) ) id ) 1 

            endfor 

            add bond new_bond new_bondx 1 

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

            modify atom type new_bond c.3 

            modify atom type new_bondx c.3 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bond) done_x 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bondx) done_y 

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

            for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x sp3 

             endif 

            endfor 

            for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x sp3 

             endif 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 

               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( origin_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 
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               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( originB_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

           endif 

          endif 

         endif 

        endif 

        for number in %range(1 1000) 

         if %or(%atoms(%cat( originB_ $number )))  

          if %streql( %atom_info( $close_atom name ) %CAT(ORIGINB_ $number ) ) 

           if %not(%streql( %atom_info( $origin_atom name ) %CAT(ORIGINB_ $number ) )) 

            if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %max(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) )) 

             if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %min(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) )) 

              if %not(%streql( %atoms( $close_atom ) %stats(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors) median) )) 

               if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) 3) 

                if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 3) 

                 setvar between %cat( %atoms( $origin_atom ) : %atoms( $close_atom ) ) 

                 if %not(%eq(%count(%atoms( $between )) 4)) 

                  modify atom name $origin_atom new_bond 

                  modify atom name $close_atom new_bondx 

                  for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bond) neighbors) 

                   modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bond) ) id ) 1 

                  endfor 

                  for g in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bondx) neighbors) 

                   modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $g = %atoms(new_bondx) ) id ) 1 

                  endfor 

                  add bond new_bond new_bondx 1 

                  maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

                  modify atom type new_bond c.3 

                  modify atom type new_bondx c.3 

                  modify atom name %atoms(new_bond) done_x 

                  modify atom name %atoms(new_bondx) done_y 

                  maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

                  for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                   if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

                    modify atom name $x sp3 

                   endif 

                  endfor 

                  for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                   if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

                    modify atom name $x sp3 

                   endif 

                  endfor 

                  for n in %range(1 1000) 

                   for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                    if %or( $x ) 

                     if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                      modify atom name $x %cat( origin_ $n ) 

                     endif 

                    else 

                     return 

                    endif 

                   endfor 

                  endfor 

                  for n in %range(1 1000) 

                   for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

                    if %or( $x ) 
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                     if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                      modify atom name $x %cat( originB_ $n ) 

                     endif 

                    else 

                     return 

                    endif 

                   endfor 

                  endfor 

                 endif 

                endif 

               endif 

              endif 

             endif 

            endif 

           endif 

          endif 

         endif 

        endfor 

        if %streql( %atom_info( $close_atom name ) REACTIVE ) 

         if %eq(%count(%atom_info( $origin_atom neighbors)) 3) 

          if %or( %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 4) %eq(%count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 

3) 

           setvar between %cat( %atoms( $origin_atom ) : %atoms( $close_atom ) ) 

           if %not(%eq(%count(%atoms( $between )) 4)) 

            modify atom name $close_atom new_bondx 

            modify atom name $origin_atom new_bond 

            for h in %atom_info( %atoms(new_bond) neighbors)  

             modify bond type %bond_info( %cat( $h = %atoms(new_bond) ) id ) 1 

            endfor 

            add bond new_bond new_bondx 1 

            for l in %atom_info( $close_atom neighbors) 

             if %eq( %count(%atom_info( $close_atom neighbors)) 5) 

              if %streql( %atom_info( $l type) C.3 ) 

               for hydrogens in %atom_info( $l neighbors ) 

                if %streql( %atom_info( $hydrogens type) H ) 

                 modify atom name $hydrogens cb_h 

                endif 

               endfor 

               if %lteq(%count(%atoms(cb_h)) 2) 

                remove bond %bond_info( %cat( $close_atom = $l ) id) 

               else 

                for cb_h in %atoms(cb_h) 

                 modify atom name $cb_h %cat( H %irand() ) 

                endfor 

               endif 

              endif 

             endif 

            endfor            

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

            for cbs in %atom_info( $close_atom neighbors) 

             if %not(%or( %streql( %atom_info( $cbs type) O.2 ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs type) H ) %streql( %atom_info( 

$cbs name) DONE ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs name) NEW_BOND ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs name) 

NEW_BONDX )) ) 

 

              if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs neighbors )) 4 ) 

               modify atom name $cbs done 

              else 

               if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs neighbors )) 3 ) 

                if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs type ) C.3 ) 

                 modify atom name $cbs alpha 

                 for j in %atom_info( $cbs neighbors) 

                  if %streql( %atom_info( $j type) C.2 ) 
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                   modify atom name $cbs reactive 

                  endif 

                 endfor 

                 if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs name) ALPHA ) 

                  modify atom type $cbs c.2 

                  modify atom name $cbs alpha 

                 endif 

                endif 

               endif 

              endif 

              for cbs_n in %atom_info( $cbs neighbors) 

               if %not(%streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n type) O.2 ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n type) H ) %or( %streql( 

%atom_info( $cbs_n name) DONE ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n name) NEW_BOND ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n 

name) NEW_BONDX )) ) 

  

                if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_n neighbors )) 4 ) 

                 modify atom name $cbs_n done 

                else 

                 if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_n neighbors )) 3 ) 

                  if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n type ) C.3 ) 

                   modify atom name $cbs_n alpha 

                   for j in %atom_info( $cbs_n neighbors) 

                    if %streql( %atom_info( $j type) C.2 ) 

                     modify atom name $cbs_n reactive 

                    endif 

                   endfor 

                   if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_n name) ALPHA ) 

                    modify atom type $cbs_n c.2 

                    modify atom name $cbs_n alpha 

                   endif 

                  endif 

                 endif 

                endif 

                for cbs_nn in %atom_info( $cbs_n neighbors) 

                 if %not(%or( %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nn type) O.2 ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nn type) H ) %streql( 

%atom_info( $cbs_nn name) DONE ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nn name) NEW_BOND ) %streql( %atom_info( 

$cbs_nn name) NEW_BONDX )) ) 

                  if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nn neighbors )) 4 ) 

                   modify atom name $cbs_nn done 

                  else 

                   if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nn neighbors )) 3 ) 

                    if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nn type ) C.3 ) 

                     modify atom name $cbs_nn alpha 

                     for j in %atom_info( $cbs_nn neighbors) 

                      if %streql( %atom_info( $j type) C.2 ) 

                       modify atom name $cbs_nn reactive 

                      endif 

                     endfor 

                     if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nn name) ALPHA ) 

                      modify atom type $cbs_nn c.2 

                      modify atom name $cbs_nn alpha 

                     endif 

                    endif 

                   endif 

                  endif 

                  for cbs_nnn in %atom_info( $cbs_nn neighbors)  

                   if %not(%or( %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnn type) O.2 ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnn type) H ) %streql( 

%atom_info( $cbs_nnn name) DONE ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnn name) NEW_BOND ) %streql( %atom_info( 

$cbs_nnn name) NEW_BONDX )) ) 

  

                    if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nnn neighbors )) 4 ) 

                     modify atom name $cbs_nnn done 
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                    else 

                     if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nnn neighbors )) 3 ) 

                      if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnn type ) C.3 ) 

                       modify atom name $cbs_nnn alpha 

                       for j in %atom_info( $cbs_nnn neighbors) 

                        if %streql( %atom_info( $j type) C.2 ) 

                         modify atom name $cbs_nnn reactive 

                        endif 

                       endfor 

                       if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnn name) ALPHA ) 

                        modify atom type $cbs_nnn c.2 

                        modify atom name $cbs_nnn alpha 

                       endif 

                      endif 

                     endif 

                    endif 

                    for cbs_nnnn in %atom_info( $cbs_nnn neighbors) 

                     if %not(%or( %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn type) O.2 ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn type) H ) 

%streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn name) DONE ) %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn name) NEW_BOND ) %streql( 

%atom_info( $cbs_nnnn name) NEW_BONDX )) ) 

 

                      if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nnnn neighbors )) 4 ) 

                       modify atom name $cbs_nnnn done 

                      else 

                       if %streql( %count(%atom_info( $cbs_nnnn neighbors )) 3 ) 

                        if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn type ) C.3 ) 

                         modify atom name $cbs_nnnn alpha 

                         for j in %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn neighbors) 

                          if %streql( %atom_info( $j type) C.2 ) 

                           modify atom name $cbs_nnnn reactive 

                          endif 

                         endfor 

                         if %streql( %atom_info( $cbs_nnnn name) ALPHA ) 

                          modify atom type $cbs_nnnn c.2 

                          modify atom name $cbs_nnnn alpha 

                         endif 

                        endif 

                       endif 

                      endif 

                     endif 

                    endfor 

                   endif 

                  endfor 

                 endif 

                endfor 

               endif 

              endfor 

             endif 

            endfor 

            modify atom type new_bond c.3 

            modify atom type new_bondx c.3 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bond) done_x 

            modify atom name %atoms(new_bondx) done_y 

            maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

            for hydrogen in %atoms(cb_h) 

             modify atom name $hydrogen %cat( H %irand() ) 

            endfor 

            for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x fin 

             endif 

            endfor 
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            for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

             if %streql(%atom_info( $x type) C.3) 

              modify atom name $x fin 

             endif 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(alpha-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 

               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( origin_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( origin_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

            for n in %range(1 1000) 

             for x in %atoms(m1(beta-((*)- (({$k})) ))) 

              if %or( $x ) 

               if %not(%atoms(m1(%cat( originB_ $n )-((*)- (({$k})) )))) 

                modify atom name $x %cat( originB_ $n ) 

               endif 

              else 

               return 

              endif 

             endfor 

            endfor 

           endif 

          endif 

         endif 

        endif 

       endif 

      endfor 

     endfor 

    endif 

    endfor 

 

    for bonded in %atoms((<c.3>)-(unreactive+reactive)) 

      for neighbour in %atom_info( $bonded neighbors) 

       for neighbour2 in %atom_info( $bonded neighbors) 

        if %not(%eq( $neighbour $neighbour2 )) 

         if %lteq( %angle( $neighbour $bonded $neighbour2 ) 95 ) 

          if %gt( %angle( $neighbour $bonded $neighbour2 ) 1 ) 

           modify atom name $bonded REACTIVE 

           if %streql( %atom_info( $neighbour type) C.3 ) 

            modify atom name $neighbour REACTIVE  

           endif 

          endif 

         else 

          modify atom name $bonded unreactivex 

         endif 

        endif 

       endfor 

      endfor 

    endfor 

    for unreactive in %atoms(unreactivex) 

     modify atom name $unreactive unreactive 

    endfor 

 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for no in %range(1 1000) 
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   if %or(%atoms(%cat( origin_ $no ))) 

    for a in %atoms(%cat( origin_ $no )) 

     modify atom name $a ALPHA 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

  for no in %range(1 1000) 

   if %or(%atoms(%cat( originB_ $no ))) 

    for a in %atoms(%cat( originB_ $no )) 

     modify atom name $a BETA 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

 endfor 

else 

^ 

endif 

endfor 

if %streql( $final_min YES ) 

 tailor set maximin2 MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS 100000 ^ 

 TAILOR SET MAXIMIN2 RMS_GRADIENT 0.01 ^ 

 maximin2 m1 DONE interactive 

endif 

tailor set maximin2 MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS 1000 ^ 

maximin2 m1 MARK_CHARGES_VALID DONE interactive 

mol2 out m1 %cat( $SAname _ poly ) 

echo polymerisation started on $starting_time and finished on %time() . The are a total of %count(%bonds(*)) bonds; 

%math( %count(%bonds(*)) - $starting_bonds ) new bonds have been formed. There were $starting_mols molecules 

before the polymerisation, there are/is now %count(%substs(*)) individidual molecule(s) in total. 

 

endfor 
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2.2. System preparation  
 

This permits the molecules to be moved and compressed into a cube of selected dimensions 

 
setvar max_x %prompt("anything" "0" "maximum x coordinate") 

setvar min_x %prompt("anything" "0" "minimum x coordinate") 

setvar max_y %prompt("anything" "0" "maximum y coordinate") 

setvar min_y %prompt("anything" "0" "minimum y coordinate") 

setvar max_z %prompt("anything" "0" "maximum z coordinate") 

setvar min_z %prompt("anything" "0" "minimum z coordinate") 

 

 

for atom in %atoms(*-(lrf+llf+ulf+urf+urr+ulr+lrr+llr)) 

 if %gt( %atom_info( $atom x) $max_x ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %gt( %atom_info( $atom x) $max_x ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %math( %atom_info( $sub_atoms x) - 1 )  %atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) 

%atom_info( $sub_atoms z ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

 if %lt( %atom_info( $atom x) $min_x ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %lt( %atom_info( $atom x) $min_x ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %math( %atom_info( $sub_atoms x) + 1 )  %atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) 

%atom_info( $sub_atoms z ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

 if %gt( %atom_info( $atom y) $max_y ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %gt( %atom_info( $atom y) $max_y ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %atom_info( $sub_atoms x)  %math(%atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) - 1 ) 

%atom_info( $sub_atoms z ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

 if %lt( %atom_info( $atom y) $min_y ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %lt( %atom_info( $atom y) $min_y ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %atom_info( $sub_atoms x)  %math( %atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) + 1 ) 

%atom_info( $sub_atoms z ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 
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  endfor 

 endif 

 if %gt( %atom_info( $atom z) $max_z ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %gt( %atom_info( $atom z) $max_z ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %atom_info( $sub_atoms x) %atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) %math(%atom_info( 

$sub_atoms z ) - 1 ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

 if %lt( %atom_info( $atom z) $min_z ) 

  for repeat in %range(1 50) 

   if %lt( %atom_info( $atom z) $min_z ) 

    for k in %substs( %atom_info( $atom substructure)) 

     for sub_atoms in %atoms((({$k}))) 

      modify atom coordinates $sub_atoms %atom_info( $sub_atoms x) %atom_info( $sub_atoms y ) %math(%atom_info( 

$sub_atoms z ) + 1 ) 

     endfor 

    endfor 

   endif 

  endfor 

 endif 

endfor 
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2.3. Intermolecular potential 

 
#intermolecular potential 

for loop in 1 

 

setvar select_k %prompt(anything 1 "moving molecule number(s)" "use % range(1 [no. of molecules]) to move many") 

#setvar x_coord %prompt(anything 0 "Change in x coordinate" "e.g. atom at (5,0,0) is moved to (0,0,0) with -5") 

#setvar y_coord %prompt(anything 0 "Change in y coordinate" "e.g. atom at (0,5,0) is moved to (0,0,0) with -5") 

#setvar z_coord %prompt(anything 0 "Change in z coordinate" "e.g. atom at (0,0,5) is moved to (0,0,0) with -5") 

 

 

setvar change %prompt(anything -0.001 "movement, angstroms, of mol") 

setvar measurements %prompt(int 100000 "no. of measurements made") 

setvar subst1 %prompt(anything 1 "atom ids from group one") 

setvar subst2 %prompt(anything 1 "atom ids from group two") 

setvar U_in %prompt(YES_NO YES "input value for internal energy at infinite distance") 

setvar r_min 

setvar U_min 

 

 

if %streql( $U_in NO ) 

energy m1 done 

setvar U_infinity $energy_total  

setvar E1 $energy_total 

endif 

 

if %streql( $U_in YES ) 

setvar U_in2 %prompt(anything 0 "enter value") 

setvar U_infinity $U_in2 

setvar E1 $U_in2 

energy m1 done 

endif 

 

 

 

 

setvar x_coord $change 

setvar y_coord 0 

setvar z_coord 0 

 

for range in %range(1 $measurements ) 

 

for mult in $select_k 

 

setvar kt %substs( %cat( # $mult ) ) 

 

modify substructure name $kt move 

setvar ks move 

 

for k in %substs( $ks ) 

for x in %atoms((({$k}))) 

modify atom coordinates $x %math( %atom_info( $x x) + $x_coord ) %math( %atom_info( $x y ) + $y_coord ) %math( 

%atom_info( $x z ) + $z_coord ) 

endfor 

endfor  

modify substructure name $kt %cat( n %irand() ) 

endfor 

 

#setvar atoms_1 %prompt(anything 1 "atoms of molecule 1") 

#setvar atoms_2 %prompt(anything 1 "atoms of molecule 2") 

setvar atoms_1 $subst1 
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setvar atoms_2 $subst2 

for x in %range(1 16) 

for x1 in $atoms_1  

for x2 in $atoms_2  

setvar %cat( x_ $x ) %distance( $x1 $x2 ) 

endfor 

endfor 

endfor 

 

 

energy m1 done 

setvar E2 $energy_total 

echo E1: $E1 kcal/mol 

echo E2: $E2 kcal/mol 

echo r   %stats( $x_1 $x_2 $x_3 $x_4 $x_5 $x_6 $x_ $x_7 $x_8 $x_9 $x_10 $x_11 $x_12 $x_13 $x_14 $x_15 $x_16 

mean) A 

setvar r %stats( $x_1 $x_2 $x_3 $x_4 $x_5 $x_6 $x_ $x_7 $x_8 $x_9 $x_10 $x_11 $x_12 $x_13 $x_14 $x_15 $x_16 

mean) 

 

 

if %lteq( $E2 $E1 ) 

setvar E1 $energy_total 

endif 

if %gt( $E2 $E1 ) 

 

setvar U_min $E1 

 

if %not(%or( $r_min )) 

setvar r_min %math( $r - $change ) 

endif 

 

echo U_min is $U_min 

echo r_min is $r_min 

endif 

 

if %or( $U_min ) 

if %gt( $E2 $U_infinity ) 

GOTO EarlyExit 

endif 

endif 

 

endfor 

 

EarlyExit: 

setvar r_sigma %stats( $x_1 $x_2 $x_3 $x_4 $x_5 $x_6 $x_7 $x_8 $x_9 $x_10 $x_11 $x_12 $x_13 $x_14 $x_15 $x_16 

mean)  

setvar U_sigma $energy_total 

setvar U_sigma_prev 

echo At $r_min A is epsilon, the minimum energy: $U_min kcal/mol ### 

echo At $r_sigma is sigma ( $U_sigma kcal/mol), where U ~ U infinity ( $U_infinity kcal/mol) 

echo Before sigma is $E1 kcal/mol at r %math( $r_sigma - $change ), also ~ U infinity ( $U_infinity kcal/mol) 

endfor 
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2.4. Analysis of ΔGsolv 

 
setvar name %prompt(filename x "name") 

setvar reps %prompt(int 5 "repeats") 

setvar solvent %prompt(YES_NO YES "solvent is present? 'NO' for vacuum") 

setvar MD %prompt(int 10000 "MD equilibration in fs") 

if %streql( $solvent YES) 

setvar xaxis %prompt(anything 35 "x axis side length") 

setvar yaxis %prompt(anything 35 "y axis side length") 

setvar zaxis %prompt(anything 35 "z axis side length") 

endif 

 

 
for repeats in %range(1 $reps ) 

  

 for lambda in %range(1 0 0.05) 

  for x in %atoms(({#1})) 

   modify atom charge $x %math( %atom_info( $x charge) * $lambda ) 

  endfor 

  parameter modify atom_def C.3 c 4 th c.3 6 1.52 white 0 %math(2.55 * $lambda ) 

no no 0 19.74 12.01078 1 c3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.am n 3 tg n.am 7 1.45 blue 0 %math(3.04 * $lambda ) 

yes no 0 16.44 14.00672 28 nam | | 

  parameter modify atom_def c.2 c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white 0 %math(2.55 * $lambda ) 

no no 0 20.13 12.01078 2 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red 0 %math(3.44 * $lambda ) no 

yes 2 13.26 15.99943 9 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.pl3 n 3 tg n.pl3 7 1.5 blue 0 %math(3.04 * $lambda 

) yes no 0 18.11 14.00672 19 npl3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.2 n 3 tg n.2 7 1.48 blue 0 %math(3.04 * $lambda ) 

yes yes 1 17.43 14.00672 6 n2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.3 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue 0 %math(3.04 * $lambda ) 

yes yes 1 16.44 14.00672 5 n3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def c.cat c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white %math(1 * $lambda ) 

%math(2.55 * $lambda ) no no 0 20.13 12.01078 33 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.co2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red %math(-0.5 * $lambda ) 

%math(3.44 * $lambda ) no yes 2 13.26 15.99943 32 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.4 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue %math(1 * $lambda ) 

%math(3.04 * $lambda ) yes no 0 16.44 14.00672 31 n3+ | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.3 o 4 th o.3 8 1.36 red 0 %math(3.44 * $lambda ) 

yes yes 2 13.26 15.99943 8 o3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def h h 1 l1 h 1 1.08 cyan 0 %math(2.2 * $lambda ) no no 

0 81.97 1.007947 13 h |1 | 

  parameter modify atom_def f f 4 th f 9 1.3 green 0 %math(3.98 / $lambda ) yes 

yes 3 11.41 18.998403 16 f | | 

  parameter modify atom_def br br 4 th br 35 1.8 green 0 %math(2.96 / $lambda ) 

no no 3 20.13 79.904100 14 br | | 

 

  dynamics m1 setup %cat( $name _ $lambda ) done  interval_length $MD done 

finished interactive 

 

mol2 out m1 %cat( $name _temp) 

 

 

   PHOTO ON %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ system ) 

   energy m1 done 

   PHOTO OFF %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ system ) 

 

if %streql( $solvent YES) 

  

remove substructure M1(((*)-({#1}))) 
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   PHOTO ON %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ analyte ) 
   energy m1 mark_charges_valid done  

   PHOTO OFF %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ analyte ) 

zap m1 

 

mol2 in m1 %cat( $name _temp) 

 

remove substructure M1((({#1}))) 
 

   PHOTO ON %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ solvent ) 

   energy m1 mark_charges_valid done 

   PHOTO OFF %cat( $name _ lambda_ $lambda _ $repeats _ solvent ) 

 

zap m1 

 

mol2 in m1 %cat( $name _temp)   

 

  

#energy m1 electrostatics calculate_electrostatics get_new_charges MMFF94 

boundary_conditions apply_pbcs $xaxis $yaxis $zaxis done 

 

#charge m1 undisplay 

endif 

 

  for x in %atoms(({#1})) 
   modify atom charge $x %math( %atom_info( $x charge) / $lambda ) 

  endfor 

 

  parameter modify atom_def C.3 c 4 th c.3 6 1.52 white 0 %math(2.55 / $lambda ) 

no no 0 19.74 12.01078 1 c3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.am n 3 tg n.am 7 1.45 blue 0 %math(3.04 / $lambda ) 

yes no 0 16.44 14.00672 28 nam | | 

  parameter modify atom_def c.2 c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white 0 %math(2.55 / $lambda ) 

no no 0 20.13 12.01078 2 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red 0 %math(3.44 / $lambda ) no 

yes 2 13.26 15.99943 9 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.pl3 n 3 tg n.pl3 7 1.5 blue 0 %math(3.04 / $lambda 

) yes no 0 18.11 14.00672 19 npl3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.2 n 3 tg n.2 7 1.48 blue 0 %math(3.04 / $lambda ) 

yes yes 1 17.43 14.00672 6 n2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.3 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue 0 %math(3.04 / $lambda ) 

yes yes 1 16.44 14.00672 5 n3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def c.cat c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white %math(1 / $lambda ) 

%math(2.55 / $lambda ) no no 0 20.13 12.01078 33 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.co2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red %math(-0.5 / $lambda ) 

%math(3.44 / $lambda ) no yes 2 13.26 15.99943 32 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.4 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue %math(1 / $lambda ) 

%math(3.04 / $lambda ) yes no 0 16.44 14.00672 31 n3+ | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.3 o 4 th o.3 8 1.36 red 0 %math(3.44 / $lambda ) 

yes yes 2 13.26 15.99943 8 o3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def h h 1 l1 h 1 1.08 cyan 0 %math(2.2 / $lambda ) no no 

0 81.97 1.007947 13 h | | 

  parameter modify atom_def f f 4 th f 9 1.3 green 0 %math(3.98 / $lambda ) yes 

yes 3 11.41 18.998403 16 f | | 

  parameter modify atom_def br br 4 th br 35 1.8 green 0 %math(2.96 / $lambda ) 

no no 3 20.13 79.904100 14 br | | 

 
 if %lt( $lambda 0.05) 

  parameter modify atom_def C.3 c 4 th c.3 6 1.52 white 0 2.55 no no 0 19.74 

12.01078 1 c3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.am n 3 tg n.am 7 1.45 blue 0 3.04 yes no 0 16.44 

14.00672 28 nam | | 
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  parameter modify atom_def c.2 c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white 0 2.55 no no 0 20.13 

12.01078 2 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red 0 3.44 no yes 2 13.26 

15.99943 9 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.pl3 n 3 tg n.pl3 7 1.5 blue 0 3.04 yes no 0 18.11 

14.00672 19 npl3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.2 n 3 tg n.2 7 1.48 blue 0 3.04 yes yes 1 17.43 

14.00672 6 n2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.3 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue 0 3.04 yes yes 1 16.44 

14.00672 5 n3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def c.cat c 3 tg c.2 6 1.53 white 1 2.55 no no 0 20.13 

12.01078 33 c2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.co2 o 3 tg o.2 8 1.36 red -0.5 3.44 no yes 2 13.26 

15.99943 32 o2 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def n.4 n 4 th n.3 7 1.45 blue 1 3.04 yes no 0 16.44 

14.00672 31 n3+ | | 

  parameter modify atom_def o.3 o 4 th o.3 8 1.36 red 0 3.44 yes yes 2 13.26 

15.99943 8 o3 | | 

  parameter modify atom_def h h 1 l1 h 1 1.08 cyan 0 2.2 no no 0 81.97 1.007947 

13 h | | 

  parameter modify atom_def f f 4 th f 9 1.3 green 0 3.98 yes yes 3 11.41 

18.998403 16 f | | 

  parameter modify atom_def br br 4 th br 35 1.8 green 0 2.96 no no 3 20.13 

79.904100 14 br | | 

  charge m1 compute MMFF94 

  charge m1 undisplay 

 endif  

 endfor 

endfor 
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Appendix 3. Experimental section for Chapter 4 
 

3.1. Materials and methods 
 

The reaction conditions used here are adapted from that which has been widely used in the preparation 

of imprinted polymer nanoparticles.44 N-isopropylacrylamide (NiPAm), N,N′-

methylenebis(acrylamide) (Bis), ammonium persulfate (APS), N,N,N′,N′-

tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), glutaraldehyde, acrylamide and (3-

aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTMS) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, N-tert-butylacrylamide 

(TBAm) and acrylic acid (AAc) from Acros, N,N-diethyldithiocarbamic acid benzyl ester (iniferter) 

from TCI Europe and streptomycin sulfate from Amresco. Glass beads (Spheriglass A 2429) was 

obtained from Potters Industries. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS, Gibco) 1X pH 7.4 was prepared 

according to the manufacturers instruction. Particle diameters were analyzed by DLS using a 

Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern). The collected DLS data are given in the Appendices. 

 

3.2. Primary experiments 
 

NiPAm (19.5 mg, 0.193 mmol), TBAm (16.5 mg, 0.143 mmol), Bis (1 mg, 6.486 μmol) and AAc 

(1.1 μl, 16.02 μmol) were dissolved with or without the nucleant streptomycin sulfate (2.4 mg, 3.245 

μmol). Solvents were varied by percentage volume in 5 % increments, giving solvents 100 %-50 % 

water with the remainder the relevant solvent. Nitrogen was passed through each solution for 25 

minutes before initiation with an aqueous solution of APS (15 mg, 65.73 μmol) and TEMED (15 μl, 

0.100 mmol). Each mixture was then topped to 50 ml total volume to give the appropriate solvent 

ratio and briefly degassed again with nitrogen before being left to incubate for approximately 22 

hours.311 The reactions were quenched by passing oxygen gas through each flask for 25 minutes. 

Variations on this composition involved scaling all components by a common value.  

Particle diameters were analyzed by DLS, the appropriate density, viscosity and refractive index for 

each solvent mixture was calibrated using previously published empirical data.325-328 For DLS analysis 

all data for each conditions was combined and ordered by polydispersity index (PdI); measurements 

with count rate values (kcps) below 1000 being rejected. The majority of measurements used in the 

final analysis displayed a polydispersity index below 0.06 (difficulties obtaining low-PdI, high-count 

measurements with water and water-methanol mixtures required a greater tolerance).  
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3.3. Preliminary experiments 
 

A range of conditions were initially observed with consistent monomer mixture in order to evaluate 

early hypotheses of particle diameter dependence. Diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, dichloromethane, 

ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile and water were used alone in each case as solvent.  

Glass beads (60 g) were boiled in aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (1 mol dm-3, 48 ml) for 15 

minutes, then washed with deionized water (8 × 200 ml). PBS (300 ml) was added to the beads before 

being again washed with deionized water (3 × 200 ml) and acetone (2 × 200 ml) before being left at 

80 °C for 3 hours. The beads were then incubate in a 2 vol% APTMS toluene solution (24 ml) for 24 

hours then washed with acetone (8 × 200 ml) and methanol (1 × 200 ml). The prepared solid phase 

was then incubated with glutaraldehyde (7 vol%, PBS 0.01 mol dm-3 pH 7.2 solution) for 2 hours and 

washed with deionized water (8 × 200 ml) under vacuum before being submerged in a 3.5 mmol dm-

3 vancomycin PBS (0.01 mol dm-3) solution. Residual vancomycin and PBS was washed with 

deionized water (8 × 200 ml). 

Acrylamide (68 mg, 0.9567 mmol) and Bis (3 mg, 19.46 μmol) were dissolved in diethyl ether, ethyl 

acetate, methanol, acetonitrile or water, and combined with the prepared beads. Separate acrylamide-

Bis solutions were prepared for polymerization without the beads, with and without the solvated 

nucleant vancomycin. The mixtures were purged with nitrogen before initiation by one of two 

methods: i) TEMED (30 μl, 0.1999 mmol) was added a solution of APS (30 mg, 0.1315 mmol) in 0.5 

ml of water, which was then added to the monomer mixture, or ii) iniferter (0.75 g, 3.133 mmol) was 

added to the mixture, followed by photopolymerization by exposure to UV light for 12 minutes. 

Measurements were recorded by DLS as in the primary experiments but lower standards were set in 

the data analysis (PdI below 0.4 and count rate above 600) due to the limited solubility of the 

components. The measurements recorded for each condition were combined according to solvent and 

are shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

Full DLS data can be provided on request. 
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